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All quotations from Wilde's works are taken from the fourteen-
volume edition, edited "by Robert Ross and published in 1908,
Thirteen of the volumes were published by Methuen in London, and
the fourteenth, The Picture of Dorian Gray, by Charles Carrington
in Paris. This is the most satisfactory 'standard5 edition.
The volumes are not numbered, and I list here their contents and
the short titles by which I refer to them in foot-notes;
The Poems of Oscar Wilde (Poems)
A House of Pomegranates. The Happy Prince and Other Tales (Tales).
Salome, A Florentine Tragedy, Vera. (Salome).
The Duchess of Padua.
Lady Windermere's Pan (L.W.F.).
A Woman of No Importance (W.N.I,).
An Ideal Husband (I,II,)
The Importance of Being Earnest (I.B.E.).
Lord Arthur Savile's Grime and Other Prose Pieces (L.A.S.C.).
(The other 'prose pieces' are: The Canterville Ghost, The Sphinx
without a Secret, The Model Millionaire, The Portrait of Mr w, II.,
Poems in Prose, and The Rise of Historical Criticism, pts. I-III.)
The Picture of Dorian Gray (Dorian Gray).
Intentions and The Soul of Man (Intentions).
De Profundis.
II
Miscellanies. (The volume contains Essays ana Criticisms,
Letters, Phrases and Philosophies for the Use of the Young, The
Rise of Historical Criticism, pt. IV, La Sainte Courtisane, and
Lectures.)
Reviews.
As the complete version of De Profundis was unpublished until
1962, I do not refer to it in the Methuen volume, but in the excellent
volume of Letters edited by Rupert Hart-Davis. I have also referred
to the original, much shorter version of The Picture of Dorian Gray
published in Lippincott's Monthly Magazine in July 1890.
It is to be expected that the publication of the collected
letters in 1962 will provide material for an. authoritative biography,
but I have found Hesketh Pearson's Life of Oscar Wilde the beat at
present available.
The Bibliography does not include general works of history,
literature and criticism, or works of reference consulted in the
course of ray studies; where important, these are referred to in
foot-notes: it is confined to works which have a direct bearing
on Wilde and his work. Unless otherwise stated, the place of
publication of all books mentioned is London.
1.
INTRODUCTION
The relations between Oscar Wilde's literary theory and his
imaginative work are curiously strong, and a relation of these
relations sheds light on Wilde, both as critic and as artist.
Wilde's writing has suffered by being obscured by his life-story.
Not only is his life much more widely known than his work, but
interest in his work has too often been biassed to relate it to
his life.
The purpose of my thesis is to demonstrate the value and
importance of his thought and his art, with perhaps a corrective
bias against constant reference to the causes of his notoriety.
In the first part, (Chapters One to Pour), Wilde's literary theory
is examined primarily in the context of his thinking as a whole.
Chapter One is concerned to refute extreme charges of plagiarism
and lack of originality, and at the same time to show which of the
literary and artistic ideas of his time he accepted and developed.
His literary theory is outlined in Chapter Two, and an investigation
of his religious, moral and political ideas in Chapter Three shows
that the ways of thinking which animate his literary theory are
basic to his personality, and do not occuf only in a compartment
of his mind reserved for art. Chapter Pour is again concerned to
show Wilde's mind as a dynamic whole, and in some relation to a
tradition.
The second part of the thesis is an examination of Wilde's
most important works, particularly in the light of what we have
2.
learned of his mind. The chapter on The Picture of Dorian Gray
shows Wilde in action, criticising his own work in the extensive
revisions he made before the novel was published in book form.
It also begins to show the double effect on Wilde's work of his
literary theory, which was also in a profound sense a theory or
philosophy of life. The most obvious influence is his stress
on the importance of form, and the supremacy of beauty, which
leads to a preoccupation with style. But as well as this aim,
and sometimes conflicting with it, is a constant testing of his
theory of life in his works: each is shown to be in some way a




Plagiarism and the Choice of Masters
In discussing a celebrated artist's ideas and creative work,
it is not usually a first step to establish that the artist had
ideas and did produce creative work. But Oscar Wilde was not a
'usual' man in any sense and with his work the question has been
raised. His first book was Poems 1881. Shortly after their
first appearance, Wilde sent a copy to the Oxford Union.
Generally, acceptance of such a gift was automatic, but on this
occasion Oliver Elton, then aged 20, rose to protest on the
ground that Wilde was not the true author of the poems.
They are in fact by William Shakespeare,
by Philip Sydney, by John Donne, by Lord Byron,
by William Morris, by Algernon Swinburne, and
by sixty more. . . . The Union Library already
contains better and fuller editions of all
these poets; the volume which we are offered
is theirs, not Mr. .Wilde's; and I move that
it be not accepted.
The book was refused, and Elton's charges have been upheld by
later scholars. We need only cite the masterly equation to
which B. Pehr reduces Wilde's longest poem of the 1881 volume:
Humanitad = Matthew Arnold + Shelley's Sensitive Plant
^Pater's Schlusswort + Swinburne's Dolores •+ Hesperia
-+• Eve of Revolution + A Song of Italy •+ Siena +- Halt
before Rome + Super Plumina Babylonis + Perinde ac
Cadaver + Morris' Anti-Scrape Society + Pater's
Winckelmann -+■ Swinburne's Before a Crucifix + The
Hymn of Man + Hertha + Baudelaire's Hdauton
tirnorounenos.
"^Hesketh Pearson, The Life of Oscar Wilde. 19U6, p. 52.
2B. Pehr, Studien zu Oscar Wilde's Gedlchten. Palaestra 100,
1918, p. 132.
There were also numerous accusations of plagiarism in the
lectures Wilde delivered, in America and later in England. The
accusations of pilfering artistic and socialistic ideas from
Ruskin, Morris, the Pre-Raphaelites, Arnold and Pater have been
upheld by Bendz and Bock, who enumerate many repetitions, sometimes
word-for-word, of Pater and Ruskin especially. Bock has, at least
by implication, linked the end of the too literal borrowing (coming,
he says, with the 'Lecture to Art Students')^ and the end of the
giant, even elephantine sentences, full of ill-digested ideas/*
There was considerable indignation at this young Oxford
graduate who set himself up as a Professor of Aesthetics, and
constituted himself, if not indeed the leader, certainly the mouth¬
piece of the Aesthetic Movement. This resentment also helped to
cement the public belief that there was indeed such a united
'movement' to need a single mouth-piece. Wilde's famous 'borrowing
from Whistler over the celebrated '10 o'clock Lecture' again brought
into prominence the vehement allegation. Whistler's denunciation
of his erstwhile friend is only the best known of a host of outcries
notably in the heavy-handed humour of Punch. But Whistler's witty
accusation has stuck, and Wilde is remembered as 'picking from our
platters the plums for the pudding he peddles in the provinces'.^
■^E, Bock, Walter Pater's Einfluss Auf Oscar Wilde, Bonner Studien
zur Englischen Philologie, 1913» p. 48.
**0p. cit. p. i+l. Bock counted the words of the sentences of
The English Renaissance of Art, finding an average of 111 words
per sentence, the longest having 523 words.
^The Gentle Art of Making Enemies, 1890, p. 164.
These are only a few of the allegations made against Wilde
and they go far to explain a common dismissal of Wilde and his
work as part of the imitative ephemera of the Eighties and Nineties.
Wilde has often been considered as a plagiarist with a
scintillating wit# perhaps one of literature's greatest plagiarists,
but, as regards criticism at least, very little morej certainly not
an original critical mind of the standing of Arnold or Pater. But
this view has necessarily been based either on a general impression,
or on study of the detailed surveys which have up till now been
undertaken on Wilde's work. Such a view must be lopsided, because
of the nature of the work which has been published. Spectacular
results in tracing influences have certainly been obtained, but on
the whole the most spectacular have been studies of his early work.^
Any critic of standing draws strength from work that has gone
before, sometimes techniques, sometimes principles of criticism.
One question has always demanded attention for those who study the
extent to which Wilde's critical thought was influenced by others.
Did Wilde have an individual outlook, or was his criticism a
fabricated whole, made out of a patchwork of borrowings, to which
Wilde's only contribution was the linking together, and the glossing
over of the fact that paradoxical ideas were being advanced
simultaneously? The answer must be sought, not in his early poems
and lectures, but in his mature workj in particular, as regards
his critical theory, in Intentions.
E. Bendz and E. Bock have traced echoes of Arnold and Pater in
Wilde: B. Pehr has given an exhaustive account of literary
influences in the poems, F.K. Brass of influence in Salome and
Alice Herzog of influence in the fairy tales. See Bibliography.
These vehement and seemingly incontrovertible accusations
make the question of influences in Wilde a vital issue, far more
alive than the normal discussion of influences that finds an
inconspicuous place in a dissertation on a writer. The question
is quite fundamental to the raison d'etre of this thesis. If
Whistler's and Elton's charges are proved, and, more important,
if all Wilde's work consisted in similar thefts from other writers,
Wilde can hardly he worthy of serious discussion as an original
mind.
But curious facts emerge on examination of Wilde's relations
with other writers and their work. It is not the writers whose
words have been found to be echoed in Wilde's work the most who
have been nearest to his mind and ideas. Sometimes he repeats
or copies another's work purely, It seems, because of the attraction
the words and sounds have for him: sometimes, no echo of words is
apparent but a close parallel in thought. Echoes and repetitions
are often the most obvious form of influence, and call forth the
cry of plagiarism, but more important is a far more tenuous
similarity - a similarity of a basic nature between Wilde and other
writers, so tenuous that it cannot be 'proved' whether Wilde took
over their ideas wholesale or whether his attraction to them was a
recognition of fundamental sympathy.
Plagiarism remains the charge, and must be answered. But the
answer will reveal a greater complexity and depth in Wilde, it will
not toe a slick denial. There can toe no denying the element of
truth in the main assertions, and it is more important to show
that direct influence and repetition become less evident as Wilde
matured, that instead of wholesale borrowing, Wilde began more
and more to use his early models as starting points or inspirations
for his own thought. Though an original thinker, he was not a
systematic one: but gradually his own mind freed him from slavish
following of other writers. In The Critic as Artist, he
demonstrates in Parts I. and II. his enfranchisement from the
influence of Arnold, and his own perception of the flaws in this
system of criticism, and in Part II. his new-found freedom from
Whistler.
With Wilde, the development of style was synonymous with the
development of independent thought, and although naturally it could
never be said that he was totally free of influence, the history of
his work is the history of this gradual emancipation. More and
more he came to the work of his fellow writers, past and present,
as an equal, rather than as a pupil. Wilde says: 'The only
virriters who have influenced me are Keats, Flaubert, and Walter Pater,
and before I came across them I had already gone more than half way




Wilde's blatant plagiarism is in general confined to his
university years and the decade following. Before and after this
time (and to some extent during it, for there is no tight chrono¬
logical pattern), Wilde assimilated helpful influences rather than
Q
borrowed. The two great formative influences are the Bible and
the Greeks. His love of ancient Greece was deep rooted, and
sealed by his visit to Greece at an impressionable age. He had
a great admiration for Plato, as an artist and a philosopher, and
also as a stylist in his use of dialogue, and was captivated by his
charm. His love of Greek Art was general, but so was the deep
influence it exercised on him: there is no question of plagiarism,
q
but rather of eulogy, e.g. as in The Critic as Artist,. ^ In The
Soul of Man under Socialism, like many men who have hated modern
politics (Shelley, Byron), he was attracted by the Greek democratic
ideal. The Greek ideas of sex morality harmonised with his own
ideas and inclinations and, like Shakespeare's Sonnets, proved a
comfort and a defence.
In his maturity Wilde developed a style which enabled him
again to borrow on a massive scale, and now without any threat to
his individuality. Of those mentioned above, Keats and Pater are
the chief abiding influences, and far more important fundamentally
than the sometimes obvious use of, for example, Huysmans' A Rebours
The Picture of Dorian Gray and the plots of Dumas fils in his
plays. In the plays especially he is free to borrow what he wills,
Q
See later Chapter 3.
g
^Intentions, pp. 109 - 125 et passim.
9.
for he is borne along to such an extent by his style and presentation
that his lavish borrowing of situation and plot is immaterial. The
plays are the style of the plays.
Wilde's choice of masters and influences depended to a great
extent on the stage of intellectual maturity he had reached; that
is, on how far he had developed his style. The writers whose works
he read at Oxford almost all seemed to interest him, and to some
extent to influence him. His love for the English poets was
catholic, but also, for the most part, fairly modern. He admired
Milton, Keats, Tennyson, Swinburne, Rossetti, and, of course
Shakespeare, but seemed to remain untouched by the 'classical'
authors, Dryden, Swift and Pope. He had little love for Wordsworth
and though very interested in Browning10 appeared to find a lack of
'poetry' in his work, in the same sense in which Keats and Tennyson
are most poetic. Romanticism appealed to him, and with his constant
love of the dramatic, the mythical and faery elements of Romanticism
were most important, and after Keats he admired Shelley and Byron.
His favourite French poets are mostly in a similar tradition in
France - Gautier and Baudelaire, who, although superficially anti-
Romantic, opened out the Romanticism of evil and the dark interior
of the soul.
Poets on the whole influenced Wilde more than prose writers,
and the most important prose writers are all fine stylists. In
poetry he loved above all the charm of words, a love which is
10Intentions, p. IGp - 108.
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illustrated throughout his work. We see it particularly in his
11
lingering over certain favourite words and his love for splendid
proper names and aristocratic titles, which cannot solely he
attributed to snobbery.
It was use of words as well as ideas that thrilled him in the
ornate prose of Walter Pater. The Studies in the History of the
Renaissance was published in 1873 while Wilde was at Oxford, and
Pater's work established its hold over him because of its beautiful
style as well as its theme, which made it 'the golden book of sound
and sense, the holy writ of beauty.' The prose writers he loved,
Pater, Ruskin, Swinburne, Morris, showed a love of style and beauty
and his French prose favourites, Gautier, Flaubert and the Goncourts,
had an almost frenzied love of style and beauty.
The English novel was less important as influence, although
Wilde was an avid reader. He loved Poe and the horror literature
of the early nineteenth century, especially his great uncle Charles
Maturin, whose novel, Melmoth the Wanderer, provided a colourful
pseudonym in his later life. Among modern English novelists he had
a great admiration for the style-conscious Meredith. In French
fiction he reverenced Balzac, who perhaps of all novelists had the
12
greatest Influence on him, and also Hugo and Flaubert, and he had
a fondness for the straight forward historical adventure stories of
Dumas.
11
A. O^ala, Aesthetlcism and Oscar Wilde. Suomalaisen Tiedeakatemian
Toimituksia Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae, Helsinki, 195^+»
II passim.
12
See K. Hartley, Oscar Wilde. L'influence francaise dans son
oeuvre. Paris, 1935* p. 2.
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In his journalistic work he came across much that appealed
to him and much that definitely did not, although he usually
refrained from real condemnation. His taste became more formed,
his ideas more fixed. Much of the best comment in the Reviews
was reprinted in other work, notably the appreciations of both
Browning and Meredith, both incorporated in The Critic as Artist.
\ ^
In the course of this work he came across Lefebure's book on lace
which he made use of in Dorian Gray, and was introduced to the
thought of Chuang Tzu whose ideas strangely appealed to him and
matched his own, and later had a strong influence on his social
and political ideas?"^"
Then there is the strange question of personality. Some
writers appealed equally as persons and as writers, some in one way
rather than the other. Wilde had a theory that the greatest writers
were uninteresting people, and the most fascinating characters are
those of bad writers. Mahaffy, his Dublin professor, who greatly
influenced Wilde's love of Greece, was also a friend, and his
influence is seen more in Wilde's life and character than in his
work. Mahaffy's boast was that he would make a 'good pagan' out of
Wilde; he also helped to make him a considerable snob. Ruskin's
speech and bearing impressed the undergraduate Wilde, but beneath
the flowing style of his prose Wilde found a social and moralistic
leaning which was antipathetic to him, and he used Pater's writing
"^^Ernest Lefebure, Embroidery and Lace: Their Manufacture and
History from the Remotest Antiquity to the Present Day. Reviewed
in Woman's World. Nov. 1888.
^"Chuang Tzu, Mystic. Moralist and Social Reformer, translated by
H.A. Giles, 18$9. Reviewed in The Speaker, February 8, 1890.
12.
to resist the influence of Ruskin's personality.
Pater, on the other hand, was personally as much of a
disappointment to Wilde as Wilde was an embarassment to his avowed
master. On the whole the personal relationship was a failure,
and the friendship was kept on a literary level.
With regard to Whistler, it is interesting to note that when
still a follower of Ruskin, in 1877, Wilde very condescendingly
15
reviewed his Grosvenor Gallery Exhibitions v but two years later
when he knew Whistler personally, wrote of his 'wonderful and
16
eccentric genius.' After two more years, as the acquaintance
ripens, Whistler becomes 'a master of all time'.1"^ His comments
go on blowing hot or cold, according to the state of their friendship,
18
as Ojala points out.
Many writers, naturally, he knew only through their work, but
it is significant that when he went to Prance and had the opportunity
to seek out his idols in the flesh, an opportunity which he seized
with both hands, for his visit was a real lion hunt, he made no
effort to seek out Ernest Renan. Although Renan's work, especially
the Vie de Jesus1^ and L'Avenlr de la Science20 had a great influence
•^Dublin University Magazine. July, 1877.
16
Miscellanies, p. 18.
•^Miscellanies, p. 319 - 320.
l80p. cit. 1, 93 - 9k.
19
^See works, especially Letters, p. U79.
20
I am indebted to a forthcoming article by Brian Nicholas on the
connections between this work and The Soul of Man.
13.
on Wilde, he must have known that only the ideas in Kenan's work
had any truth for him, and not the man, whose personality was
antipathetic to him.
We can make two statements ahout Wilde's borrowings. First,
they were extensive; he had a fantastic memory, and quotations
and reminiscences fill his works - not only the Poems and lectures,
hut also his later works. This is borne out by Alice Herzog's
21 22
study of the Tales and F.K. Brass's account of Salome. But the
second statement qualifies this: Wilde did not believe that there
was any impropriety in borrowing. On the contrary, a work of art
had no further connection with its creator: 'I appropriate what is
already mine, for once a thing is published it becomes public
21
property.' Any writer could plunder ideas or quotations: in fact
The Critic as Artist suggests that this is a very proper procedure;
'In a very ugly and sensible age, the arts borrow, not from life,
2Ll
but from each other.' H Further, Wilde himself mercilessly
plundered his own work, Wilde used and re-used word or phrase,
epigram or paragraph which appealed to him. The test is - can it







As far as Wilde's critical theory is concerned, influences in
the shape of ideas are hy far the most important. The spirit of
the Nineties or the A«sthetes which Wilde was very conscious of
embodying2-* was most conspicuous for being 'un-English'.
'Un-English' in this sense can be taken to mean 'concerned with
ideas of beauty rather than ideas of good', or aesthetic rather
than moral. Among nineteenth century critics it is almost possible
to make a distinction as blunt as this: the English tended to be
moralists, the French to be aesthetes. In ideas then, Wilde has
more in common with French or French-influenced writers. The
English writers he loves for aesthetic reasons - Ruskin's powerful
prose description, not his economics, Arnold's lucid, perfect
English, not his artistic theories.
The most favoured English authors are those most influenced by
the French - Swinburne, for example, with his adulation of
Baudelaire, and Walter Pater, the disciple of Flaubert. In general
these English writers delight Wilde with their use of v/ords, French
writers with their ideas. Wilde's French was good enough to
appreciate also the French use of language and it is interesting
to remember in this connection that Wilde wrote 'Salome' in French,
as if conscious that his ideas would be more at home in the French
language. But this English-French dichotomy explains the pre¬
eminence as a master for Wilde of Walter Pater, the jewelled
English stylist, the first great English 'aesthetic* theorist.
2^'I was a man who stood in symbolic relations to the art and
culture of my age.' Letters, p. 466.
15.
To illustrate shortly Wilde's attitude to English and French
thought, we can, paradoxically, compare him with two English writers,
Pater as partly representing French or aesthetic ideas, Arnold as
more typically English.
General English influences on Wilde have heen frequently and
26
fairly exhaustively discussed. The most important tend to he
specific and narrowed: even Pater, the major one, had a less
general influence than would he supposed. Ernest Bendz has shown
hy close textual analysis that almost all Wilde's borrowings from
Pater came from the Preface and Conclusion to the Renaissance, the
end of the essay on Winckelmann, or the beginning of that on
Giorgione, Wilde tends to use other critics* work as starting
points for his own thought, and even when he repeats others, he
usually qualifies them -until the original meaning is lost.
Pater is the major influence, and Arnold influences Wilde
partly directly, partly through Pater. Pater himself was early
a disciple of Arnold, though, like Wilde, he tended to disregard or
deny Arnold's social and ethical ideas. Both Arnold and Pater
regarded Goethe as the supreme example of modern culture, and
27
emphasised the value of actual experience. '
A crucial example of the divergent thought of Arnold, Pater
and Wilde is Arnold's famous dictum that 'the object of criticism
26
See especially Bendz, Bock.
2?Cf. Intentions, p. 219.
16.
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is to see the object as in itself it really is', not 'to "bring
to the consideration of their object some individual fancy'.
Wilde rejected the possibility of objectivity and disinterestedness,
and his remark can be applied to Arnold's 'interested' disinterest-
edness:-
Where there is no exaggeration there is no love,
and where there is no love there is no
understanding. It is only about things that
do not interest one that one can give a really
unbiassed opinion, which is no doubt the reason
why an unbiassed opinion is always absolutely
valueless.29
Pater makes no claims to disinterestedness as a policy: instead he
restates the matter:-
In aesthetic criticism the first step towards
seeing one's object as it really is is to know
one's own impression as it really is, to dis¬
criminate it, to realise it distinctly.30
This brings in the subjective element, firmly and inexorably - what
7*1
Arnold called the 'personal estimate'.
The idea of the critic not as mediator and interpreter but as
an end in himself, is common to Pater and Wilde and foreign to
Arnold. Wilde's statement of the same idea is characteristic:
where Pater develops and perverts Arnold's meaning subtlely, Wilde
starts by a complete negation:-
2^Works: Essays in Criticism First Series (1903) ~ The Function
of Criticism, p. 1.
^Intentions, p. 195.
^°Pater, Preface to Renaissance, 1873, p. viii. See also Intentions,
P. 70.
■^Arnold, Essays in Criticism Second Series, 'Study of Poetry', p. 5.
17
Brnest: I seem to have heard, another theory
of Criticism.
Gilbert: Yes: it has been said by one whose
gracious memory we all revere . . .
that the proper aim of Criticism is
to see the object as in itself it
really is. But this is a very
serious error, and takes no cognisance
of Criticism's most perfect form,
which is in its essence purely subjec¬
tive, and seeks to reveal its own secret
and not the secret of another. For the
highest Criticism deals with art not as
expressive but as impressive purely.32
'His [the Critic's] sole aim is to cherish his own impressions. 3
As soon as the idea of objectivity is rejected, much of Arnold's
subsequent teaching is inevitably denied. The Critic as Artist is
largely an attack on Arnold * s essay The Function of Criticism:
in fact, Wilde's original title for the dialogue was The true Nature
and Function of Criticism. Wilde goes on to deny all Arnold's
requirements for the ideal critic, that he should be fair, rational,
and sincere.^ Much of his space is devoted to disproving Arnold's
assertion in that essay that 'Everbody, too, would be willing to





3^Essays in Criticism First Series, p. 37.
33lbid. p. 3.
18.
Pater and Wilde concentrate on the 'impression' the object
makes on the critic, and so, in both cases, what matters is the
temperament of the critic. 'What is important, then, is . . .
that the critic should possess ... a certain type of temperament.'
Pater described this temperament in a curiously active/passive phrase,
reminiscent of Wordsworth, 'the power of being deeply moved by the
presence of beautiful objects',Where Pater's keywords are
'temperament' and 'impression', Wilde also uses 'temperament', and
a favourite word for aesthetic experience is 'satisfying'.
Wilde regarded 'impressive' criticism, such as buskin's or
Pater's, as 'criticism of the highest kind'.
It does not confine itself ... to discovering the
real intention of the artist and accepting that as
final. And in this it is right, for the meaning
of any beautiful created thing is, at least, as
much in the soul of him Yirho looks at it, as it was in
his soul that wrought it . . .3°
Wilde treats art as a symbol, and it is the beholder who makes it so.
'Beauty is the symbol of symbols. Beauty reveals everything because
• 39
it expresses nothing. ^
These theories on the essence of criticism naturally affect
Wilde's and Pater's views on the purpose of criticism. But the
difference with Arnold is not so great as one Yvould suppose.
Pater, Preface to Renaissance» p. x.




Arnold regarded literature as a 'criticism of life',^0 and his idea
of the critic is of the interpreter, the raison d'Stre of "both art
and criticism being their effect on life. Although Pater was an
impressionistic critic, in practice he went further into general
criticism and interpretation. His custom was to attempt to find
the 'formula' of a given artist or work of art.
The function of the aesthetic critic is to
distinguish, analyse, ana separate from its
adjuncts, the virtue hy which a picture . . •
produces this special impression of beauty
or pleasure, to indicate what the source of
that impression is, and under what conditions
it is experienced. His end is reached when
he has disengaged that virtue, and noted it,
as a chemist notes some natural element, for
himself and others.dl
He finds, for example, that the unique quality of Coleridge is the
quest for the absolute, ana that of Winckelmann the Greek temperament.
But finding this formula is more a matter of emotional and imaginative
sympathy than of objective investigation. Usually he analyses the
central quality of the artist's temperament to his own satisfaction,
but he never attempted a written criticism except where real or
imagined temperamental similarity allowed him to enter deeply into
the spirit of the work.
Pater often says that we are all imprisoned in ourselves, that
we only have our impressions, but he still believed some degree of
objectivity was possible in the formula. The formula is reminiscent
jEssa^s in Criticism Second Series. The Study of Poetry, p. 4.
^Pater, Preface to Renaissance, p. x.
20.
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of Arnold's 'touchstone* method, a personal and emotionally
determined guide heing used to provide an objective result.
Pater believed that, unique as are every man's impressions,
qualified observers will recognise and agree on the active
principle - a recognition, implicitly, of the fundamental similarity
of human minds.
Wilde differs again, emphasising that the self-culture of the
critic is an end, and a more than sufficient end in itself. 'That
is what the higher criticism really is, the record of one's own
soul.But he too feels some need to explain or allow for the
interpretative method of criticism. In Part 2 of The Critic as
Artist he allows that the critic may sometimes interpret, but his
mission is to deepen the mystery of art, not to explain it away,
and he must not efface himself in interpreting but rather intensify
his own personality: as the actor interprets the drama, or the
violinist the concerto, so the critic interprets literature. He
may choose to exert influence 'but if so he will concern himself
not with the individual, but with the age.He will discover
new meanings in the work especially appropriate to the age he lives
in.
Both Pater and Wilde are, like Gilbert in The Critic as Artist
'born antinomians', neither can accept any creed, rule or fixed
§tud£ Poetry, p. 13.
A3-^Intentions, p. 144. See also Letters, p. 292. To R. Glegg.
^Intentions, p. 160-164, 209.
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position.
The theory or idea or system which requires of us
the sacrifice of any part of this experience, in
consideration of some interest into which we
cannot enter, or some abstract theory we have
not identified with ourselves, or what is only
conventional, has no real claim on us.*+5
They went so far as to rebel against habit, especially Arnold's
dictum that 'conduct is three fourths of life'. For Pater, the man
living a full life must 'burn always with a hard gem-like flame' and
be 'forever curiously testing new opinions . . . Failure is to form
habits. ' Wilde and Pater do not try to deny that men do live by
custom: 'The security of society liew in custom and unconscious
instinct.'^ Arnold's doctrine is 'monstrous'^"8 because this should
not, and must not, be the case. Pater subscribed in practice to
Arnold's rule, for he lived for his work; but as Yeats 3aid, Wilde
'lived in the enjoyment of his own spontaneity'^ and because of his
own individuality believed in 'the great actual Individualism latent
, 50
and potential in mankind generally. ^ Ideally he longed for the
'fresh impulse of joy' which would come to the world if a man lived
his life fully, giving 'form to every feeling, expression to every
, 5i
thought, reality to every dream'.
1x5
^Tater, conclusion to Renaissance, p. 237.
Kg
Pater, Conclusion to Renaissance, p. 236 - 237.
^Intentions. p. 188.
^8Ibid. p. 119.
^9W.B. Yeats, Autobiographies. 1955, p. 136.
^Intentions. p. 283.
-^Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 28.
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This idea of fluidity is basic for Wilde and Pater. It causes
them to reject any philosophy or system, for always they veer from
52
the abstract and general to the concrete and particular. The
individual, the moment, the unique experience are what matters, and
these must he taken for what they are, not bent to any formal
55
structure, to attempt to give meaning to a whole* This is both
the strength and the weakness of the 'aesthetic1 school, for it
could produce new intensity and observation but tended to search
eventually for the bizarre rather than the ordinary, the unique,
however perverse, rather than the normal. Pater idolises art, for
'art comes to you professing frankly to give nothing but the highest
quality to your moments as they pass, and simply for those moments'
sake.Art, the supreme vehicle of Beauty, is thus extremely
important, and, characteristically, Beauty becomes difficult of
definition,and unfixed.
Beauty ... is relative ... to define Beauty
not in the most abstract but in the most concrete
terms possible ... is the aim of the true
student of aesthetics.55
Beauty must also be individual, concrete, relative.
Where Arnold had a central desire for metaphysical security
Pater rejected this as rather unworthy. He was content to
cultivate the relative spirit of modern thought, and most fundamental
32This is so general in Wilde that Ojala says 'Wilde's principal
mode of metaphor . . . namely the illustration of what is abstract
and ideational by means of something concrete and physical.' II, 181.
53Cf. Letters, p. 259.
5ii
-^Conclusion to Renaissance, p. 239.
33Preface to Renaissance, p. vii.
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to his own thinking is the Heraclitean flux. 'Modern thought is
distinguished from ancient "by its cultivation of the "relative"
spirit in place of the "absolute"'. This idea is fundamental to
Wilde's thought, and is the basic difficulty when we try to
disentangle the threads of his critical ideas. In every subject,
fluidity, relativity, movement, are the vital principles, and those
which defy a systematisation of his thought.
Each of his critical pronouncements is clear and whole in
itself, but difficulties, small and large, occur when they are
considered together. This passage from The Critic as Artist seems
central to the whole problem.
The true critic will, indeed, always be sincere in
his devotion to the principle of beauty, but he
will seek for beauty in every age and in each
school, and will never suffer himself to be limited
to any settled custom of thought, or stereotyped
mode of looking at things. He will realise himself
in many forms, and by a thousand different ways, and
will ever be curious of new sensations and fresh
points of view. Through constant change, and
through constant change alone, he will find his
true unity. He will not consent to be the slave
of his own opinions. For what is mind but motion
in the intellectual sphere? The essence of
thought, as the essence of life, is growth.56
This is Wilde's basic objection to philosophical system: where
mind equals 'motion in the intellectual sphere', system, which
implies something static rather than something dynamic, must be
rejected. To Wilde, this idea of motion and growth was almost
an obsession.
-^Intentions, p. 197* My italics
2i+«
'Through constant change ... he will find his true-unity'•
There is then a kind of unity possible, a teleological process of
mind. Prom this idea comes Wilde's contribution to the Romantic
doctrine of the Masks which give more of truth than the supposed
face behind: in fact a man, for Wilde, is almost faceless, just
a series of Masks with some underlying unifying principle. He
continues his essay:- 'You must not be frightened by words, Ernest.
What people call insincerity is simply a method of multiplying our
personalities.'
This doctrine explains his poses, his criticism in which Symons
called him 'An artist in attitudesThus he can finish his essay
The Truth of Masks by saying:-
Not that I agree with everything that I have said
in this essay , . . The essay simply represents
an artistic stand-point, and in aesthetic criticism
attitude is everything. For in art there is no
such thing as a universal truth: a Truth in art is
that whose contradiction is also true.58
If 'attitude is everything', the question of influence takes
an even more complex turn. Each 'maak' Wilde wears may be his
momentary amusement with one idea or outlook, culled from another
writer - none can be pinned down as definite. It seems most
useful then to consider in particular three of the most common and
fundamental ideas that are to be found in Wilde's work, and to trace
them in the work of others, not to find where he stole them, but to
consider the stream of ideas and the subtle modifications he wrought
in them.
57A. symons, A Study of Oscar Wilde, 1930.
^Intentions, p. 269.
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Wilde's most often repeated, and in some ways Ms most
revolutionary ideas are all concerned with his fundamental idea of
art. The first and in many ways most striking of these ideas is
his atti-tude to life. Life is considered as itself an art, art
being the most important concept in his mind. In the Critic as
Artist we find it stated:-
Ernest: But what are the two supreme and
highest arts?
Gilbert: Life and Literature, life and the
perfect expression of life.59
The consequences of this attitude are that artistic production
cannot be regarded as the criterion of the artist:
This young dandy [Wainwright] sought to be
somebody rather than to do something. He
recognised that life itself is an art and
has its modes of style no less than the
arts that seek to express it.°°
This idea, incidentally, forms a new justification for the man who
put his 'talent* into his work, his 'genius' into his life. Wilde
sums it up in a characteristic aphorism - 'One should either be a
61
work of art, or wear a work of art.'
The second point is also intimately connected with Wilde's
basic concept of art, though superficially paradoxically opposed
to it. It finds its fullest expression in Intentions, in the essay
The Decay of Lying. In brief it is that art, especially in its
^Intentions, p. 116.
^°Ibid. p. 67. See also pp. 280 - 292.
Phrases and Philosophies for the use of the Young. Chameleon,
December, I89/+.
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primary characteristics of form, style and. "beauty is superior not
only to Nature, hut to Life itself. Wilde discusses the improvements
in life made by modern civilisation:
But these things merely produce health,
they do not produce beauty. For this,
Art is required, and the true disciples
of the great artist are not hi3 studio-
imitators, but those who become like his
works of art, be they plastic as in Greek
days, or pictorial as in modern times: in g2
a work Life is Art's best, Art's only pupil.
Life, he says, is 'terribly deficient in form'.^
Scientifically speaking, the basis of life -
the energy of life, as Aristotle would call
it - is simply the desire for expression,
and art is always presenting various forms g.
through which this expression can be attained'
Form and style are the crux of the matter. Everyone knows Wilde's
famous aphorism 'In matters of great importance, style, not sincerity'.
But it is not just a clever epigram, it is in a profound sense a
tenet of life. For Wilde, the basis of §rt is form: 'For the real
artist is he who proceeds, not from feeling to form, but from form
, 65
to thought and passion.' Form is the only inspiration of art:
In every sphere of life Form is the beginning
of things . . . Yes, Form is everything. It
is the secret of life . . . Start with the
worship of form, and there is no secret in art
that will not be revealed to you.
^Intentions, p. 3h»
63Ibid. p. 165.
6i+Ibid.op. 39 - hO.
65Ibid. pp. 207 - 208.
See also Intentions, pp. Ih8 - 153,
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It is the conclusion of the Decay of Lying that because of Form
Life and Nature imitate Art.87 Beauty is also emphasised as the
68
supreme characteristic of art.
The last of the three ma^or points is the one in which Wilde
most clearly separates his ideas from the English tradition and
allies himself with the French, the independence of art from Morals.
6Q
Art, says Wilde, has no aim "but its own perfection. ^
Art is out of the reach of morals, for her eyes
are fixed upon things beautiful and immortal
and ever-changing. So morals belong to lower
and less intellectual spheres.70
In a sense, in fact, art is actually immoral.
For emotion for the sake of emotion is the
aim of art, and emotion for the sake of action
is the aim of life, and of that practical
organisation of life that we call society.'
Wilde's ideas on art and morality are most fully expressed in the
Preface to Dorian Gray, in the newspaper controversy following the
72
publication of that novel, and in his defence in cross-examination
7^
at the Trial of the Marquis of Queensberry and his own Trials.
Briefly, he always denied the validity of moral criticisms in art.





72See Letters, pp. 257 - 272.
7^See H. Montgomery Hyde, Trials of Oscar Wilde. See also
Intentions, pp. 306 - 307.
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'There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral "book. Books
are well written or badly written. That is all.
The first point concerned the Art of Life, and the most
important influence in this sphere is Baudelaire, whose conception
of the idea of Dandyism is sympathetically described in L'Art
Romantique. Although Beau Brummell was the inspiration for
Barbey d'Aurevilly's work on Dandyism, Baudelaire's conception
goes much deeper. The central aim of the Dandy is distinction:
this is the final dignifying of all the 'l'art pur' notions of
A» -
'epatant les Bourgeois', of the hatred of the commonplace. This
leads in both Wilde and Baudelaire to a desire for the new, however
dangerous, for the beautiful, however cruel.
Wilde wrote in 'De Profundis':-
People thought it dreadful of me to have
entertained at dinner the evil things of
life, and to have found pleasure in their
company. But they, from the point of view
through which I, as an artist in life,
approached them, were delightfully suggestive
and stimulating. It was like feasting with
panthers. The danger was half the excitement
. . • They were to me the brightest of gilded
snakes. Their poison was part of their
perfection ... To entertain them was an
astounding adventure. Dumas p£re, Cellini,
Goya, Edgar Allan Poe, or Baudelaire, would
have done just the same.75
And In his book, on Baudelaire, Gautier compares him to his friend
^Preface to The Picture of Dorian Gray and Miscellanies, p. 142.
"^Letters, p. 493*
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Boissard in testing hashish, and says that Baudelaire too was
'amorous of new and rare sensations even when they were dangerous'.
Finally, hatred of the banal caused Baudelaire to love even
destructive beauty:-
Tu marches sur les morts, Beaute, dont tu te moq.ues,7^
De tes bijoux 1'Horreur n'est pas le aoins charmant.
Dandyism is not just a question of exquisite elegance of dress
'For the perfect dandy these things are only a perfect symbol of the
aristocratic superiority of his spirit.' " A dandy can never be
an ordinary man:-
It is above all the ardent craving to create
for oneself an originality contained within
the exterior limits of the proprieties. It
is a cult of oneself, which may survive the
search for the happiness to be found in others -
in woman for example; which may survive even all that
is meant by the illusions. It is the pleasure to
surprise others and the proud satisfaction never to
be surprised oneself.
The possible influence of these words on Wilde's aesthetic phase of
dress, and on his dandy's attitude later on is obvious. It is clear
that Baudelaire is not subordinating Life completely to Art: he is
treating Life as an Art, as important as any other art.
With Baudelaire, Dandyism becomes a kind of religion, the
religion of Distinction, the execration of banality and vulgarity.
Baudelaire says that Dandies 'are all representatives of what is
Lea Fleurs du Mai. 'Hymne a la Beaute'.
"P.G. Konody, The Painter of Victorian Life. A study of Gonstantin
Guys, with an introduction and a translation of Baudelaire's
Peintre de la Vie Moderne, 1930, pp. 126 - 137.
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beet in human pride, of the desire (which is but too rare today)
to fight against and to destroy vulgarity*. This vehement,
desperate fight against conformity and for individualism, which is
almost identical in many ways with Wilde1s,leads naturally and
inevitably to a certain kind of political outlook. Baudelaire
writes
Dandyism is the last splendour of heroism in
decadence * . . Dandyism is a setting sun: like
the star in its decline, it is superb, without
heat and full of melancholy. But, alas: the
rising tide of democracy which invades and levels
everything, drowns day by day these last represen¬
tatives of human pride.
Baudelaire's contention is that the artist is lost in democracy:
even an unpleasant aristocracy is better. 'Chez un peuple sans
aristocratie, le culte du beau ne peut que se corrompre, s'amoindrir,
et disparaitre.^
This could be a part of the Soul of Man under Socialism - Wilde
shares his view as do Flaubert, the Goncourts and others. Flaubert
and the brothers Goncourt felt a passion of disgust for the
'bourgeois'. This is their form of Baudelaire's dandyism.
Flaubert regarded the impulse to intrude his personality as 'un
tentation de bourgeois'."^ He was both insistent and emphatic
about this rule:-
The less you feel a thing, the fitter .you
are to express it as it is (as it always is,
^E.A. Poe, Translation of life and works: Preface.
^G. Flaubert, Correspondence. k vols., Paris, 1893, III, 221.
See also E. and J. de Goncourt, Journal. May 6, 1861.
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in itself, in its essence, freed of all
ephemeral contingencies). But you must qq
have the capacity to make yourself feel it.
In another mood, he is very indignant at the very idea of putting
one's mere personal life into Art:
I refuse to consider Art a drainpipe for
passion, a kind of chamberpot, a slightly
more elegant substitute for gossip and
confidences.®1
Only artists could hold themselves above the vulgar man.
Everything ignoble was held to stem from the bourgeois, and the
bourgeois is the mass of mankind.
Really I profoundly value only two men,
Rabelais and Byron, the only two wrho have
written in a spirit of malice toward the
human race and with the intention of
laughing in its face. What a tremendous
position a man occupies who places himself
in such relation to the worldI
This attitude is at the basis of the bulk of Wilde's epigrams and
paradoxes, though we cannot measure the depth of his feeling.
One way in which Flaubert amused himself at the expense of the
bourgeois was by building up a collection over twenty years, of all
the crassest, most expected remarks that the bourgeois tend to utter
A*
in any given circumstances. ^ It is interesting to compare his
method with Wilde's, who also noticed the tendency to a stock response.
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The Selected Letters of Qustave Flaubert, edited by F. Steegmuller,
1954, p. lijO. See also Correspondence^" III, 331.
^Steegmuller, op. cit. p. 170. Cf. pp. 87, 186.
®2Steegmuller, p. 39.
Dictionary of Platitudes. Being a compendium of conversational
cliches, blind beliefs, fashionable misconceptions and fixed ideas,
translated by E.J. Fluck, 195b-
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While Flaubert brings them all together and displays their stupidity
"by copying them word for word, Wilde makes use of the fact that
people expect a certain response to turn a large number of epigrams
and paradoxes, on the lines of the well-known 'nothing succeeds like
excess'. In another form Wilde pursues this idea in the Soul of
Man under Socialism where he pursues the ideal of developing
everyone's individuality to the greatest extent.
The second of Wilde's recurrent ideas that has a clear and
traceable history is that art, with its special characteristics of
Beauty and Form is superior to Nature and to Life itself. The
worship of beauty is a trait to be found in all the French artists
who believed in 'l'art pour l'art', and provides a special sympathy
between Wilde and these writers.
In G-autier, for instance, he seemed specially attracted to the
simple, all-consuming love of Beauty. 'I have spent my life in
8Il
seeking beauty under all its protean forms, in order to depict it. ' ^
Gautier's interest is in externals: in a man's clothes rather than
his thoughts, in the word picture of his exterior. He is fascinated,
like Wilde, by unusual words and names with lovely sounds. The
Goncourts called him 'the Sultan of the epithet',®^ Decoration is
all importantj his delight is in gold and purple, in velvet and
marble. His poems are similar; in the very title Emaux et Camees
we see his purpose. Wilde resembles him most in his early poems
and his decorated Tales.
^"Preface to Mademoiselle de Maupin.
Journal, March 3, 1862.
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Gautier's ideas are expressed with greatest conviction in
Mademoiselle de Maupin and its famous Preface. This hook, which
Swinhurne called 'the golden hook of spirit and sense, the holy-
writ of beauty', and Baudelaire 'cette esp&ce d'hymne h la Beaut<§',
expresses Gautier's love of physical and sensual images. Like
Wilde, Gautier was much influenced by the Greek ideal: 'Physical
beauty, as perfect as the Greek type, is the only gift of which I
have always been envious.' This admiration of Greek beauty became
very widespread among writers. It is everywhere in Wilde's work,
especially in The Critic as Artist. It became a convention, and
at the same time was tied up with the defence of love among men, and
the homosexuality that was often pretended and sometimes practised
by English writers of the Nineties. Alfred Douglas wrote:- 'Je ne
suis pas un monstre • . • 3e suis tout a fait sain et grec, et ce
sont les autres. les gens qui se disent normales, qui sont des
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monstres et des deg&n^res.' Baudelaire wrote:- 'In Mademoiselle
de Maupin, Greek beauty is staunchly defended in the full tide of
Romantic exuberance.' With this love, in Gautier as in Wilde,
comes a horror of death, especially the death of the body, and its
decay into ugliness in sickness or age. But all artistic ideas
find their profoundest qualifications in Baudelaire.
It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that Baudelaire's
thought and art influenced all the art that followed his. His
influence on Wilde is extensive, directly or indirectly exercised.
86




to demolse]le de Maupin with its enthusiastic exploration of
ambiguous sexuality also typifies the 'spiritual and
moral perversity' which Symons described as characteristic
of the Decadence.
34.
Probably few things in literature did as subtly
modify Wilde's outlook on life and the imaginative
colouring of his work, as these "Flowers of Evil"o7
whose "poisoned honey" he delighted to feed upon. '
Wilde was a very great admirer of Baudelaire's thought and art, and
many of his maxims seem to stem from it.
Baudelaire started a new emphasis in modern literature with his
admiration in Beauty of modernity as a quality.
The Beautiful consists of an eternal, unvariable
element, the quantity of which it is excessively
difficult to determine, and of a relative,
circumstantial element which may be, as you please,
in turn or simultaneously, the epoch, the fashion,
morality or passion.88
He concentrates immediately and almost entirely on the second element,
as he believes its importance is generally overlooked. Hoxvever
hideous modern life in some respects may be, we must find our beauty
here, in the present, and not in a sham copying of other times:
Woe to him who studies the antique for
anything but pure art, logic and general
method I As a result of plunging too deeply
into it, he loses the memory of the present;
he renounces the value and privileges
furnished by actual occurrences; for nearly
all our originality comes from the impression
made by Time upon our sensations°9
Modernity is then vastly important. 'In a word, if anything modern
is to be worthy to become antique, it is necessary to extract from
it the mysterious beauty with which it is involuntarily endowed by
^Bendz, p. 18.
Q O
Konody, p. 24. Cf. Wilde: A Few Maxims for the Instruction
of the Over-Educated. "Dandyism is the assertion of the absolute
modernity of Beauty," Letters, pp. 869 - 870.
^Konody, p. 77.
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human life.' If a subject lacked beauty it was necessary to
transform it by poetic power, as we see in this line from the
Pleurs du Mal:-
Tu m'as donn£ ta boue, et j'en ai fait de l'or.
This view did much to shape the ideas of the English aesthetics
of the Nineties.^
As a result of this theory Baudelaire found the quality of
beauty to be in suggestiveness. The truth of the surface did not
matter if it was beautiful. 'Masque ou decor, salutl J'adore ta
beauts.This is Baudelaire's adaptation of Gautier's love of
mystery and romance. It resembles Wilde's. He says in Dorian
Gray:- ' It is the uncertainty that charms one. A mist makes things
wonderful.'
The worship of form and style has one supreme follower: 'If
all high things have their martyrs, Gustave Flaubert might perhaps
rank as the martyr of literary style.'^2 Walter Pater's opinion
of Flaubert is of course important as an indication of how great an
influence Flaubert would have on Wilde. And indeed if we disregard
the numerous appreciative references in Wilde's essays and letters
to the work of Flaubert, we can conclude that had he never in fact
read Flaubert he would have been Influenced by him through Pater.
Pater's essay on 'Style* is enormously sympathetic to Flaubert, and
many of the ideas in it seem to stem from him. Pater is very
Letters, p. 869 - "A subject that is beautiful in itself gives
no suggestion to the artist. It lacks imperfection."





impressed by Flaubert's devotion to art and style, and "by his
withdrawal from active normal life, so similar to Pater's own.
He echoes Flaubert's misogyny, and quotes approvingly Flaubert's
preference for the 'cultus' of the true beauty rather than for
earthly love - 'a relative beauty'. Like Flaubert he would
always undertake an immensely painstaking research for the uniquely
suitable word.
From this we see that Flaubert's temperament was in some ways
as alien to ¥/ilde's as Pater's, although Wilde was very attracted
to many of his ideas. The most important preoccupation with
Flaubert was with technique and form.
A good prose sentence should be like a good
line of poetry - unchangeable ... no one
has ever conceived a more perfect kind of
prose than 1.93
He also attached enormous importance to form, making his watchword:-
'De la forme nait l'idee.' This idea Wilde adopted and developed
in several places especially in The Critic as Artist: 'For the
real artist is he who proceeds, not from feeling to form, but from
form to thought and passion.'He also points out that the form
can dignify petty subject matters-
out of the sordid and sentimental amours of the
silly wife of a small country doctor in the
squalid village of Yonville l'Abbaye, near Rouen,
Gustave Flaubert was able to create a classic, and
make a masterpiece of style ... 95




Flaubert's words echo in much of Wilde's work:
What I love above all else is form, provided
it be beautiful, and nothing beyond it.
Women, whose hearts are too ardent and whose
minds too exclusive, do not understand this
religion of beauty, beauty without feeling.
They always demand a cause, an end. I admire
tinsel as much as gold: indeed, the poetry of
tinsel is even greater, because it is sadder,9°
Renan was never an object of /slide's idolatry, as were Gautier
and Flaubert, but his influence was steady and important. Brian
Nicholas^ has traced in detail important parallels in political
and religious thought between 'L'Avenir de la Science' and 'The
Soul of Man under Socialism*. The echoes of the Vie de J6sus and
Marc Aur&le are evident, and also those of The Poetry of the Celtic
Races, especially in The Critic as Artist, although Wilde only nine
times refers to Renan by name.
The attraction was intellectual only: Wilde admired Kenan's
assured cynicism, and accepted the conclusions of his scholarship
without question, but temperamentally they were quite out of sympathy -
Renan disparaged literature and lauded scientific truth. But Kenan's
love of Greece was akin to Wilde's: of Athens he said: 'There is
)QA
one place where perfection existsj and only one. It is there.
And with love of Greece went love of form, even in philosophy.
^ Steegmuller, pp. 7U - 75.
Q7•^'In the article on Wilde and Renan already mentioned.
■^Souvenirs d'enfance et de .leunesse, Paris, 1883.
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'Form, In philosophy, is at least as important as content; the
turn given to one's thought is the only possible demonstration
of its truth.
Love of beauty and love of form were not the only reasons
for the theory that Art is superior to Life and Nature. Again we
find the seeds of the theory in Baudelaire, and his detestation of
nature. Like Wilde, Baudelaire was extraordinarily interested in
the idea of sin. He believed in Original Sin, and the evil of the
natural state. In L'Art Romantlaue (Sloge du Maquillage) he wrote
'Review, analyse all that is natural, you will find nothing that is
not horrible. Everything fine and noble is the result of reason
and calculation.' He carried this further and made It more
individual in a letter to Toussenel:-
Speaking of original sin, I have often thought
harmful, loathesome animals are perhaps nothing
other than the vivification, embodiment, and
dawning into life of man's evil thoughts. In
this way the whole of nature participates in
original sin.
Baudelaire believed that Nature is our basest element, and constantly
at war with elevating instincts such as philosophy and religion.
Crime, he says, is natural to us, but:
Virtue is on the contrary artificial, supernatural,
because gods and prophets were needed at all times
and in all nations to teach it to animalised
humanity, since man bjr himself would have been
unable to discover it. Evil is produced without
■^Oeuvres Completes. Paris, 1947-» III, 234 - 235-
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effort, quite naturally, by fatality. The
Good is always the product of an art. All
that I have said of Nature as the counsellor
of evil in matters of morality, and of reason
as the true redeemer and reformer, may be ,Q0
transferred to the sphere of the Beautiful
. . . Fashion should therefore be considered
as a sympton of the taste for the ideal . . ,
as a sublime deformation of Nature, or rather
as a permanent successive attempt at reforming
nature.
Instead of considering merely such things as paint and powder
artificial, he includes all good things under this, because nature
is wholly bad, and virtue itself is artificial. The effect of his
theory can be seen throughout Wilde's writings: the clearest short
examples are from his Phrases and Philosophies for the Use of the
Young101
The first duty in life is to be as artificial
as possible. What the second duty is, no one
has as yet discovered.
A really well made buttonhole is the only link
between Art and Nature.
Baudelaire's ideas form a basis and an explanation for Wilde's
reiterated denunciations of Nature and his assertion of the superior¬
ity of Art, In the same way Huysmans was very much influenced by
Baudelaire, and his chief character Des Ssseintes in & Rebours
speaks just like Vivian in The Decay of Lying: 'Nature has had
her day: the disgusting monotony of her landscapes and skyscapes
has finally proved too much for refined and sensitive temperaments.'
100Cf. Wilde's feeling that 'life is terribly deficient in form',
Intentions, p. 165.
101First published in the Chameleon. December, 1894.
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The last of the three points is the autonomy of art and the
exclusion from criticism of moral questions. The French philosopher
Victor Cousin usefully sums up the philosophical point of view most
sympathetic to the adherents of 'L'Art pur':
Le seul ohjet de l'art est le heau. Penetrons-
nous hien de cette pens^e que l'art est aussi &
lui-m3me une sorte de religion. Dieu se
manifeste a nous par l'id£e du vrai, par l'id^e
du hien, par l'idee du heau.1®2
This kind of philosophy could allow the development of 'l'art pur'.
The artist3 were not philosophers; not even, apart from Penan,
thinkers in the accepted sense. We contrast Gautier's statement
of the independence of art with Cousin's:
Nous croyons h 1 *autonomie de 1'art; L'art
pour nous n'est pas le raoyen, mais le but;
tout artiste qui se propose autre chose que
le heau n'est pas un artiste a nos yeux.
Although the writers of 'l'art pour l'art' were often attacked
hy philosophers,10*4" they also found philosophical support in
Jouffroy »10"* for Gautier's statement; 'En general, d&s qu'une
chose devient utile, elle cesse d'Stre helle.f1®^
Because the initial statement of the aim of art is so important,
we follow it with Baudelaire's view:
Poetry has no other aim than herself; can have
no other; and no poetry will he so great, nohle,
102Pu Vrai. du Beau, et du Bien. (1816, published I836) p. 299.
10-^L'Artiste. December, 11+, 1856.
10^e, g. Laraennais, Esouisse d'une Philosophle. Paris, 181+0, t. III.
133 - 134.
10^Cours d'Esthetique, 1+th chapter, Paris, 1826.
10^Preface to Premieres Poesies. I832.
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and truly worthy of the name of poetry as
that written for the mere pleasure of writing
a poem ... I do not say that poetry cannot
ennoble morals: that its final result may not
be to raise men above the level of vulgar interests:
that would be evidently absurd ... Poetry, under
pain of death or decay, cannot assimilate herself
to science or ethics; she has not Truth for
object she has only herself.10'
As in Wilde, this leads on to the question of morals in art,
and these French writers are more or less unanimous, Cassagne has
given two central maxims on the role of the artist, whose job is
"1 o ft
not to change life but to represent it as it is.
1. Le veritable artiste n'a pas a se preoccuper
de la morale;
2. Au surplus 1'art vrai n'est jamais immoral; -
il est meme naturellenient moral, et d'une
morality superieure.
'L'Art pur', then, must not judge or moralise: it must present the
truth, the whole truth. Feydeau, in his life of Gautier,^'" says:-
'Proscrire de l'art la peinture du mal, dquivaudrait h la negation
de l'art meme.' Moral teaching should be superfluous. When
Flaubert was criticised for lack of a moralising character amidst
the wickedness of Madame Bovary. Baudelaire broke out in L'Artiste.
18th October, 1857:
Absurdite, eternelle et incorrigible confusion
des fonctions et des genres: une veritable
oeuvre d'art n'a pas besoin de rdquisitoire.
La logique de 1'oeuvre suffit & toutes les
postulations de la morale, et c'eat au lecteur
§ tirer les conclusions de la conclusion, -ifu




E. Feydeau, Thdophile Gautier,, Paris, I876, p. 99,
110My italics.
i+2.
Moralising is excluded on the three counts of truth to life,
aesthetic considerations and rationality. Flaubert reinforces
this point:111
Si le lecteur ne tire pas d'un livre la morality
qui doit s'y trouver, e'est que le lecteur est un
imbecile, ou que le livre est faux au point de vue
de l'exactitude. Car du moment qu'une chose est
vrai, elle est bonne. Les livres obse&aes ne
sont m§me immoraux que parce qu'ils manquent de
verity. Qa ne se passe pas comme 9a, dans la vie.
Barbey B'Aurevilly, in his preface to "Une Vieille Maitresse",
reinforces these points:-
La moralite de 1'artiste est dans la force et
la verite de sa peinture ... Si on conclut
d'une oeuvre d'art vivante et vrai; si on
conclut des choses mauvaises, tant pis pour
les coupables raisoxmeurs. L'artiste n'est
pour rien dans la conclusion.
Baudelaire corrects the original irresponsible ignoring of
morals in Gautier's idea of 'l'art pur'. He protests against
'La pudrile utopie de l'£cole de l'art pour l'art' - which at its
extreme tried to exclude even passion from art. 'L'Art est
112
desormais inseparable de la morale et de l'utilit^.' He also
shows the dangers of the earlier extreme:
Le gout immodere de la forme pousse & des
ddsordres monstrueux et inconnus • . • les
notions du ;Juste et du vrai disparaissent.
La passion fren^tique de l'art est une




"Preface to 'Chansons de Pierre Dupont', I852.
11^De 1'ecole paienne. 1851.
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On this subject it only remains to emphasise once more
Baudelaire's utter refusal of the idea that it is possible to
moralise in art. He said of George Sand:- 'Elle a toujours
dte moraliste, aussi elle n'a jamais ete artiste'.11^"
There is then, naturally, a certain history of ideas into
which Wilde can "be fitted. What is more important, however,
than any question of copying or borrowing, is his selection and
development of these ideas. Although it may be difficult of
definition because it is not systematic, we will find in Wilde's
work a dynamic unity, a unity of theme, stamped by his personality
and essentially independent.
We have now covered the background of thought, the context
in which Wilde's theories must be considered, but it is time to
establish Wilde more firmly in the foreground of the picture.
The next chapter, therefore, will be largely confined to Wilde's
literary theory, considered as the work of an individual.
Coeur Mis & Ku (oeuvres posthumes et correspondance inedite)




The theory or idea or system which requires
of us the sacrifice of any part of this experience,
in consideration of some interest into which we
cannot enter, or some abstract theory we have not
identified with ourselves, or what is 9hly
conventional, has no real claim on us.
The scope and nature of Wilde's critical thought is the development
of Pater's doctrine by a mind more mercurial 1 more dynamic, more
creative than Pater's. We cannot expect a 'theory' of art or
criticism. Wilde does not even insist, like Arnold, on a new way
of approaching artistic questions; he insists that each single
approach must be new and fresh. His critical thought is not a
question of 'rules': we cannot even find a sharp definition of
terms, for one of his methods of keeping his thought dynamic is
constantly to change the signification of his terms. 'Truth' seems
a constant problem, but truth is an idea which he treats in a
hundred different ways, because the concept of truth is a universal
one, and instead of a universal whose validity he denies, he presents
a mass of different, more concrete instances.
His thought is the quintessence of Individualism. Much of
his critical writing has had influence on later critics, but if we
attempt to concentrate it, the result is less a set of ideas than
an intellectual personality, a 'born antinomian', a brilliant and
creative mind.
"^•^The Renaissance, p. 237.
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To attempt such a concentration, it will he hest perhaps to
examine briefly the arguments and conclusions of his most important
critical essays, The Critic as Artist and The Decay of Lying: this
should provide an outline at least of his critical theory. Both
these essays are in dialogue form, a fact which, paradoxically,
makes it easier to distinguish the threads of Wilde's thought which
he is here putting forward as most valid. Wilde's many-faceted
mind is always hard to follow in a straightforward essay, for he
could not he, indeed would not have wished to he, single-minded
on any subject.
He could always see the loopholes in his own argument, the
opposite point of view, and could rarely resist giving it also.
Thus the dialogue form helps us; when he is speaking with two
voices instead of one, each is likely to he more coherent. At the
same time, one is always finally dominant, and the other character,
however lively at the beginning, is reduced to the position of a
humble participant in a Socratic dialogue. Wilde shows his
awareness of all the advantages of dialogue in The Critic as Artist,
allowing poor Ernest to point out:-
By its means, too, he can invent an imaginary
antagonist, and convert him when he chooses by
some absurdly sophistical argument.11"
Gilbert takes the dominant line in The Critic as Artist, as Vivian
does in The Decay of lying.
1 1 f\J"LO
Intent ions, op. 193 - 194.
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The characteristic movement of thought in Wilde is one which
constantly widens and deepens the scope of his subject matter.
Thus, from the hasic wish to redefine and rehabilitate the status
of the critic, Wilde goes on to discuss Modernity as deriving from
the Greek spirit, the false antithesis of the ...creative and critical
faculties, Life as an art, and as an artistic failure, sin as an
element in progress, the Immorality of art, the futility of action
and the importance of contemplation. These are only a few of the
main themes of The Critic as Artist, and wound round them are
countless minor ones, which the conversational form and the writer's
skill blend smoothly together.
Characteristic, too, is the often-accomplished shift of context
in the discussion of a particular question. An argument which
holds good in the moral sphere is sure to he able to be transposed,
for example, into an aesthetic setting. Baudelaire had the same
method of making a point universali-
All that I have said of Nature as the counsellor
of evil in matters of morality, and of reason as
the true redeemer and reformer, may be transferred
to the sphere of the Beautiful.11'
Wilde often uses this method without overtly pointing out the
transposition, but also does it explicitly:-
While Metaphysics had no charm for me, and
Morality absolutely none, there was nothing that
either Plato or Christ had said that could not
be transferred immediately into the sphere of Art,
and there find its complete fulfilment.11®
"^^Konody, p. 150.
11SLetters. p. 476. (D.P.)
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The first subject Gilbert discussed is the delightfulness of
egotism in literature,11^ as a prelude, perhaps, to his later
development of the theme of the importance of personality in the
critic, where the record of the critic's own soul becomes 'the only
IPO
civilised form of autobiography'. But the argument really
121
begins when Ernest asks:- 'What is the use of art-criticism?'.
His attitude is a well-known one, stressing the superiority of the
artist and the pettiness of the critic. Gilbert avoids answering
the question directly, instead giving a three and a half page
criticism of Browning as an indirect answer. Ernest is putting
forward the well known views of Whistler, and his next assertion,
that in the best days of art there were no critics, echoes Whistler's
point
Let the work then be received in silence, as it was
in the days to which penmen still point as an age
when art was at its apogee.122
For once Ernest is allowed his head, and he gives a spirited and
enthusiastic account of the doctrine of Whistler's '10 o'clock'
lecture. Gilbert again evades discussion, though showing that he
disagrees, and has to be forced into stating his case; from this
point on, all Ernest does is to admit Gilbert's points and ask
leading questions. Gilbert's thesis is that the Greeks were the
original possessors of the critical spirit, and exercised it on all
subjects. He concentrates on their criticism of language,12^ an(^
1 Intentions. p. 100.
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lb id, p. lhh.
121Ibid. p. 105.
122Gentle Art, p. 30.
-'•^intentions, pp. 116 - 119.
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then on their formal art criticism, and Aristotle's Treatise on
Poetry.
The next question Ernest raises is that the creative faculty
is higher than the critical. By a characteristic shift in the
meaning of the word criticism, Gilbert shows that criticism is an
integral part of creation.
Believe me, Ernest, there is no fin£. art without
self-consciousness, and self-consciousness and
the critical spirit are one.12^
Thus we come again to personality: Gilbert says that when a body
of work is transformed into poetry, as in the case of Homer, it
must be the work of one man - the individual. The critical
faculty is the inventor of fresh forms, Ernest, trying to recover
his original point, asks about criticism outside the creative
processj Gilbert blames bad reviewing on the poor quality of the
work to be reviewed. And he comes to his supreme paradox, that
it is less difficult to do a thing than to talk about it.
This he defends strongly, mainly on the ground that it is language
only that raises us above the animals, whereas action and emotion
we have in common with them. Thus again he emphasises the
importance of language. Action is blind and helpless, and limited
by accident, and is 'always at variance with its aim'. An aim is
'worse than a delusion'.^"27 He points to the awful consequences





which can result and have resulted from good intentions, and good
results from unworthy motives. He shov/s sin to "be 'an essential
IPS
element of progress', which through curiosity 'increases the
experience of the race'. He savagely attacks widely held views
of virtue, regarding it as essentially a maiming factor in human
life, something which mutilates us hy self-sacrifice and self-
denial. 129
Galled hack to literature, Gilbert compares the straightforward
ease with which the participants acted in the Trojan epic to the
greatness of those who made them immortal, and passes to a eulogy
of the Iliad, and hence to another assertion that literature is
the highest art. It is so because it is the only one which can
1XQ
capture and record movement, and thus it mirrors life more
perfectly than the other arts, such as sculpture and painting,
which can immortalise a moment only. Movement, considered here
in a limited field, is to become a focal point in Gilbert's
aesthetic manifesto.
His next point is the supreme elevation of the critic: just
as the artist is superior to the man who acts, the critic is
superior even to the artist. He is not only creative, but also
more independent; criticism is not required in any sense to imitate
12^Intentions. p. 134.
129Ibid. p. 135.
130Ibid. cf. p. 116.
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the work of art which forms its subject matter or starting point.
'Treatment is the test.'131 Criticism is creative because it puts
the material into a new form:
Nay, more, I would say that the highest Criticism,
being the purest form of personal impression, is
in its way more creative than creation, as it has
least reference to any standard external to itself,
and is, in fact, its own reason for existing, and,
as the Greeks would put it, in itself, and to
itself, an end.1^2
The highest criticism - and it is well here to note the gulf that
separates Gilbert's use of the term and Ernest's original usage -
the highest criticism is 'the record of one's own soul'. 33
Gilbert then discusses Arnold's assertion that 'the proper
aim of criticism is to see the object as in itself if really is.'
He counters it by saying that criticism's most perfect form is
subjective, and deals with art 'not as expressive but as impressive
purely'.13^ This view, which Wilde shares with Pater, is often
explicit or implicit in Wilde's work. Criticism must be subjective,
in fact, because there can be no treatment of the work as it is -
by itself, it does not exist. It exists for the reader or spectator
by virtue of the effect it has on him as an individual:
for the meaning of any beautiful thing is, at
least, as much in the soul of him who looks at
it, as it was in his soul who wrought it. Nay,







beautiful thing its myriad meanings, and
makes it marvellous for us, and sets it in
some new relation to the age . . • 135
Criticism is the record of this individual impression on a very
sensitive temperament. Here again, temperament is of course of
the first importance. When he gives his examples of such criticism,
Gilbert reveals the narrow field he regards as the highest criticism -
Ruskin on Turner, Pater on the Mona Lisa - in fact, the specialised
'art literature' of the later nineteenth century.
He continues on this theme of art as impressive, which leads
him to say that Beauty is 'the symbol of symbols' - it 'reveals
136
everything because it expresses nothing'. Art must not be
obvious or too easily understood, and music has perfection because
it 'can never reveal its ultimate secret. * ^7 This is why, despite
all he has said about the superiority of literature because it can
158
express so much, he now goes on to show the value of limitations
in art:
It is through its very incompleteness that Art
becomes complete in beauty, and so addresses itself,
not to the faculty of recognition nor to the
faculty of reason, but to the aesthetic sense
alone . . . ^39
Part I was subtitled:- 'With some remarks upon the importance
of doing nothing', and as we have seen, one of its main themes was
^Intentions, p. 148; cf. p. 164.
136Ibid. p. 149.
137Ibid. p. 151.
138Ibid. See again p. 140.
139Ibid. p. 153.
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that act is superior to life because artistic creation is free,
while action is blind and limited. In Part II, 'With some remarks
upon the importance of discussing everything', this remains a
major theme, and is enlarged and developed.
The opening is concerned with explaining to what extent the
critic can be an interpreter. He does not interpret in order to
explain, but rather to deepen the mystery and enhance the majesty
of art. He must possess a great deal of scholarly knowledge.1**0
But it is, strangely enough, only by intensifying his oto personality
that he can fully interpret art. This idea is closely related to
the concept of art existing as subjective impression discussed above.
The examples Gilbert chooses are convincing and unusual. The actor
and the musician, he says, are critics and interpreters, and by use
of their own personalities they reveal all sorts of new qualities
in the play or composition. In the created work, in fact, there
may be many meanings unintended by the artist, but of equal validity
with his intentions, because the beholder's mind is now of primary
importance. This is creative criticism. It also brings us again
to his theme that a finished work is no longer dependent on its
creator. Hamlet is so great precisely because it is capable of
such varied interpretations - 'there are as many Hamlets as there
are melancholies'.1**1
Intent ions, p. 160.
1**1Ibid. p. I6i+.
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The critic has the finest and most receptive mind; it is his
taste to show a work of art 'in some new relation to our age'. For
a work of art is not static but living, and will have new meanings
for different times. Gilbert forecasts a time when the 'elect*
spirits (the critics) will be interested only in art. This is
lh.2
because life is deficient in Form. Although in the Decay of
Lying, Nature is criticised for its monotonous repetition even of
liix
beautiful things, here life is considered an artistic failure
because 'one can never repeat exactly the same emotion': in art,
for example in the work of Dante, we can re-read a passage, sure
in advance of the emotion we will feel because we know it and have
experienced it before.1^- Gilbert passes on to consider Baudelaire,
and the way in which his poems can affect the reader, opening up for
him whole worlds of terror and evil. We can safely experience
every passion by means of art, and life is narrow and confined in
1U5
comparison. These emotions are in essence sterile and cannot
hurt us; their action is cathartic, and in art we can realise our
own perfection and also shield ourselves from life. For this
reason Gilbert declares that art is basically immoral; 'For emotion
for the sake of emotion is the aim of art, and emotion for the sake







Now we come to what is perhaps the most philosophical part
of the work, although Gilbert dismisses philosophy as 'the chill
mathematics of thought'.1^ Gilbert claims that contemplation
is the proper occupation of man. This is a further and unexpected
step; after his assertion that to 'talk about a thing' (i.e. to be
1 lift
a creator) 'is more difficult than to do it', ^ he goes on to say
that 'to do nothing at all is the most difficult thing in the
world'. 9 This is a new step, and not merely a development of
his former thought. It has been considered as Wilde's apologia
for his own laziness as a writer, and certainly it is a very
convenient doctrine in this way, but it seems likely to be the
result of his reading of Chuang.Tzu, the Chinese philosopher, whose
work, lately translated into English, he had reviewed with great
IKQ
enthusiasm in The Speaker, in February, I89O. v This contemplation
is of a particular kind; unlike the commoner instances of the West,
it is neither philosophical nor intellectual, (we know too much
about the mystery of life to accept speculation in place of life),191
nor is it mystical, (religion is out of date; we know too much, and
can no longer believe). The contemplation of Nature is highly
superior, and that of art supreme.







race', which this form of contemplation enables us to realise, and
uses the principle of Heredity as the essential warrant for
contemplation. Darwin had a great influence on Wilde, and his
evolutionary theories adapted to the cause of art are constantly
in evidence:
The nineteenth century is a turning point in
history simply on account of the work of two
men, Darwin and Renan, the one the critic of
the Book of Nature, the other the critic of
the books of God.152
The idea of heredity, Gilbert says, has finally shown that we have
no freedom at all in the realm of physical experience, but in the
'subjective sphere' it opens up to us the accumulated thought
experience of the race, and all emotions. Imagination, he asserts,
which enables us to enter into literature in the way he described,133
is 'simply concentrated race-experience'. The critical spirit lies
in the man who lives this most intensely, and can give us the aim
not of doing, but of being, and of becoming. We then become as the
gods. He sounds a note much extended in The Soul of Man Under
Socialism, when he derides those who act, particularly those who
try to do good, instead of trying to know. Further, as he attacks
altruism in that essay, here he praises egotism; 'it takes a
thoroughly selfish age, like our own, to deify self-sacrifice.'1^
Egotism is necessary because 'the development of the race depends
on the development of the individual', and self-culture must be the
ideal.
132Intentions, p. 220.




Typically, he passes his argument from the 'ethical sphere'
to the intellectual sphere. The philanthropist prevents the
solution of social problems, because his emotional sympathy prevents
knowledgej the equivalent, says Gilbert, in the intellectual sphere
is the teacher - the man who is so busy educating others that 'he
has never had any time to educate himself.The main point at
issue is the enormous importance Gilbert attaches to knowledge and
the value of self-culture. The idea that the race develops because
of the self-culture of an £lite is particularly stressed by Renan,
and Wilde's thought is influenced by L'Avenir de la Science.
Gilbert goes on to prove now that 'all thought is, in its
essence, dangerous'.157 The reason he gives is that society
depends for its continued existence on conformity and unconscious
instinct - intelligence endangers the basis of society.
Ernest's next tentative proposition is that the greatest work
is never the critical, because criticism is in its essence subjective,
and the greatest literature is objective. But Gilbert will not
allow that the opposition of subjective and objective is more than
168
one of form. All creation is subjective. *' He takes drama,
perhaps the most objective form, as example, and claims that every






Characters are formed, from elements of the creator's nature.
Shakespeare was fulfilled in his creation as he could never have
been in action. But we may note in passing that if we follow
Gilbert's argument to its logical conclusion, Shakespeare should
not have created, but should have passed his time in contemplation
alone. Gilbert claims that the most objective form reveals most
of the creator:
Man is least himself when he talks in his own
person. Give him a mask and he will tell you
the truth.*59
This remark is of interest in considering Wilde's dialogues, and
his reason for using the form.
Ernest seizes on the idea that objective forms reveal most,
and suggests that the critic, limited to subjective forms, cannot
express himself so fully, but Gilbert denies that any form is barred
to the critic, even dialogue and drama. The virtues of the dialogue
form are enlarged upon, and its long record of successful use by
great men. In dialogue, the author can give 'form to every fancy,
.160
reality to every mood' He can exhibit his subject from more
than one point of view. He emphasises that:-
each mode of criticism is, in its highest
development, simply a mood, and that we are
never more true to ourselves than when we
are inconsistent.*"*
Intentions, p. 191,
l60Ibid. p. 193 (My italics).
l6lrbid. p. 191.
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Now Ernest has a chance to describe the necessary qualities
of the true critic, and the qualities he suggests, which closely
follow Arnold's ideas, are rejected in turn. His first suggestion,
that the critic should be fair, is ridiculed by Gilbert; because
the basis of appreciation is an impression on the individual
temperament, the critic cannot be unbiassed:
Art is a passion, and, in matters of art,
Thought is inevitably coloured by emotion,
and so is fluid rather than fixed, and,
depending upon fine moods and exquisite
moments, cannot be narrowed into the rigidity ,g2
of a scientific formula or a theological dogma.
The critic cannot be fair; he must surrender himself completely
to the work he is considering at any one time in order to gain
its secret.
Ernest secondly presumes that the critic must be rational,
and from the way his last idea was dismissed, we can anticipate that
this too will be rejected. As Gilbert sees the sphere of morals
as distinct from and inferior to the sphere of art, so he rejects
the sphere of reason in art also:
If one loves Art at all, one must love it beyond
all other things in the world, and against such
love, the reason, if one listened to it, would cry
out. There is nothing sane about the worship of
beauty. It is too splendid to be sane. Those
of whose lives it forms the dominant note will




That this was Wilde's personal belief is clear throughout his life
and art, and never more clear than when he failed his ideal. In
De Profundis he writes:
One half-hour with Art was always more to me than
a cycle with you. Nothing really at any period
of my life was ever of the smallest importance to
me compared with Art. 1°**
Then the luckless Ernest makes his third point, that the critic
must be sincere. This is rejected on fundamental grounds; it
implies a static attitude on the part of the critic, and in reply
Gilbert emphasises the immense importance of fluidity and change
165
in a key passage already examined in Chapter One. ^ Also,
sincerity and fairness both have a moral flavour, and as usual
Wilde is adamant in separating the moral and aesthetic 'spheres'.
Morals are for the lower spheres, those of blind action: science
166
escapes, because 'her eyes are fixed upon eternal truths', and
art because 'her eyes are fixed upon things beautiful and immortal
and unchanging'.
Gilbert proceeds to give his own description of the true critic,
without any interruptions. Of course, temperament is the 'primary
•1 /" Q
requisite', 0 and he discusses how the beauty sense in man can be
purified by environment. He recalls Plato's ideal of eduction,
by which beautiful surroundings develop a sense of beauty which
gives a man an instinctive love of good, and fine taste. Eventually,
this taste becomes 'critical and self-conscious'.1^*9 Gilbert goes
1^Letters, p. 1+27.
l65pp. 23 - 25.





on to consider the 'Renaissance of the Decorative Arts' talcing
place in England, of which Wilde was one of the prophets, and
praises the achievements of the movement. Decorative arts are
those which 'touch us', not 'teach us'. In his eulogy of these
arts, which depend on colour, harmony, and repetition of pattern,
and exclude "both the noisy individuality of the artist and the
inspiration of imitating Nature, Wilde touches again on the theme
of his earlier essay, The Decay of Lying, where Art is said not
to imitate Nature, but in the end Nature imitates Art.
Fprm is the vital thing, and the beginning of art. 'For the
real artist is he who proceeds, not from feeling to form, but from
form to thought and passion.,17® Gilbert goes as far as to say
that real passions cannot be transformed into art; life, recalling
again The Decay of Lying, is not fit material for art:- 'All bad
poetry springs from genuine feeling'.171 Form is the mainspring
of 'every sphere of life'. It creates 'not merely the critical
temperament, but also the aesthetic instinct'.1"'''2
The critic's influence will be the very fact of his existence -
he will realise the culture of the century. Gilbert says we must
not ask of him anything but 'the perfecting of himself'.173 He
can exercise influence, of a general kind, by awakening the responses
of his age. He will not be preoccupied with the writers of his own
1"^Intentions. p. 207.




time, nor will he try to influence them.
Gilbert challenges Ernest's suggestion that the artist is the
best judge of art, refuting Whistler's doctrine. Art appeals to
the artistic temperament, and a great artist needs a 'concentration
of vision',1"^ which blinds him to the merits of other artists'
work# Paradoxically, 'it is exactly because a man cannot do a
thing that he is the proper judge of it' - 'for creation limits,
< 175
while contemplation widens, the vision'. Though as Ernest
points out, each art has its own technique, it is personality that
makes it lives in this sense technique can neither be learnt nor
taught. Only the aesthetic critic can appreciate all modes.
(Wilde here forgets that a few pages before only the auctioneer
could do this.)17^
The future belongs to criticism; the subject-matter of creation,
presumably life and nature, is almost exhausted, but the subject-
matter of art increases daily. 'There are always new attitudes
for the mind, and new points of view.' 77 Gilbert passes to a
eulogy of criticism, and the claims he makes for it show the width
and scope of meaning he is now attaching to it. He quotes Arnold's
dictum that criticism creates the intellectual atmosphere of the age.






toy distilling 'the cumbersome mass of creative work' into 'a finer
essence',1^"8 criticism is our guide in the 'labyrinth' of creative
work. And where there are no records, criticism can recreate the
past from tiny fragments of language and art. (Here criticism
IJP
is almost identical with Philology and Archaeology.) *Philological
criticism can give us 'the exact science of the mind in the process
179
of becoming , a process which exerts a compelling influence on
Wilde, and is one of his major preoccupations. It also makes us
cosmopolitan, cutting across barriers of race or creed as nothing
else can do. Goethe is a supreme example of this cosmopolitan
attitude. Criticism annihilates prejudice by insisting on 'the
1 AO
unity of the human mind in the variety of its forms'.
Finally, and most important, criticism creates the serene
philosophic temper that loves truth for its own sake, (but has not
Gilbert by this time destroyed the idea of truth?) by refusing to
adopt any position or system as final. He praises Arnold's idea
-j Ql
of 'sweet reasonableness' and chooses Darwin as one of its few
exemplars. Free play of the mind is unknown to us, and of supreme
importance. Like the mystic, the artistic critic is always an
antinomian, for he transcends ethics, which, he repeats, belong to
a lower sphere than aesthetics.
^^Intentions. p. 216.
"^^Ibid P 217 ^^This idea in an extended form provides the basis of The*





Ernest sums up the points Gilbert has made in a way v/hich
pointedly illustrates one of Wilde's main methods of presentation.
He makes people take notice by expressing a thought, even if not
particularly controversial, in startling terms, and as extreme
positions.
Before discussing The Decay of Lying it is important to recall
Wilde's maxim;"1'®-5 'Art is the only serious thing in the world.
And the artist is the only person who is never serious.* Par more
than in the Critic as Artist, The Decay of lying is a pose, an
affectation. 'The essay simply represents an artistic standpoint.
It is less easy to decide where Wilde is serious, or rather how
serious he is at any one point. The arguments are overstressed,
the characters over-dandified, the self mockery of the author
constantly impedes interpretation. Like the Critic as Artist.
this work is in dialogue form, but is more elaborate, and approximates
slightly more to the play form, in that it has the vestiges of a
plot and more scene-setting. The 'plot' concerns a paper that
Vivian has written for the 'Retrospective Review'; this is brought
up in discussion, read in instalments, and criticised by Cyril, who
is, at first at least, a little more lively and witty than Ernest in
the other work. This dialogue illustrates Wilde's theory of
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criticism ^ having a wide choice of forms. This is even clearer
182Intentions, p. 223.
18vLetters. p. 869,
l8UCf> intentions, p. 269.
l85Ibid. p. 193.
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in The Portrait of Mr. W.H., which is in the form of a fascinating
short story, which incorporates not only a considerable body of
minute and perceptive scholarship on the subject of Shakespeare's
sonnets, but also a favourite theme, that if a man persuades
another to his own ideas, he loses faith in them himself.
The main subject of The Decay of Lying is the supremacy of art,
its independence of models, its superiority to Nature and Life.
It starts with Cyril admiring nature, and Vivian proudly boasting
that he does not. Art, he says, shows us the crudity of Nature,
and her lack of design. There is no variety in Nature - this
exists only in the imagination of man. Nature is uncomfortable,
and it is man's artifacts that suit him and let him express his
personality. Nature hates Mind: thinking is unnatural and unhealthy
- here is a first statement of Gilbert's view in The Critic as Artist
that all thought is dangerous.
Vivian rejects consistency, as Wilde always does; his artistic
motto is 'Whim'. The subject of his article is 'The Decay of
Lying: A Protest' - another example of the startling means of
expression being used to intrigue the reader. We will gradually
discover what he means by 'lying', just as what Gilbert means by
'criticism' becomes apparent in The Critic as Artist. He proceeds
to a eulogy of the liar,
with his frank, fearless statements, his
superb Irresponsibility, his healthy, natural
disdain of proof of any kind!
•^^Intentions. p. 6.
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The keynote of this argument, not here made explicit, is tilde's
determined separation of facts and truth. Truth is a concept, as
we have seen, which hears different interpretations at different
points in his thought, hut it is always something infinitely
superior to mere fact; it is an imaginative reality. Wilde's
vehement and continued opposition to Journalism*®^ is his
opposition to facts, which are in their essence quite unimportant,
being elevated to a ludicrous dignity, while truth, in the work
of the artist, is proscribed and rejected.
Vivian introduces his article with a reference to its proposed
audience, the 'Tired Hedonists': Wilde here makes splendid mockery
of the ideas he himself advocated. The Tired Hedonists are young,
disillusioned and very much in favour of artifice as opposed to
Nature. The paper begins with a lament on the decay of lying,
and the nineteenth century's appalling dependence on facts in all
spheres. lying here clearly means imagination, romantic and
unshackled. Lying is an art, characterised by 'rich rhythmic
1 ftA
utterance', and perfection produced by practice. It starts
with 'a natural gift for exaggeration', which should be, but is
not encouraged, but the youth either 'falls into careless habits
of accuracy', or frequents the society of older people, always a
bad thing in Wilde's mind. These things are fatal to the imagination,
18^Cf. for example Intentions,pp. 312 - 31U.
"^Intentions, p. 9.
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and indeed the whole age is subject to 'our monstrous worship
of facts'.Now follows a review of contemporary novelists,
which shows how all have fallen victim to some degree to 'fact-
worship'. Here we see the germ of one idea prominent in The
Critic as Artist. 'The only real people are the people who never
existed'"*"9^ is obviously the precursor of:-
Whatever actually occurs is spoiled for art. j? . .
All bad poetry springs from genuine feeling. " .
To be natural is to be obvious, and to be
obvious is to be inartistic.*91
Another point Vivian makes is a central theme not in Wilde's
work only, but in much of the literature of the Nineties. It
may have its rise to some extent in the cult of Dandyism promulgated
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especially by Baudelaire. *
In point of fact what is interesting about people
in good society ... is the mask that each one
of them wears, not the reality that lies behind the
mask. It is a humiliating confession, but we are
all of us made out of the same stuff • . . Where
we differ from each other is purely in accidentals:
in dress, manner, tone of voice, religious opinions,
personal appearance, tricks of habit and the like.
The more one analyses people, the more all reasons
for anlaysis disappear. Sooner or later one comes
to that dreadful universal thing called human
nature! 193









The discussion continues with Cyril's rather backhanded
defence of some fashionable novels and a query about Balzac and
Meredith. This allows Vivian to show by his description of these
two how neither is a realist in the accepted sense. Meredith
has 'made himself a romanticist by deliberate choice'and
Balzac in comparison with Zola, illustrates the difference between
'unimaginative realism and imaginative reality'. Balzac's
characters have such life that they make our own friends appear
as shadows. Vivian's only criticism of Balzac is of his modernity
of form; art should not be interested in what the public cares
about. Vivian quotes Gautier's famous saying, 'The only beautiful
things are the things that do not concern us. Anything which
does concern us is outside the proper sphere of art. This is an
extreme view, and in complete contrast to the views Wilde expressed
in his American lectures, when he was lauding Morris and Ruskin
and the 'dignity of labour'. Characteristically, he derides the
introduction of propaganda in the works of Charles Reade and Dickens,
an attitude in Wilde which remained constant until it became a
matter of considerable struggle when he was writing the Ballad of
Reading Gaol, as can be seen by the letters of the time.
We come to a most important subject when Cyril raises the




panacea for art. Vivian has covered this idea in his papers as
might "be expected, he rejects it, but his reasons are startlingly
puts-
Nature is always behind the age. And as for
Life, she is the solvent that breaks up Art,
the enemy that lays waste her house.^9°
If by Nature we mean natural simple instinct without culture, this
always produces work that is old-fashioned. If we mean external
Nature, it is man alone who brings meaning to her.
The relationship of Life and Art is described as a Marxian
progression. First, art is purely abstract decoration: Life
becomes fascinated, and art uses life as part of her raw material,
and recreates it: finally, 'Life gets the upper hand, and drives
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Art out into the wilderness. This is true decadence in art,
and takes the form of unimaginative realism. Vivian uses the
case of English drama to illustrate his thesis: medieval drama
was 'abstract, decorative and mythological*:*9® Elizabethan and
Shakespearean drama belong to the second period when Art recreates
Life and rewrites history. But even in Shakespeare, Life was
beginning to take the upper hand. The third stage includes the
modern English melodrama which is 'wearisome'"*"99 because taken
directly from life and not transformed. He finds a similar case
in the decorative arts, and the struggle between conventional,





non-representational Oriental art and the western imitative instinct.
Vivian's article does forecast a change for the better: society
will eventually return to the fascinating liar through sheer boredomJ
For the aim of the liar is simply to charm, to
delight, to give pleasure. o He is the very
basis of civilised society.200
j
Art will welcom the return of the liar, for art knows:
that he alone is in possession of the great
secret of all her manifestations, the secret
that Truth is entirely and absolutely a matter
of style.201
Here is yet another definition of Truth. Wilde's pronouncements
on Truth are not so much contradictory but form a many-faceted whole.
Art, Vivian's paper continues, finds her own perfection within
herself. She cannot be judged by any external standard. She
provides 'archetypes of which things that have existence are but
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unfinished copies'. Vivian's description of the powers and
beauty of art draws a somewhat self-mocking reply from Wilde in
the voice of Cyril 2-
'I like that. I can see it. Is that the end?'
But before proceeding to the end, Cyril has a question. Does
Life really imitate Art? Yes, says Vivian, He gives examples of
England producing Pre-Raphaelite ladies after Rossetti's paintings.
The Greeks, he claims, knew that Life gains form as well as spiritu¬






Art makes them beautiful. His next examples are from literature,
the boy criminals who imitate Dick Turpin, melancholy, which was
invented by Hamlet, and four examples which he claims are true
stories of people re-living the events of novels, accidentally or
self-consciously. He then repeats Ms principle that Life imitates
Art more than Art Life. Art presents forms through which Life can
20^
express itself. ^
Cyril asks if Nature also imitates Art, and Vivian is prepared
to prove anything.20** Again, this earlier dialogue is throughout
written in a more frivolous way than The Critic as Artist, whose
light-hearted style rarely masks Wilde's genuine intellectual
exploration. Examples here are the fogs which Nature has produced,
following the impressionists. Nature is nothing without man the )
observer, just as in The Critic as Artist even Art is nothing
without the receptive temperament. Art teaches us to see a thing's
beauty, not just to look at it. Even when Nature learns an effect
from Art, she tends to spoil it by tedious repetition. Sunsets,
for example, are old-fashioned; they went out with Turner, but
Nature refuses to give them up. The flippancy is clear, and
characteristic.
Cyril now says Art expresses the temper of its age, and Vivian
retorts with the principle of his new aesthetics, 'Art never expresses
anything but itself*:205
2Q5Intentions. pp. 1+0 - 1+1.
^Ibid. p. 1+1.
205Ibid, p. kk. Cf. also pp. 11+6 - 153.
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The highest art rejects the burden of the human
spirit, and gains more from a new medium or a
fresh material than she does from any enthusiasm
for art, or from any lofty passion, or from^aijy
great awakening of the human consciousness.200
Realistic art does not truly reflect its age, as Breughel's drunken
peasants do not reflect the soul of Holland. Rather, the more
abstract the art, the more it shows 'the temper of its age'.
If we wish to understand a nation by means of ij^s art,
let us look at its architecture or its music.20'
Cyril agrees that spirit is revealed in abstract, ideal arts, but
presses that we must consult imitative arts for the 'visible aspect
of an age'. Vivian rejects even this. Imitative arts show us
the styles of artists, not the age, he says, pointing to Medieval
and Japanese painting. Do we really think they are realistic?
Of}A
'No great artist ever sees things as they really are.' These
styles colour our ideas of the periods:
The fact is, that we look back on the ages entirely
through the medium of art, and art, very fortunately,
has never once told us the truth.2°9
Even portraits are memorable for what they contain of the artist,
not the sitter, and the more the artist's style triumphs the more
we believe in the reality of his portraiture: the artist triumphs
over life:






210Ibid. p. 50. Cf. Dorian Gray.p. 8.
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Vivian laments that even dreams nowadays are sordid and
tedious, neatly recalling us to his central theme. Even in the
Church, the miraculous is neglected and scepticism holds sway.
This is stupid, for 'Man can believe the impossible, but man can
211
never believe the improbable.' The article concludes by
reviewing ways of reviving lying, for personal gain, for education,
for a monthly salary (journalism again). But:
The only form of lying that is absolutely beyond
reproach is lying for its own sake, and the
highest development of this is, as we have already
pointed out, lying in Art.2!2
We must love Beauty more than Truth, (but here Wilde has reverted
to a lesser idea of Truth than the one Vivian exalted over facts
at the start of the essay.).
Finally, Vivian sums up the three main doctrines of his new
aesthetics. First, Art is independent, and does not reproduce
its age. Second, bad art comes from idealising life and nature,
which are only useful as part of art's raw material. Realism is
a failure, and modernity an error. Beautiful things are so only
if they do not concern us. Thirdly, Life imitates Art more than
Art Life. Art provides forms for Life to realise its ener^r.
Nature also Imitates Art - we can only see effects in her that we
have already seen in Art. Finally, 'Lying, the telling of





When we have "briefly reviewed the arguments of Wilde's most
elaborate critical writings, we should find ourselves in a position
to sum up hi3 'critical theory'. There is a curious difficulty
about it, however, and it is important to discover why this
difficulty exists. A primary reason is that a reasoned and water¬
tight theory will have some recourse to the rules of logic, if not
formally, at least in its coherence and lack of self-contradiction.
But even in Wilde's dialogues, where it is usually safe to identify
Wilde's conclusions with those of the more loquacious character,
it is not possible to produce a reasoned argument on one subject
or line of thought as a precis of the work. As I have in places
pointed out, there are numerous small inconsistencies. It should
be possible to precis a theory, here it is not. Has Wilde then no
theory, and if he has, what do we mean by the term?
Consideration of the dialogue form should help to elucidate
his method of argument:
Dialogue, certainly, . . . can never lose for the
thinker its attraction as a mode of expression.
By its means he can both reveal and conceal himself,
and give form to every fancy, and reality to every
mood. By its means he can exhibit the object from
each point of view, and show it to us in the round,
as a sculptor shows us things gaining in this
manner all the richness and reality of effect that
comes from those side issues that are suddenly suggested
by the central idea in its progress, and really
illumine the idea more completely, or from those
felicitous after-thoughts that give a fuller
completeness to the central scheme, and yet convey
something of the delicate charm of chance.21d
2^Intentions. pp. 193 ~ 19U
7k.
In his most elaborate dialogue, Wilde shows which virtues especially
recommend the form to him. The creative critic is seeking other
ends than to propound a system: he is concerned with his own
personality, an object, (of thought, perhaps), and an idea.
Besides those which he admits, Wilde has other points of
method which tend both to convince the reader and to diverge from
the straight-forward. The dialogue is discursive in his hands;
it is conversational, and Wilde's most brilliant meteer was perhaps
conversation. He uses all sorts of stylistic devices: as we can
infer from his description above, he will not hesitate to sidetrack
an argument at will; neither, as has been pointed out, does he
hesitate to transfer an idea airily from one 'sphere' to another
and interestedly contemplate its new application. As always, the
method of epigram and paradox is used to startle the reader: the
first statement of an idea will sound absurd and even farcical:
then he gently develops his true meaning, so that we sometimes
discover with a shock that this is not such a very new idea after all.
He also has a habit of bewildering the reader into submission
with lengthy epigrammatic comparisons whose meaning, if there is one,
is often superficial, but whose alliteration is superb and whose
manner very convincing:
for, just as Nature is matter struggling into
mind, so Art is mind expressing itself under
the conditions of matter . . ,215
21^Intentions. p. 178.
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Faithfulness is to the emotional life what
consistency is to the life of the intellect -
a confession of failures.^1®
At times in fact, to reverse a criticism of his own, 'we feel that
he is asking us to accept a crude judgement for the sake of a smart
antithesis',21^ except that he has us trained by virtue of his style
not to question too much. Finally he makes another clever use of
the dialogue form: each is conducted not by one but by two very
intelligent young men, and the one who 'loses' admits defeat after
putting the reader's greatest objections to the 'winner' who has
a satisfactory answer for everything.
We can reiterate many of Wilde's ideas, but find no system
to link them: we cannot even start with some rigid and important
definitions of key-words, for we have seen that shift of meaning
p*| Q
is a favourite stylistic feature. - How then can we apply the —
term theory to Wilde? We cannot start, as we might with Coleridge,
T/ith the fundamental distinction between fancy and imagination, or
even as with Wordsworth, with one dominant idea, such as that of
'a man speaking to men'.
What in fact we do find, not only in Wilde's formal criticism,
but throughout his work, even in his letters and reported conversation,
despite all the small inconsistencies, are fundamental similarities
21^Porlan Gray, p. J8,
21^Reviews. p. 86.
21®Cf. 'Lying' in Decay of Lying, and 'Criticism' in the Critic
as Artist.
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of theme, ideas which fascinate him and about which he tends to
have always the same kind of things to say: big subjects, such
as Art, Beauty, Life and Truth. Why then can we not systematise
these to some extent? The first reason is simple but profound;
it lies in the progress of Wilde's own mind. The themes appear
in different guise in different works: some occur all through,
but there is a great deal of development. Much depends on the
chronology of the works in question, for parallel with the chronology
is the development of Wilde's style which so greatly affects his
thought. In the early lectures in America (1882) it is poetic and
imitative, full of echoes: in Pen Pencil and Poison and the Decay
of Lying (1889) it is easy and self-assured but perhaps a little
too startling and paradoxical: in the Critic as Artist (I89O) it
has reached its most mature point. This is why The Critic as Artist
was first considered in this account. Here his style gives him
ease, persuasiveness, self-confidence and clearer statement - even
clearer thought.
As a short example of this development, here are a few isolated
remarks on form or style, an important point. In the lecture of
the English Renaissance of Art, given first in New York in January
1882, Wilde says:
But for warrant of its truth such message must
have the flame of eloquence in the lips that
speak it, splendour and glory in the vision that
is its witness, being justified by one thing only -
the flawless beauty and perfect form of its
expression: this indeed being the social idea,
being the meaning of joy in art.219
2^Miscellanies. p. 133.
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Here words and ideas are crowded together, and the emphasis on
form loses much of its effect. Reviewing the Sari of Carnarvon's
translation of the Odyssey in November 1886, he writes:
It is not quite Homer, of course, but no
translation can hope to be that, for no work
of art can afford to lose its style or to give
up the manner that is essential to it220
Again, form and style, which are so central in his mature thought,
are almost asides: his business here is as a reviewer. In the
Decay of lying (1889) as we have seen, form has more importance,
but it is in the novel and dialogue of I89O that it has most of all:
For the canons of good society are, or should be,
the same as the canons of art. Form is absolutely
essential to it.22^
In the novel, Lord Henry Woptton gives the extreme Hedonistic side
of Wilde's thought. But it is in the Critic as Artist that the
subject is really explored, and we come to the conclusion that:
In every sphere of life Form is the beginning
of things. . . . Yes: Form is everything.
It is the secret of life ... it is Form that
creates not merely the critical temperament,
but also the aesthetic instinct, that unerring
instinct that reveals to one all things under
their conditions of beauty. Start with the
worship of form, and there is no secret in art
that will not be revealed to you.222
This attitude remains constant: for example in a letter to More
Adey from H.M. Prison, Reading, Wilde wrote:
220Reviews. p. 105.
99T
Dorian Gray, p. 229.
29?
Intentions, pp. 207 - 208. Cf. also pp. 127 - 129, 131, 143,
150, 165, 206.
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A mirror will give back to one one's own sorrow.
But Art is not a mirror, but a crystal. It
creates its own shapes and forms.223
The development of Wilde's style, and the parallel development
of his thought is, then, one reason why it is difficult to
crystallise a theory from his writings. But we have to return to
another and more basic reason for his lack of system. This is
his vehement disbelief in system. The conclusion to Pater's
Renaissance is the original statement:
The theory or idea or system which requires of us the
sacrifice of any part of this experience, in
consideration of some interest into which we cannot
enter, or some abstract theory we have not identified
with ourselves, or what is only conventional, has no
real claim on us. 224
It is echoed for instance in Dorian Gray, in Lord Henry's Hedonism:
It was to have its service of the intellect,
certainly: yet, it was never to accept any
theory of system that would involve th^ sacrifice
of any mode of passionate experience.225
And Dorian learned likewise:
But he never fell into the error of arresting his
intellectual development by any formal acceptance
of creed or system, or of mistaking, for a house
in which to live, an inn that is but suitable for
the sojourn of a night in which there are no stars
and the moon is in travail.226
He used to wonder at the shallow psychology of
those who conceive the Ego in man as a thing simple,
permanent and of one essence. To him, man was a
being with myriad lives and myriad sensations, a
22-^Letters, p. 415.
2^Renaissance, p. 237.
2^Dorian Gray, p. 210.
226Ibid. p. 214.
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complex multiform creature that bore within
itself strange legacies of thought and. passion,
and. whose very flesh was tainted with the monstrous
maladies of the dead.227
The hasis of Wilde's thought is here, concentrated in the one notion
of fluidity and movement. Nothing can "be accepted as finals in
the intellectual sphere this is equal to shackling one's intellect
and preventing the free play of thought that is all-important: in
the moral sphere self-denial arrests one's development and is
therefore wrong. This passion of Wilde's for freedom of thought
goes far to explain his use of paradox, whose main function Is to ,
hring people to re-examine easy, comfortable assumptions they have
come to take for granted. The idea of movement and fluidity is
quite fundamental to his thought. All his most compelling ideas
are based on it. Literature, for example, is regarded as the
highest art because it best solves the problem of representing
228
movement in art. From this desire for fluidity comes his
habit of forever changing the context or sphere of his argument.
In the Decay of Lying the relations of Art and Life are shown as
229
an evolutionary process. ^ Nature and Life in these dialogues
are shown as aspiring towards Art, the very choice of words implying
movement.
And of course the crucial passage is the one already examined
2^50 •
in Chapter One where change is the mark of the critic, The
22^Porian Gray, p. 230.
22^Intentions, p. lhO.
229Ibid. pp. 22 - 27.
230P. 23. Ibid. p. 197.
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essence of thought, as the essence of Life, is growth'. Insincerity
is seen as a 'method of multiplying our personalities'. In the
Decay of Lying he pointed out that the interesting thing about a
person is the mask he wearsj elsewhere, 'It is only the superficial
qualities that last. Man's deeper nature is soon found out.'2^
Throughout his work he pjjajses posing and artificiality as aids to
self-expression. Finally, he interpreted Christ in 'De Profundis':
He felt that life was changeful, fluid, active, and
that to allow it to be stereotyped into any form was
death.2*2
Wilde's admiration for young people was connected with his
hatred of system and prejudice. Young people are the most likely
to exercise 'free play of the intellect', and least likely to be
settled in their ideas. Thus in The Critic as Artist Gilbert says
Ernest's views are 'terribly unsound. I am afraid you have been
listening to the conversation of some one older than yourself.'233
Similarly in the Decay of Lying, Cyril is too old for the exclusive
club of Tired Hedonists: many a promising young man 'either falls
into careless habits of accuracy, or takes to frequenting the
society of the aged and the well-informed'.23^ In Dorian Gray
Lord Henry declares that youth is the only thing worth having.







The old believe everything} the middle-aged 2,,-
suspect everything: the young know everything.
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Those whom the gods love grow young.
0~K~7
Life, in fine, is seen as an art: ' natural life is merely
the raw material for an art. Posing and artifice are necessary
to its form. Insincerity is a good, for hy it we can multiply
238
our personalities. ^ Heredity is a good, for hy it we can
239
realise the whole life of the race. Thus we increase the
scope of our art which is life. People are potentially the
greatest works of art. In Pen Pencil and Poison we are told of
Wainwright, 'To he suggestive for fiction is to he of more importance
than a fact',2^ and in Dorian Gray the idea pervades the hook.
There is the influence of A Rehours on Dorian, parallel to Vivian's
description in Decay of Lying of how life copies art. But to the
'elect', such as Dorian, the mysteries of art are revealed either
phi
hy art or a personality assuming the role of art. And of Dorian
V¥ilde writes: 'And certainly to him Life itself was the first, and
the greatest, of the arts, and for it all the other arts seemed to








^■^roid, p. IkQi cf. Dorian Gray, pp. 91 - 92.
2^"2Porian Gray, p. 208.
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I am so glad that you have never done anything,
never carved a statue or painted a picture, or
produced anything outside of yourself! Life has
heen your art. You have set yourself to music.
Your days are your sonnets.2d3
A picture of Wilde's thought begins then to emerge, despite all
the evasions, the unwillingness to accept fixity. It is a picture
which crystallises in a new and more extended form the idea of the
Dandy described by Baudelaire.2^4" In the dialogues, the Dandy
arrives at a kind of philosophy. It is based on the quotation
from Pater's Renaissance on Page JQ. It is violently and
passionately opposed to the acceptance of any single idea or
custom merely because it is generally accepted, opposed to
mediocrity, to habits, to conventions. The Dandy in intellectual
life is the Critic of Gilbert's description, never regarding thought
as static, a man superior in his vision to the man of action, and
even to the artist, for his basic purpose is detached contemplation,
even of himself and his own impressions, the attainment of the
widest possible vision, the attainment of 'free play of the mind'.
Wilde has shown that action is limiting while thought is free;
being is the ideal. In art, as in action, form and style are the
essentials.
f
The advantages of this mode of approaching life and art in the
stuffy and circumscribed world of Victorian England are obvious:
^Wlan Gray, p. 351. Cf. Intentions, p. Ih8.
2^"See Chapter One, pp. 28 - 30.
there were many customs, prejudices and attitudes of mind accepted
without question, accepted precisely because they were not challenged,
attitudes which needed challenging. But the disadvantages are
also clear. The passion for beauty, for style, for Art in all
things brought attendant dangers: the rejection of all systems of
morality often implied for Wilde the rejection of morality altogether,
the rejection of the idea of evil. But despite his theorising
Wilde believed in the existence of evil, and his abiding obsession
with the idea of 'sin' shows that he was conscious of the trouble.
The intellectual approach to life and art dominated by the worship
of beauty and form, and treating life as an art, inevitably led to
a lack of cosideration for one s fellow men: Wilde wished to have
sympathy with joy, not with suffering, as he often said:- 'One
should sympathise with the joy, the beauty, the colour of life.
The less said about life's sores the better.'2^ But a concentration
on beauty which led to ignoring the fact of suffering tended to be
a self-corrupting thing. Lack of care for one's fellow creatures,
however ugly, because of Art, however beautiful, produced the
astonishing effect of warping the personality, or producing a root
ugliness in the heart of the artificially created beauty: such is
the theme of The Picture of Dorian G-rav. The critic, or the Dandy,
found that Individualism could very easily become Egotism, and
Egotism finds it hard to distinguish between self-realisation, the
original aim, and self-indulgence, often the result.
Pk5
•^A Woman of No Importance, p. 22.
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But there is no need to dwell here on the imperfections of
the system: Wilde's religious and political ideas reveal uneasiness,
and when we come to consider his imaginative works we will find a
constant working out of the problem of whether his cherished, ideas
of free play of thought and love of beauty can be fully realised




The characteristics of Wilde's thought on questions of art
are the same characterisitcs that govern his religious and political
outlook. Most important is the question of movement, hoth chrono¬
logical in the development of his thought, and fluid in his attitude.
The only formal religion that ever had any deep attraction for
Wilde was the Roman Catholic Church. His attitude is constantly
ambivalent; on aesthetic grounds, he loved Church ceremonial, and
religious mysteries and sacraments had a great fascination for him;
on the other hand, he feared and resisted authority in all its forms,
and the moral teachings of the Church seemed to him to he wrongful
coercion, while the acceptance of dogma was always something alien
to him.
A brief chronological sketch of his religious opinions will
show the rival claims of Christianity and paganism in his outlook,
which was in essence always dominated by his love of art and his
belief in Individualism. As a young man, especially as a student,
Wilde was more open to influence than later, and we find his feelings
more easily swayed, and his ideas more enthusiastically voiced then
than they \?ere later. The early poems, along with the letters of
his youth, show him as very idealistic. Although they were not
published until 1881, most of the poems date from his Oxford days,
and they clearly illustrate his conflicting loves of Religion and
Art. Art or beauty is often described in religious imagery: images
86.
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of the Crucifixion abound. His attraction to the Church of
Rome is clearly shown in a series of sonnets:
Ah, God! Ah, God! those dear Hellenic hours
Had drowned all memory of Thy hitter pain, 2^7
The Cross, the Crown, the Soldiers and the Spear.
The ceremonial he saw in Italy attracted him by its pageantry, and
repelled by its contrast with the ' flowerlike' life of Christ:
when 'In splendour and in light the Pope passed home', Wilde's
thoughts were of
One who wandered by a lonely sea, 2> g
And sought in vain for any place of rest.
Reaction set in on his return: 'This English Thames is holier
far than Rome',2^ and he claims to prefer country simplicity to
Church ritual, and to the crucified Christ he 'sometime worshipped'
he now prefers 'The ancient Gods of Grecian poesy'. His martyr
nov/ is Keats, whose grave at Rome he celebrated in one of his own
favourite sonnets. 2^ In 'Panthea' the answer is to embrace fully
the life of the senses, and accept the oneness of man and nature:
For man is weak; God sleeps; and heaven is high:
One fiery-coloured moment: one great love; and lo'. we die.
Pater's doctrine of the Conclusion to the Renaissance runs in many
of these poems, the 'counted number of pulses', and the 'clear,
gem-like flame':-
2^E.g. 'The Garden of Eros', 'The Burden of Itys', 'Humanitad'.
2^'Sonnet written in Holy Week at Genoa'.
2^8'Easter Day'.
2^'Burden of Itys'.
250'The Grave of Keats'.
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To burn with one clear flame# to stand erect
In natural honour, not to bend the knee
In profitless prostrations whose effect
Is by itself condemned, what alchemy
Can teach me this?251
These early poems of Wilde, perhaps alone of all his artistic
work, are a direct record of personal experience. That they do
fairly record his feelings is made clear by a comparison with his
intimate letters of the period. The letters chronicle especially
his hesitant approaches to the Roman Catholic Church, sometimes
252 255
self-mocking, sometimes sincere and unashamed. He carefully
25U
studied Church history, and the evidence we have in the letters
lends credence to Robert Ross's later statement:- 'Mr. Wilde was
equipped moreover for controversy, being deeply read in Catholic
• 255
philosophy, especially of recent years.
There is an interesting letter to his friend William Ward of
July 18?6 which shows the main strands of his thought at the time.
I confess not to be a worshipper at the Temple
of Reason. I think man's reason the most
misleading and thwarting guide that the sun looks
upon, except the reason of woman. Faith is, I
think, a bright lantern for the feet, though of
course an exotic plantrin man's mind, and requiring
continual cultivation,25»
Wilde always rejected the claims of reason over Religion as over
Art: in The Decay of Lying he pours scorn on those who aim to make
251,Humanitad'.
2-*2E.g. 'I am more than ever in the toils of the Scarlet Woman'.
Letters, p. 12. 'Little Popish tendencies', Ibid. p. 33.
Cf. also Letters, pp. 21, 30.
255 8
E.g. *1 shall always remember you at prayer. Adieu and God bless
you.' Letters, p. Cf. also pp. 28, 31, 32, 35.
2-^E.g. pp. 17 - 18.
25f>Letters, p. 859.
2^^ T •e+ t.e.r»9 r\ on
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faith easier by explaining away miracles:- 'Man can believe the
impossible, but man can never believe the improbable.'2-^ The
letter goes on to discuss his mother's attitude towards religion;
it is likely that his own later rejection of dogma was at least
strengthened if not directly influenced by his mother's.
My mother would probably agree with you. Except
for the people, for whom she thinks dogma necessary,
she rejects all forms of superstition and dogma,
particularly any notion of priest and sacrament
standing between her and God.
Later in the letter we see that Wilde's appreciation of
Christianity was nob merely aesthetic:-
I wonder you don't see the beauty and necessity
for the incarnation of God into man to help us to
grasp at the skirts of the Infinite. The
atonement is I admit hard to grasp. But I think
since Christ the dead world has woken up from sleep.
Since him we have lived. I think the greatest proof
of the Incarnation aspect of Christianity is its
whole career of noble men and thoughts and not the
mere narration of unauthenticated histories.
But as well as having a fair understanding of the Church, Wilde
had a very sharp understanding of himself, and the elements of his
thought and personality which would be hard to reconcile with
Catholicism.
I may go over in the vac. I have dreams of
a visit to Newman, of the holy sacrament in a
new Church, and of a quiet and peace afterwards
in my soul. I need not say, though, that I
shift with every breath of thought and am
weaker and more self-deceiving than ever.
If I could hope that the Church would wake in me
some earnestness and purity I would go over as a
luxury. if for no better reasons. But I can hardly
"'-^Intentions, p. 51,
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hope it would, and to go over to Rome would be to
sacrifice and give up my two great gods "Money and
Ambition".
Still I get so wretched and low and troubled that
in some desperate mood I will seek the shelter of a2,-«
Church which simply enthrals me by its fascination. 0
His clear sight of the motives which drive him towards the Church
is remarkable.
The projected visit to Newman is significant, for Newman
represents a mind in many ways similar to Wilde's own. If the
Catholicism of Wilde's experience had been more dominated by Newman's
way of thought, and less in the authoritarian, doctrinal and moral
narrowness of the Church he must have observed in Ireland as well
as in England, Wilde might well have been able to believe he could
have a place in the Catholic Church. On the whole the Church was
on the defensive in England: the hierarchy of bishops had been
restored only recently; severity and narrowness and almost a
'ghetto' mentality tended to be its most apparent characteristics.
Newman had a very wide and sympathetic mind. 'Here below to
live is to change, and to be perfect is to have changed often.
Only in Newman would Wilde find a similarity to his own belief in
the freedom of the intellect, Newman fully believed in and
supported the concept of private judgement, contending for it
Q&C)
against the weight of episcopal disapproval, and yet his acceptance
2-^Letters, p. 31.
2^Quoted by J.M. Cameron, John Henry Newman. 1956, p. 19.
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See introduction by John Coulson to On Consulting the Faithful
in Matters of Doctrine, 1961, passim.
90.
of the Catholic Church was so basic that he had to belong to it,
and his relationship with it was fundamentally unaffected by his
passionate criticisms:-
There was a true private judgement in the primitive
and medieval schools, - there are no schools now,
no private judgement (in the religious sense of the
phrase), no freedom, that is, of opinion. That is,
no exercise of the intellect.
But Newman's example was not sufficient to reassure Wilde:
Newman had such certainty, such a belief in system and order in
262
the universe, such consciousness of being a creature: with his
fundamental desire for independence reinforced by the arrogance of
youth, Wilde could not follow suit.
The time of choice, if real choice there ever were, was in
the spring of 1877# when Wilde's projected visit to Rome was put
off at the insistence of Professor Mahaffy from Dublin, who carried
him off to Greece to 'make a good pagan of him'. 'This is an era
in my life, a crisis. I wish I could look into the seeds of time
and see what is coming.'2^ This indeed marked the turning point
in his youthful religious aspirations, but it is wrong to ascribe
all the credit to Mahaffy for the 'conversion', as is usually done.
It is clear that Wilde very well understood his conflicting longings,
and his dominant passion:
wherefore in dreams of Art
And loftiest culture I would stand apart,
Neither for God, nor for his enemies.264
See introduction by John Coulson to On Consulting the Faithful
in Matters of Doctrine, p. 44.
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This quotation represents the position that Wilde attempted
to maintain through much of his life, and to explore and defend
in much of his creative work. The attempt to banish religious
considerations from his thought during a large part of his adult
life is symptomatic. He very much desired to find a philosophy
of life based on his love of art and beauty, and the ideal of
individualism, excluding moral or religious rules which claimed a
hard and fast precedence over the personal, individual situation.
But he did not find it wholly possible to banish moral considerations:
these appear in his constant, often almost irritated humanitarian
preoccupations, and in his recognition of the reality of what he
called sin, which seemed to arise from the realisation that free
conduct, following only the ideals of beauty might change the
individual in unpleasant ways.
A major factor in his desire for religion was this sense of
sin which haunts all his work, as he himself recognised in
265
De Profundia. It is present in many of his early poems; in
the introductory poem H^laa:-
lo with a little rod
I did but touch the honey of romance -
And must I lose a soul's inheritance?
It is the subject of the sonnet *E Tenebris', and reappears in
'Taedium Vitae' and in 'Panthea':- 0 we are wearied of this sense
of guilt', and the full conviction of the mal du si&cle finds
expression in 'Humanitad'
26^.Letters. pp. 475 - h76.
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Ah! It was easy when the world was young
To keep one's life free and inviolate,
From our sad lips another song is rung,
3y our hands our heads are desecrate,
Wanderers in drear exile, and dispossessed
Of what should he our own, we can hut feed on wild unrest.
Wilde's arrival in London coincides with the disappearance of
religious discussion from his letters, and a marked loss of interest
in the subject, this is only to be expected, for the intimate
correspondence with student friends is replaced by a wider, more
general and social correspondence, in which poise and lightness are
the essentials. Religion is almost unmentioned in his letters
until his prison days. Hellenism had won the battle, and Wilde's
'religion' from now on became more and more personal and individual
and informal.
Wilde's attitude to Christ, which grew and strengthened with
the years and his rejection of orthodoxy, was very largely conditioned
266
by Renan's Vie de J^sus. He read this work early, certainly
before the Rise of Historical Criticism (1878). Henceforth he
represented Christ solely as man, as artist and as Individualist.
But while to disprove the divinity of Christ Renan uses every
possible scholarly evidence, Wilde makes no effort to do sol
a priori he strips off the 'legends', and regards the gospels as
'prose-poems'.2^ But he uses Renan's work as a basis for his own.
For both Wilde and Renan, He was a man of genius, but both deny the
Resurrection. In the Soul of Man Christ the individualist is
266See Hartley, pp. 242 - 250.
2^Letters. p. 483.
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invoked to give a justification for the political and economic state
for the artist to live: in De Profundis he 'takes his place with
the poets', and is regarded as the supreme Romantic artist. His
life is seen as an idyll. As Hartley points out, he takes this
image from Renan:- 'Toute l'histoire du Christian!sme naissant est
devenu de la sorte une d^licieuse pastorale'.^69 Wilde accepts
completely the results of Kenan's critical work, though he cares
more for the beauty of symbols than for historical truth. His
fascination with the personality of Christ is very clear in the
Tales, especially in the Young King and the Star-Child, and in his
Poems in Prose. Merle sees in De Profundis no advance on Poems
1881, and declares that Wilde talks of Christ 'comme une sorte de
confrere superieur'. 27®
In this middle period Wilde was an atheist. He disbelieved
in and avoided religious teaching. But he was Christian still in
his sense of sin, and his sense of the value of suffering. Merle
271
regards this as an inherent puritanism he cannot escape. ' His
French biographer L£on Lemonnier wrote of Wilde: 'II fut toujours
indifferent & la religion comme & la science.,272
Many critics have examined this sense of sin as made manifest
in particular in the Tales and Poems in Prose, and have usefully
commented upon it. It should be unnecessary, however, to stress
2^Letters. p. 478.
269Hartley, p. 245.
270R. Merle, Oscar Wilde. Paris, 1949» p. 132.
271Merle, p. 175.
272L. Lemonnier, La vie d'Oscar Wilde, Paris, 1931, p. 25.
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any possibility of suppressed confession, or to go as far as
Lemonnier:
Mais quand le piche devint trop lourd, Wilde eut
besoin de le confesser, dans la solitude ou
s'ecrivent les livres, avec cette audace que lui
donnait 1'impurity et aussi avec cette pudique
transformation que l'art impose.273
This approach has been over-favoured, and tends to transform the
Works into hunting grounds for amateurs of abnormal sex psychology.
When unhealthy undertones are discovered by Merle even in The
Importance of Being Earnest, it is better to try another approach,
forbearing to quote Wilde, 'To the pure, all things are impure.'
For the present, it is sufficient to realise this thread of suffering
and sin. Roditi traces it to the decadents, commenting that the
development from decadent paganism to mystical Christianity was
quite common, in such characters as Moreau and Huysmans. He finds
in the Poems in Prose too much doctrine and moralising, and in the
Tales contrived and conventional pathos. While Hartley sees the
Tales as leaning heavily on Flaubert and the Poems in Prose as
imitations of Baudelaire, he sees in them also Wilde's messianic
27ii
preoccupations, and the influence of the Bible and again of Renan. '
Merle considers that the Tales reflect real pessisism, that good
is unrewarded and trials are not only sad but useless, while
suffering is not accepted. He considers them as proof that Wilde
had a pagan conception of life.27-* For Brasol:
27^Lemormier, p. 81
2"^Hartley, pp. 99 - 100.
275Merle, pp. 269 - 270.
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He told his lovely tales in a true Christian
spirit. By prominently introducing into them
the eternal theme of Christ, he struck a note 0-,r
that was sure to make every child's heart quiver. '
Although interpretations so deeply vary, all agree on the
presence of these themes, and the very variance of interpretation
suggests that Wilde had left Behind the time of clear meanings and
open intentions, and created works which are capable of many
explanations.
Wilde usually spoke scornfully of morals, and denied that they
had any sway over art, as we have seen, but this is not to say that
morals have no place in his own art. As he rebelled against
orthodbx religion, and provided for himself an ideal of self-
development, so he rebelled against the middle-class moral ideas of
his time. But he had certain moral themes recurring in his work.
The best known case is the controversy over Portrait of Dorian Gray.
Wilde wrote many letters on the subject, to the press and to friends,
insisting that it had a real and obvious moral, and even seeming
to deplore the fact:
And the moral is this: All excess, as well as all
renunciation, brings its own punishment . . . Yes?
there is a terrible moral in Dorian Gray - a moral
which the prurient will not be able to find in it, but
which will be revealed to all those whose minds are
healthy. Is this an artistic error? I fear it is.
It is the only error in the book.277
He shows that he believes a moral should not obtrude itself but be
276B. Brasol, Oscar Wilde. The Man - The Artist. 1956, p. 197.
277I.ettera. p. 259.
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presented only through the characters:
This moral is so far artistically and deliberately
suppressed that it does not enunciate its lav/ as
a general principle, but realises itself purely in
the lives of individuals, and so becomes simply a
dramatic element in a work of art; and not the
object of the work of art itself.^78
This 'moral' of Dorian Gray is typical of Wilde's search for
a morality acceptable to the Apostle of art and beauty. He hated
the tenets of conventional morality, and constantly criticised
them, but at the same time in his works he was investigating the
validity of his own philosophy of life. Dorian Gray is a fearless
investigation of it on two levels, the social level, where the
aesthete as dandy represents Wilde's ideal in his detachment and
individuality, and a deeper level, where Wilde faced the difficulty
of the search for the 'full life', and the confusion of self-
realisation with self-indulgence.
His criticism of accepted moral ideas is expressed clearly
in his use of epigram and paradox. As well as showing new aspects
of truth, and attacking cosy assumptions, these witticisms show
a detestation of cant or humbug, and are the weapons in his constant
battle against obtuseness and hypocrisy:
Duty is what one expects from othersj it is not
what one does oneself.
Morality is simply the attitude we adopt towards
people whom we personally dislike.
When her third husband died, her hair turned quite
gold from grief.
Conscience and cowardice are really the same things.
Conscience is the trade name of the firm.
'"^Letters, p. 263.
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Each class preaches the importance of those virtues
it need not exercise. The rich harp on the value
of thrift, the idle grow eloquent over the dignity
of labour.279
His morality is perhaps best summed up in the oft-repeated maxim
in De Profundia: 'The supreme vice is shallowness.2^0
A much more personal interest in religion, individual and
established, was expressed by Wilde in prison, and to some extent
afterwards. There is the intimate personal revelation of
De Profundis. the spirited public protest of the letters to the
Daily Chronicle on prison reform, and his renewed flirtation with
the Roman Catholic Church in Rome, culminating in his death-bed
submission. Much controversy has raged over the letter to Lord
Alfred Douglas, commonly known as De Profundis« which was published
only in expurgated forms until Douglas' death, when Vyvyan Holland
published an edition. A full and complete version is contained
in the collected Letters edited by Rupert Hart-Davis, 1962. Ross
published extracts, amounting to less than half the letter, in 1905}
he printed only those passages which have no reference to Douglas,
and has been much blamed for misrepresentation in so doing.
But some justification for this is to be found in Wilde's
letter of April 1897» intended to accompany the Douglas letter to
Ross. Wilde first states that some day he wishes the truth of his
relationship with Douglas to be known:- 'Some day the truth will
have to be known ... I don't defend my conduct. I explain it.'
2'^Examples fr0m H. Pearson, The Life of Oscar vYilde. 1946,
pp. 194 - 195, 202. —- — ■
2^°Letters, p. 425, etc.
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But he continues:
Also there are in the letter certain passages which
deal with my mental development in prison* and the
inevitable evolution of character and intellectual
attitude towards life that has taken place: and I
want you, and others who still stand by me and have
affection for me, to know exactly in what mood and
manner I hope to face the world ... Of course I
need not remind you how fluid a thing thought is with
me - v/ith us all - and of what an evanescent substance
are our emotions made.261
Wilde also actively expressed the wish that for two friends excerpts
which he details, and also 'anything else you may extract that is
good and kind in intention' should be separately typed.
I know both these sweet women will be interested
to know something of what is happening to my soul -
not in the theological sense, but merely in the sense
of the spiritual consciousness that is separate from
the actual occupations of the body.
Much of the letter is religious in the fullest sense, but not
in the sense of conforming to any one faith. Christ is a ma,lor
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subject, but in his human, not his divine role. The life and
teachings of Christ are regarded as example and proof of Wilde's
personal philosophy:- He who would lead a Christ-like life must be
entirely and absolutely himself.^ Wilde has an artistic
explanation, often borrowed in its basis from Renan, for the
theological affirmation of the Divinity of Christ.
He alone saw that on the hills of time there
were but God and Man, and, feeling through the
mysticism of sympathy that in himself each had
been made incarnate, he calls himself the Son
of the One or the son of the other, according
to his mood.264
26lLetters. pp. 512 - 513.




As for his miracles:
His miracles seem to me as exquisite as the coming
of Spring, and quite as natural, I see no
difficulty at all in "believing that such was the
charm of his personality that his mere presence
could "bring peace to souls in anguish, and that
those who touched his garments or his hands forgot
their pain . . .
For Wilde, Christ was not a moralist:
His morality is all sympathy, just what morality
should be . , , Christ had no patience with the
dull lifeless mechanical systems that treat people
as if they were things, and so treat everybody alike:
as if anybody, or anything for that matter, was like
aught else in the world. For him there were no laws:
there were exceptions merely.285
As Wilde saw him, Christ lived a life which was a work of art:-
?86'his entire life also is the most perfect of poems'. " His
essence was his sympathetic imagination. This enabled him to see
himself as the fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaiah:
Every single human being should be the fulfilment
of a phophecy. For every human being should be
the realisation of some ideal, either in the mind of
God or in the mind of man.2°7
It also enables him to make himself the 'eternal mouth-piece of
the dumb and suffering'. 'His desire was to be to the myriads
who had found no utterance a very trumpet through which they might
O Pi Pi
call to Heaven,' His imagination makes him 'the precursor of








It is man's soul that Christ is always looking
for » , « one only realises one's soul by
getting rid of all alien passions, all acquired
culture, and all external possessions be they
good or evil.
His greatest teaching was love:
The fact that God loves man shows that in the
divine order of ideal things it is written that
eternal love is to be given to what is eternally
unworthy , . • Love is a sacrament that should
be taken kneeling, and Domlnfe, non sum dlgnus
should be on the lips and in the hearts of those
who receive it.290
The necessity for regarding Christ as Man and denying any
question of His Divinity arose naturally from Wilde's rejection
of 'anc|. theory or idea or system' which might demand the sacrifice
of any part of experience: He saw that if Christ is accepted as
God, even His teaching, which Wilde accepted and interpreted as
intensely personal and beautiful, acquires a universal significance,
and becomes in some sense rules which can be held superior to any
particular personal situation.
On this view of Christ Wilde builds his own religion, which
finds an answer for the first time to his constant theme of sin
and suffering. The basis is self-knowledge: 'Whatever is realised
is right'.291 Love is the essential,292 and Hate the 'eternal







without the help of morality, religion or reason. Everything
must be found within himself. His former mode of life, all in
'the sunny side of the garden', had to end, because it was 'limiting'.
But it was wrong for Wilde, an Individualist, to appeal to society
for help.2" Often he seems to feel the need to insist on the
uniqueness of his personal religion, and does so by his use of
words?
I need not tell you that to me Reformations in Morals
are as meaningless and vulgar as Reformations in
Theology. But while to propose to be a better man
is a piece of unscientific cant, to have become a
deeper man is the privilege of those who have
suffered.29«
He accepts ultimate responsibility for his own ruin.297 Of
his homosexuality he writes?
Sins of the flesh are nothing. They are maladies
for physicians to cure, if they should be cured.
Sins of the soul alone are shameful.29»
He blames himself because, instead of being devoted to Art, he let
himself be 'lured into the imperfect world of coarse uncompleted
passions, of appetite without distinction, desire without limit,
and formless greed.'2"
Desire, at the end, was a malady, or a madness,
or both. ... I ceased to be Lord over myself.
I was no longer the Captain of my Soul, and did
not know it.30°
^"letters, pp. 468 - 469.
2"lbid. p. 492.
296Ibid. p. 489.





'Self-realisation1 had led him to self-indulgence, and had corrupted
him as it had corrupted the Happy Prince, the Star-Child and Dorian
Gray*
The greatest discovery Wilde made in prison was the value of
suffering. It is no longer pointless as he had thought it:-
'Now I find hidden away in my nature something that tells me that
nothing in the whole world is meaningless, and suffering least of
all, ,301 Now he believes that there is no sin which cannot find
"602
forgiveness,-^ no past that cannot be altered. A man must
realise his past - Wilde must forgive Alfred Douglas. As soon
as a man repents, his life is no longer sinful:
the moment the prodigal son fell on his knees and
wept he really made his having wasted his substance
with harlots, and then kept swine and hungered for
the husks they ate, beautiful and holy incidents
in his life.303
Exterior denunciations have no value, but Wilde thought as he
listened from the dock to his life being reviled, that if he
himself could say it, it would be altered for ever:
A man's very highest moment is, I have no doubt
at all, when he kneels in the dust, and beats his
breast, and tells all the sins of his life.304
After Wilde left prison, he wrote two lengthy letters published
in the Daily Chronicle on 27 May 1897, and 23 March 1898. In the






a warder for an act of kindness, and against the treatment of
children in prison and the fact of their heing there at all.
He also protested against the treatment of the insane and weak
minded, and declared that the treatment drove some mad. In the
second, he scourged the three main abuses of the prison system,
hunger, insomnia and disease. These letters come from a new
apprehension of the suffering of others, and are essentially
humanitarian, those of a man who has learned to sympathise with
the suffering of others. The Ballad of Reading Gaol has the same
roots. Wilde had a horror of capital punishment, and expressed it
vividly by showing the mental torment of the condemned man before
his execution. The Ballad takes its inspiration from life, not
from art. Fehr has been able to find only seven sources of details
This is new for Wilde, and the theme of the poem links the guilt of
the condemned, and of the law, with universal guilts-
Yet each man kills the thing he loves
Yet each man does not die.
Wilde was aware that the poem was a mixture of art and propaganda,
and for the first time was willing to sacrifice the former to the
latter.305
After prison, Wilde's behaviour was not that of the 'deeper man'
of De Profundis. Apart from an abortive attempt to enter a Roman
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Catholic retreat, he soon resumed his old life, more hopeless
than before, for after he wrote the Ballad Art ceased her struggle
304;i 0p.cit.p.20l
3Q5Lettera. pp. 65*+» 661.
306Ibid.pp. 563 - 56U.
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against his 'spells of senseless ease'. At Berneval he took some
*07
interest in the Church,^' hut soon he was as bored with it as with
Berneval itself. It was not until his visit to Rome in 190G that
he renewed his youthful enthusiasm for the Roman Catholic Church.
Ross wrote:
He wanted me then to introduce him to a priest with
a view to being received into the Church, and I
reproach myself deeply for not having done so, but
I really did not think he was quite serious.308
This enthusiasm now took the form of a tremendous admiration and
affection for the Pope, whose audiences he many times attended.
But he could not overcome his distaste for the Church as a social
body: 'I am not a Catholic: I am simply a violent Papist.
When Wilde died in Paris in November 1900, he was received into
the Church by a Passionist priest called by Ross:
You know I had always promised to bring a priest to
Oscar when he was dying, and I felt rather guilty
that I had so often dissuaded him from becoming a
Catholic, but you know the reasons for doing so.310
Wilde's political opinions are almost inseparable from his
religious ideas, for the same themes, chiefly Individualism and
secondly suffering, are the mainsprings of both. Again, Individualism
is his basic creed and aim: suffering is his basic difficulty. His
interest in politics was less strong and firm than his religious strain,
but it is worthy of being taken seriously especially in the Soul of





Man Under Socialism. There are four main sources we can trace it
inj the early poems and Vera, the Tales. The Soul of Man, and the
letters to the Daily Chronicle.
The political ideas of the early poems are simple, idealistic
and republican. Hartley claims his reading was founded on Pourrier,
Saint Simon, Tocqueville and Proudhon, and he was probably also
i ^11
influenced by such novels as Hugo a Les Mlserables. His opinions
are sweeping, and expressed emotionally. He glories in the ideas
of republicanism and democracy, as against the tyranny of kings
Yet when this fiery web is spun,
Her watchman shall destry from far
The young Republic like a sum -,12
Rise from these crimson seas of war.
Thus it is 'my first attempt at political prophecyThis poem,
'Ave Imperatrix', celebrates English glory but prefers a republic to
Empire. In the sonnet 'Louis Napoleon', Prance is glorified as
'free and republican', and in 'Urbs Sacra Aeterna' Wilde looks back
with regret on the days when Rome ruled the world with her 'sword
republican'. His heroes are those of republican England, Cromwell
and Milton. He celebrates Milton in 'The Garden of Eros'; both
Cromwell and Milton are highly regarded in 'Quantum Mutata', and
the 'Sonnet to Milton' mourns the passing of his spirit, and ends:-
Dear GodI is this the land
Which bare a triple empire in her hand





Passing the Tuileries in 1883, Wilde remarked to Robert Sherard:-
'There is not there one little blackened stone which is not to me
a chapter in the Bible of Democracy.'31^
His main theme is love of liberty and hatred of oppression.
This is characteristic of his Individualism. But he also feared
and disliked what he called anarchy - the rule of the people - which
he was later to denigrate once more in The Soul of Man, under the
name of democracy. His poems reflect the conflict - the 'Sonnet
to Liberty' describes the 'roar' of democracies, the 'reigns of
Terror and great Anarchies' - yet he cannot but sympathise with the
fight for freedom
and yet, and yet,
These Christs that die upon the barricades,
God knows it I am with them, in some things.
The problem is most clearly stated in 'Libertatis Sacra Fames*
Albeit nurtured in democracy,
And liking best that state republican
Where every man is kinglike and no man
Is crowned above his fellows, yet I see,
Spite of this modern fret for Liberty,
Better the rule of One, whom all obey,
Than to let clamorous demagogues betray
Our freedom with the kiss of anarchy.
As for Vera, the play certainly has 'avowedly republican
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sentiments , as it mirrors the conflict between Despotism and
Nihilism in nineteenth century Russia:- in fact, mirrored it too
well, for the murder of Czar Alexander II in March 1881 prevented
31^R.H. Sherard, The Real Oscar Wilde. 1917, p. .36.
3 ^Letters, p. 71.
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the playing of Vera in England. But the politics seem chosen
merely to give a dramatic background to the passions of the plays
As regards the play itself, I have tried in it to
express within the limits of Art that Titan cry of
the peoples for liberty, which in the Europe of our
day is threatening thrones, and making governments
unstable from Spain to Russia, and from north to
southern seas. But it is a play not of politics but
of passion. It deals with no theories of government,
but with men and women simply; and modern nihilistic
Russia, with all the terror of its tyranny and the
marvel of its martyrdoms, is merely the fiery and
fervent background in front of which the persons of
my dream live and love.31°
The enthusiasm of his support for 'Liberty' may stem from his
mother, who as Speranza took a prominent part in Irish Home Rule
xi7
struggles, ' but he was never a fervent politician; he declared
in 1885 'I believe I am a radical'.
The themes of many of the tales in A House of Pomegranates
and The Happy Prince have a moral-political bias. The poverty
and distress of the workers who provide beautiful things for the
rich is dwelt on, particularly in The Young King. The youth himself,
brought up in poverty, then recognised as king, has at first an
adoration for beauty which makes him proud, vain and heedless of
others. But he has three dreams, in which he sees poor, wretched
people toiling to produce his coronation robes, and realises that
the rich make slaves of the poor. In the last dream, Death and
Avarice contend for the souls of the workers. The young king is
obsessed by his responsibility for these conditions, and refuses to
^^Letters, p. li+8.
317Cf. Ibid. p. 80.
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wear the robes. But a poor man tells him that he cannot thus
alter things, and it is his duty to provide a figurehead for them:
the Bishop reiterates that he cannot change things, and affirms
that one man cannot take all the sins of the world on his shoulders.
The young man, however, goes poorly clad to the coronation, and is
crowned by God. In this tale, as in the others, Wilde produced no
economic system of equitable distribution: he simply denounced the
causes from which so much misery sprang. It is possible to see the
young king's revolt solely in terms of beauty turning against the
ugliness of slavery and oppression. Wilde's use of the terms
beauty and ugliness can sometimes be equated to the simple moral
good and bad.
The Star-Child also selfishly loves beauty, and has to suffer
greatly before he learns the beauty of kindness and charity. The
poor wood-cutters at the outset realise that 'life is for the rich'.
But 'riches' also change in meaning. The Happy Prince loves
beauty - or good - so much that he sacrifices his eyes and his very
self to help the poor and diseased until he himself becomes ugly
and useless. The most biting story in its undercurrents is perhaps
The Devoted Friend. mrhere the rich miller, by the help of splendid
oratory, persuades himself of his own extreme generosity while
draining his poor little friend Hans of his goods, his energy and
his lifelihood - all of which the simple, loving Hans gives freely.
This tale is in many senses a biting satire on the comfortable
capitalist assumptions of the nineteenth century.
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Before considering The Soul of Man as a work of late nineteenth
century socialism, it is useful to examine the theories that have
been put forward as to its origin. Two main influences have been
suggested, each as a 'whole solution. Edouard Roditi claims that
the Soul of Man, like much of the Critic as Artist is influenced "by
Wilde's discovery of Chuang Tzu, the Taoist philosopher, whose
translated work Wilde reviewed in I89O. Roditi points out that
the Critic as Artist Part II and the Soul of Man were also written
in that year. He sees in the Critic as Artist 'a consciously
Taoist anarchism of inaction'.31®
Merle and Hartley, on the other hand, ascribe many of the same
ideas to Wilde's reading of Renan. Merle recalls Wilde's statement:
I remember once hearing M. Renan say that he would
sooner live under a military despotism than under
despotism of the Church, because the former merely
limited the freedom of action, while the latter
limited the freedom of mind.319
This idea is greatly expanded in the Soul of Man. Hartley finds
'remarkable parallels' between Renan and Wilde on the social role of
Jesus.320 He also quotes Renan's anticipation of one of the central
^21
doctrines of the Critic as Artist:
Le temps viendra ou l'art sera une chose du
passd, une creation faite une fois pour toutes,
creation des tges non reflechis, qu on adorera,
tout en recoramaissant qu'il n'y a plus a en faire.





Chuang Tzu certainly presented a philosophy very attractive to
Wildej his wit and paradox, his exaltation of thought over action,
were already typical of Wilde, It is difficult to describe him
as an influence, because there was really a discovery of a similar-
thinking mind. Brian Nicholas, in his essay on the connection of
/
Renan's L'Avenir de la Science and the Soul of Man, has shown the
temporary enthusiasm that inspired Wilde to this work. , Hartley
gives the Vie de Jesus, along with Marc-Aur&le and Dialogues et
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Fragments Phllosophiaues as sources for the Soul of Man. but
Nicholas finds detailed and convincing parallels with L'Avenir de
la Science in particular. L'Avenir was an early work, but not
published until April I89O, while the Soul of Man was published in
February 1891* Nicholas suggests that it was the youthful Renan
who fired Wilde's imagination, and the fact that they shared the
same enemies, materialism and the bourgeois attitude. Renan
anticipates Wilde in his arguments on slavery, machinery, and the
French Revolutions they share the same positive prophetic language,
and Renan emphasises the importance of ideals as Wilde does the
importance of Utopias. Both are strongly against democracy, as
also against the Papacy or any 'despotism of ideas*!
The grand reign of the Spirit will not commence
until the material world shall be completely
under man's control,323
-^Hartley, p. 241,
3»g. Renan, Future of Science. 1891, p. 71.
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The striving of the poorer classes after material
welfare is just, legitimate and sacred, seeing
that the poorer classes cannot attain real holiness,
"by which I mean moral and intellectual perfection,
unless they acquire a certain degree of materialwelfare.324
This is clearly in line with Wilde1s thought.323
Both Wilde and Renan idealise Ancient Greece; Kenan's new
world will he 'la Gr&ce sans 1'esclavage', and then: 'To tend one's
beautiful humanity will then he the Law and the Prophets.*328 For
Wilde, the new Individualism 'will he complete, and through it each
man will attain to his perfection. The new Individualism is the
new Hellenism.
It is necessary to examine the essay now on its own merits,
as a socialist work of the 1890's. To explore this question I
propose to examine The Soul of Man in comparison with two very
different types of contemporary Socialist, represented by the Fabians
on the one side, and on the other by William Morris. We shall find
diametrical opposition of thought, especially between Wilde and the
Fabians, led by Sidney Webb, but we shall find unexpected agreements
also.
Wilde flings down the gauntlet to the Fabians near the beginning
of his essay: 'Socialism Itself will be of value simply because it
will lead to Individualism.This is doubly meaningful in the
32^S. Renan, Future of Science. 1891, p. 73.
323Cf. Intentions, p. 134.




light of contemporary Socialist-Collectivist thinking. There is
the ohvious and. most important meaning, which is grasped by any
reader; the Wildean idea of individualism is now familiar. But
in the other sense the phrase was particularly striking to the
politically minded reader. 'We have been suffering for a century
from an acute outbreak of Individualism, unchecked by the old
restraints, and invested with almost a religious sanction by a
certain soulless school of writers.,329 Sidney Webb had a healthy
dislike of and respect for 'the Devil of Individualism';
In 1880 we may almost say that an unsystematic and
empirical Individualism reigned supreme. Not in
one political party alone, or in one class of
society, but in all alike, we find the assumption
that the forms of government ought to be reduced
to the barest minimum; that free competition, leading
as it does to the survival of the fittest, was the
only sure foundation of a prosperous state; and that
the incessant 'private war which leads each man to
strive to place himself on another's shoulders and
remain there', was, on the whole, a benevolent
dispensation of Providence, and part of the Laws of
Nature, not impiously to be interfered with.330
Although the two uses of the term 'Individualism*, are different, the
use of the term in Wilde's essay must have some intended double
meaning, and at the outset marks the unique quality of Wilde's
Socialism. Webb sees Individualism as the great enemy of Socialism:
Wilde sees Socialism as an instrument towards Individualism.
Now it is clear that Webb usually regards Individualism in the
sense of a worn-out Liberalism advocating laissez-faire, unrestricted
32^Fabian Society, Facts for Socialists. Fabian Tracts. No. 5. 1886.
p. 16. ~ "
33°S. Webb, Socialism: True and False, Fabian tract, No. 51» 1&9U#
p. 3. - -
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private enterprise, and the least possible government. But even
when he comes to talk of something much nearer Wilde's idea, his
natural sympathy with it is quashed by its conflict with his
principle. Under the heading of 'Industrial Anarchism', he
describes the longing of working men to be their own masters, and
sympathises:
But the desire of each man to become his own master
is part of the old Adam of Individualism . . .
Socialists who hanker after these delights have
forgotten their Karl Marx. The steam-engine, the
factory and the mine have come to stay: and our
only choice is between their management by individual
owners or their management by the community • . • the
worker is and must he the servant of the community.331
These words contain the seeds of the disagreements, three-
cornered, between Morris, Wilde and Webb. Much of vVilde's essay
is concerned not with Socialism at all, but with the general problem
of artistic individualism, and as such does not concern us here.
We will consider only such parts of the essay as can be compared
with Fabian or literary Socialism.
Wilde's approach to Socialism was directed to the freeing of man,
and especially the artist, for true Individualism. It was, them,
artistic in its essence, and thus comparable to Morris's, Morris
was led to Socialism by his desire to create a way of life fit for
a workman of genius. Following Ruskin and Carlyle, he wished to
restore art and individuality to the workman. He saw the tendency
towards standardised production as destructive of the soul of man.
•^^Fabian Society, The Basis and Policy of Socialism, 1908, p. 70.
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(It is interesting to note that the idea of the 'soul of man' oceurs
in Wilde and Morris only, not in Fabian literature.) He wanted men
to be able to put themselves into their work and express their own
personalities, thus restoring the Ruskinian ideal of 'joy in work'.
Morris's reasons for admiring the Medieval trade guilds were three¬
fold, the absence of division of labour, the direct relation between
craftsman and consumer, and the local nature of craftsmanship.
Morris is in a sense a central figure between Wilde and Webb: he
became a Socialist through Art, like Wilde, but his central concern,
like Webb's, was ?/ith the workman and his life. He was a true and
practical Socialist, and also a dreamer.
Morris was opposed to the idea of art for art's sake: his aims
v?ere life and happiness. He followed Ruskln, but his gospel of joy
in work was less Puritan, He was a frank hedonist, and work
attracted him because he liked it, because he felt that fine
craftsmanship was a two-fold inducer of happiness, giving pleasure
to both producer and consumer. In How I Became a Socialist he says:
The study of history and the love and practice of
art forced me into a hatred of the civilisation,
which if things were to stop as they are would turn
history into inconsequent nonsense, and make art a
collection of the curiosities of the past, which
would have no serious relation to the life of the
present.332
In the importance they give to art, Wilde and Morris would seem to
be united, but in fact Wilde's Socialism would exist principally for
the production of more, far more, works of line art, while Morris's
-Z.-Z.O
Quoted H. Jackson, William Morris. 1908, p. i+2+.
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would abolish it. One of the Ruskinian ideas tilde never accepted
was that the working craftsman, the true 'artist', would make fine
art superfluous, that "beauty was to be reached in some degree by
all, not superabundantly by the few.
Morris differed from Webb in that he never believed in the
Fabian idea of state Socialism, or Collectivism, with a central
organisation.-^* His love of variety and colour revolted at the
uniformity and regularity of State Socialism implied by the methods
of Sidney Webb or Lenin. His keynote was association and
decentralisation. To both Wilde and Morris the Fabian ideal would
appear as real slavery.
This brings us to examine the complex question of Authority,
which is inextricably bound up with Individualism of any kind.
It can best be analysed by comparing the three different aims of
these three very different Socialists, Wilde, Morris and Webb.
In The Soul of Man Wilde is concerned most with the question of
Individualism versus Authority. Socialism is in many ways incidental
or at least less important. Wilde believed that, shorn of ever-
constraining authority each man and woman could be a completely free
personality, living a 'flowerlike life'. He believed not only in
imaginatively realised individualism, but in 'the great actual
Individualism latent and potential in mankind generallyThe
Soul of Man is a wide analysis of the factors preventing this state




for all men and especially for the artist. To Webb, Wilde would
certainly he an anarchist, for his desire to abolish present
authority is not motivated by its unfairness or oppression, but
by a conviction of the evil of authority itself, and he prefers
minority rule to the rule of the people, "which he thinks of as mob
rule.333 < He describes past and present sources of authority, and
points out that only in art has true individualism ever been
possible, and that because of the conditions this has never been
perfected. He complains that even now the tyranny of public taste
is all too prevalent in many art forms. 'Authority over him [the
artist] and his art is ridiculous. ,33^ But Wilde is not free of
the concept of authority; he wants it to come from art. Speaking
of taste he says:- 'The work of art is to dominate the spectator,
the spectator is not to dominate the work of art.'337 He is then
proposing, at least in artistic matters, &xi aristocracy of taste,
and Is in fact promoting a mystique of great art which he over¬
emphasises in his eagerness.
His form of Socialism, then, would be principally a means of
getting rid of authority; he envisages, not perhaps entirely
seriously, a kind of free yet peaceful anarchy, not so much because
he is joking as because in this connexion he is not really concerned
with Socialism at all.




As regards individualism and authority, Morris looked back
longingly to the Middle Ages, with the amicable authority of the
trade guilds, and artistic effort performed freely, yet under a
guiding hand. His ideal authority is more in the form of 'influence',
Ruskin expounds this idea:
There is no wealth but life. Life, including
all its powers of love, of joy and of admiration.
That country is the richest which houses the
greatest numbers of noble and happy human beings:
that man is richest, who having perfected the
functions of his own life to the utmost, has also
the widest helpful influence, both personal and
by meansof his possessions, over the lives of
others,338
The authority Morris most feared was not a political authority:
it was the tyranny of the machine over personal expression and men's
lives. His Socialist state would provide equality of opportunity
and equal access to necessities; it would not necessarily be devoid
of rank, in something like the Medieval guild sense, master,
journeyman, apprentice. In Hews from Nowhere the problem of
authority is solved by abolition of £>roperty and the absolute
minimum of local self-government; but of course it still poses very
many questions.
Local government versus central government is the main question
of authority for the Fabians. They did not question the need for
authority and government. This was one of the points which made
them so distasteful to the nineteenth century liberals. Herbert
Spencer, the great Individualist, demanded of Liberalism: 'How is
'538
Quoted William Sinclair, Socialism according to William Morris.
Fortnightly Review, 1910."*
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it that Liberalism, getting more and more into power, has grown
more and more coercive in its legislation?'33^ And Auheron Herbert
talked warningly of 'always immoral state interference'.3^
Besides naturally Toeing distasteful to Capitalist owners, the degrees
of state control proposed by the Fabians was most distasteful to the
average Englishman. Marx had foreseen a long period of state
control, gradually dissolving into local self-government in
collectives, but the Fabians seemed to put no end to it. Sidney
Webb announced as one of 'the preliminary steps in the conversion
of England' that:
The best government is no longer 'that which governs least',
but 'that which can safely and advantageously administer
most! 3kl
Instead of converting every man into an independent
producer, working when he likes and as he likes, we
aim at enrolling every able-bodied person directly in
the service of the community, for such duties and under
such organisation ... as may be suitable to his
capacity and social function.3^2
The Fabian position briefly described as a whole may serve to
highlight the gaps and tangents in both Morris and Wilde. The
necessary reading for the Fabian Socialist or Collectivist was
Marx' Das Kapital. and Henry George's Progress and Poverty and The
Law of Human Progress. Very extensive quotations were habitually
made from such authors as J.S. Mill, in particular his Political
Economy, and Charles Booth's Labour and Life of the People. Many
339 and 3ijOQUote(i Bea^rj[ce Webb My Apprenticeship. 1926.
^+18idney Webb, in The Basis and Policy of Socialism, p. 57.
3i+2Ibid. p. 71.
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Fabians, in particular George Bernard Shaw and the ?vebbs, strove
to reduce Socialism to an intellectual rather than an emotional
creed. The almost hysterical emotionalism of some parts of
Henry George was where possible ignored:
Can it be that the gifts of the Creator may be
thus misappropriated with impunity? Is it a
light thing that labour should be robbed of its
earnings while greed rolls in wealth - that the
many should want while the few are surfeited?
Turn to history, and on every page may be read that
such wrong never goes unpunished; that the Nemesis
that follows injustice never falters nor sleeps I 343
The emotion was retained, however, in a constant emotionless manner
incorporating a very emotional use of figures:
Only 39 out of every 1,000 persons dying, leave
behind them £300 worth of property, and only 61 7. .
per 1,000 leave any property worth mentioning at all. w
More than one third of the entire income of the
United Kingdom is enjoyed by less than one thirtieth
of its people.345
Sidney Webb describes the beginning of Fabianism in Socialism: True
and False: how they rejected the original idea of necessary
revolution:
We were sadly and sorrowfully driven to the conclusion
that no sudden or simultaneous transformation of
society from an Individualist to a Collectivist basis
was possible or even thinkable ... In short, we
repudiated the common assumption that Socialism was
necessarily bound up with Insurrectionism on the one
hand or Utopianism on the other.346
Unlike Morris, the Fabians rejected 'catastrophic Socialism'.
-^Law of Human Progress, New York, 1679» PP. 116 - 119,
-^Vacta for Socialists. 1886, p. 11.
3i+5Ibid. p. 10.
3^Basi3 and Policy of Socialism, p. 51.
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The Socialist ideal was the Nationalisation of land and
capital, and the abolition of private property, all undertakings
to be run on a Collectivist basis. This policy they elevated
almost to a religion, Webb referring constantly to 'the conversion
of England', and 'our Socialist faith':
Wise prophets nowadays do not found a partial
community which adopts the whole faith} they
cause rather the partial adoption of their
faith by the whole community.347
This is the centre of the Fabian method} all their aims, they said,
could be brought to fruit by waiting, teaching, pressing for reform
and spreading education. They expected to attain all their ends
quietly by 'the gradualness of inevitability', 'until all men would
drop their selfishness and began thinking in communities'. As far
as remedying the present situation went, their opinion was the same
as Wilde's, that charity paid by the beneficiaries of an unjust
system merely prolongs the system} they believed only in enlightened
philanthropy, only giving where there was hope of improvement.
Their main task, as Webb saw it, was the study and statistical
analysis of social problems:- 'The most one can do is to attempt
to see truly what is really happening, without attempting to foretell
what will, from that, result.'-^® Sidney Webb said further:
There is no more fruitful service to the Socialist
cause than ... to study in the light of the
ascertained facts some one of the many social
problems to which we have to apply our Socialist
faith. Depend upon it, the first step to getting
^^Basis and Policy of Socialism, p. 59.
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what we want is a very clear and precise knowledge
of what it is that we want.349
Their philosophy was very practical, which differentiated it from
those of Morris and Wilde, for it dealt with what were the actual
circumstances of their day. They accepted and welcomed the division
of labour, the use of machinery, the standardisation of production.
Their aim was, briefly, to take over the country for the people,
for each man to be, as citizen and elector, in a limited sense his
own master. It is indeed a limited ideal of freedom and justice,
and appears to be very specifically tied up to material questions
only. This is where the greatest distance separates Wilde and
Morris from the Fabians. Wilde in his plans for the cultivated
life, and Morris in his dismissal of the machine are widely at
variance with Webb here.
If we measure Morris by this yardstick we shall find great
differences. In his reading, first, he also was influenced by
Karl Marx, and in another direction by Ruskin. His attitude to
the Fabian idea described above was that it was merely 'substituting
businesslike administration in the interests of the public for the
old Whig muddle of laissez-faire backed up by coercion.*350 His
Socialist ideas were, as Webb would have put it, both Insurrectionist
and Utopian. He believed with Marx that revolution was inevitable,
but was too ready to believe in the ability of revolution to solve
problems. In News from Nowhere he combines both revolution and
^Basis and Policy of Socialism, p. 59.
35°W. Morris, Communism, Fabian Tract No. 115, p. 7»
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Utopia, Put idyllic as it is, it is recognisable that the system
propounded there was quite impracticable. The Morris ideal of
simplicity, of limitation of wants, and the plain life just would
not be accepted by the masses. He alone was in this sense a true
Socialist. The working class had been deprived for too long of
the benefits of the machine to acquiesce in its abolition and
believe in its bad effects. Workmen wanted all the 'mechanical
clutter' they could get, as the Pabians realised.
But dreams apart, Morris said that a Socialist party must bring
into being a real social consciousness among the workers, so that in
the end 'they understand themselves to be face to face with false
, -5151
society# themselves the only possible elements of true society. •
■*
He recognised all the Improvements in the condition of the working
class as in themselves good, but not enough without a further
spiritual improvement which the Pabians ignored. He desired the
abolition of private property for the sake of justice, of equality
of opportunity, and of simplicity of life. In Hews from Nowhere
he describes very precisely the evils of property, - how, for instance,
it has corrupted the state of marriage. Without it, he says, there
is no need for divorce courts. The picture he paints in News from
Nowhere is fundamentally attractive and much of his theory illustrated
therein is fine and practical, but it is built on a most unlikely
hypothesis, that men would consent, for the sake of simplicity, to




taught them were both the pre-requisites and. the highest aims of
life. Where the Fabians made Society their religion, Morris's
was happiness, achieved through right working conditions, in turn
achieved through Socialism, Morris as an active Socialist rather
than as a Visionary was a more practical man, as can be seen from
his writing in the Commonweal and his lectures, but his 'literary
Socialism', The Dream of John Ball and Hews from Nowhere was by
far the best known.
In contrast to the Fabian idea of steady constitutional change,
and Morris' impractical ideas of revolution, the means which Wilde
proposed for the introduction of Socialism were - none. He
believed, he said, in the necessity of revolution, but concerned
himself not at all with its methods. 'The conditions will be done
away with, and human nature will change. He is not interested,
like the others, in the Nationalisation of Land and Capital as such,
but only in the abolition of private property, which in any case is
a nuisance, and which forces us to live for others. Wilde's ideal
of isolationism is not clearly thought out, and the state he
advocates is so overstated as to become basically unhuman. But
he states a great truth when he says that: 'Selfishness is not
living as one wishes to live, it is asking others to live as one
wishes to live'.333 It is indeed selfishness which demands
uniformity, which the artist by his very nature must condemn, but




'unselfishness', from infinite variety, from anarchism.
Wilde does not denounce Materialism romantically, as an enemy
to realisation:- 'They rage against Materialism, as they call it,
forgetting that there has "been no material improvement that has
not spiritualised the world.'^5^ indeed, in the Soul of Man he
took perhaps an over-optimistic view of the "benefits of machinery,
looking forward to the day when machinery will he man's slave instead
of the reverse, when all degrading and ugly toil is performed by
machines leaving men free - hut for what? Here is the flaw in his
plan. According to it, the machines will produce what is useful,
and the artists ?/ill produce what is beautiful. But there is no
suggestion, as in Morris, that all men will he artists. Although
he talks of the Individualism of all men, and their living 'flower¬
like lives', he gives no recipe for the flower-like life. It is
the artist he is concerned with, and he makes strikingly little
provision for the others, who must he supposed to he the mass of
mankind. His Socialism, then, really covers only points raised hy
the problem of Individualism - because of it he will endure no
authoritarian Socialism, no economic tyranny. Although as with
all subjects on which he thought and wrote, he has given the
Socialist cause much fuel, both for construction and criticism,
his interest in Socialism appears to he strictly limited. Only
in so far as he is an artist and in so far as artists must, to some
greater or lesser extent live with others and obey laws, only thus




It remains to study one question in particular which he deals
with in The Soul of Man, the letters to the Daily Chronicle, and
De Profundis. This is his personal attitude to the poor, to
suffering and to pain. Of all things this was most changed hy
his imprisonment. He was always a very gentle and sensitive man,
and this is part of the reason for his general instinctive revulsion
from poor people living in degrading circumstances. Before his
imprisonment, in The Soul of Man and elsewhere, he is over anxious
to avoid sentimentality and excessive pity for the poor. He
advocated the end of poverty and pain and disease in The Soul of Alan,
all as though hy magic, hy the power of the machine, hut all with
his eyes averted, and one can almost hear his sigh of relief. He
was genuinely sympathetic hut determinedly detached. And as soon
as he left the subject he dismissed it, and chattered happily ahout
the revival of the decorative arts 'in every home'.^^
But when he himself had heen in close contact with the poorest
conditions and unahle to forget those he pitied, his attitude became
much more active. fie wrote twice to the Daily Chronicle ahout
treatment in prisons, and reform, and said in De Profundis: 'The
prison system is utterly and entirely wrong. I would give anything
to he able to alter it when I go out. I intend to try.The
letters are detailed, practical and forceful expressions of wrongs
which required to he righted, in the interests of justice, not




conditions, and gives practical descriptions of how they can he
alleviated. That on the case of Warded Martin went still more
>2-
forcefully into the personal aspect; the warde^ the child and
the lunatic were all lovingly described. He had not abandoned
his old theoretic basis:-* 'Wherever there is centralisation there
is stupidity . • . Authority is as destructive to those who exercise
it as it is to those on whom it is exercised.***7 in pe
Profundis he realised the secret of suffering. 'There are times
when sorrow seems to me to be the only truth ... out of sorrow
have the worlds been built, and at the birth of a child or a star
there is pain.' In The Soul of Man he regretted that pain is the
only door to self-perfection for non-artists; but in De Profundis
he saw that only through sorrow can the soul reach its full perfection.
'Pleasure for the beautiful body, pain for the beautiful soul*.33
His attitude to Christ underwent a similar change, as he was
initiated into the meaning of suffering so that he is able to move
from the declaration in the Soul of Man that Individualism involves
no claim by anyone on the individual, to the discovery of De Profundis:






The Cast of Mind
It is only too possible when classifying the views of a writer
such as Wilde into artistic, critical, religious and political
categories to produce a guite false impression of compartmentalism
and neatness. To prevent or correct this impression, I here
insert a guick survey of his mind from guite another, almost
arbitrary point of view. I wish to make a cross-section through
the compartments by noticing an idiosyncrasy or foible that crops
up repeatedly in his work and at first sight each instance seems to
be a manifestation of the same idiosyncrasy. This is the phenomenon
of repetitions Wilde repeated words of which he was especially fond,
and in particular names; he lingered over the same phrase many times,
and re-used epigrams continually; but he also dwelt continually on
the same kind of theme, and constantly repeated a few favourite
personal ideas which were almost superstitions. Repetitions of
such varied kinds obviously are unlikely to be related to any one
root cause, and an examination of the different reasons may show
his mind more in the round, and reveal the complex human being in
whom all the ideas originate.
It is a commonplace of literary criticism that the characters
in Wilde's plays have no individuality, that they are merely a set
of undifferentiated voices which utter witty, Wildean remarks. I
do not intend to comment here on this vie?/, but to investigate one
facet of the problem which may in part explain the origin of the
criticism. One elementary way in which the characters are not
completely differentiated is in their names. Wilde used the
names of many characters again and again, and this in itself tends
to blur the outlines of the figure that the name calls up in our
minds. The names echo on from story to play, from play to play,
always sounding familiar. But unless one is very careful, it is
hard to separate them and discriminate between the various uses of
each name.
My purpose in reviewing Wilde's use of proper names is to
discover, as far as is possible, the significance of the repetitions.
Was it indeed the merest casualness on Wilde's part? Was it that
Wilde could not be bothered to think up new names for each new set
of characters? Were the characters so unreal to him that it did
not matter that each should have his own name? Was the Apostle of
Beauty so fascinated by the sounds of some names that he had to
keep them and use them again and again? Or was he pleased with
a
them, in the same way that he was fascinated by his own favourite
paradoxes and epigrams, which appeared again and again in his
conversation, and in work after work? Did he bridge the gap between
art and life by borrowing names from his acquaintance, or was he
careful to keep his fictional characters superior and more delightful
by keeping them away from the sphere of life?
In surveying the Works with a view to classifying the names
Wilde uses, it is best to separate the early plays, Vera: or the
Nihilists (published 1880), and The Duchess of Padua (published 1883)
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and also Salome (published 1893)» and. A Florentine Tragedy (of which
we have only an unfinished version). The reason is obvious; the
names of the characters in these plays are all foreign, or, in the
case of Salome. Biblical, and thus there is very little connection
between them and the names used in other works. But even here,
the two early plays are used as material to be plundered by the
author for the sake of later work. The young Russian revolutionary
in Lord Arthur Savile's Crime, (published 1887), Count Rouvaloff,
takes his name from another Count Rouvaloff, in Vera, and two of the
three characters in A Florentine Tragedy. Simone and Guido Bardi,
derive from characters in The Duchess of Fadua. from Simone Gesso,
the Duke, and from Taddeo Bardi and Guido Perranti. Such uses
appear entirely natural, and in themselves unremarkable. Any
writer anxious to avoid waste or causing himself any trouble might
do the same.
Another set of works easily excluded from this study is the
Tales, both those published in The Happy Prince and Other Tales (1888),
and those on A House of Pomegranates (1891). Like the fairy tales
of the brothers Grimm and those of Hans Andersen, both in popular
editions in the 1880's, Wilde's fairy tales generally dispense with
names for the characters. Only two tales break this rule. In
The Birthday of the Infanta, names are used to give an impression
of exotic foreignness, an atmosphere of Spain:- Don Pedro de Aragon,
the Duchess of Albuquerque, the Marquess de Las-Torres. Even the
title was altered to enhance the Spanish background. The original
title was 'The Birthday of the Little Princess' (Paris lllustre,
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March 30, I8S9.). In The Devoted Friend, two characters, little
Hans and. Hugh the Miller, are named in true Andersen style. But
throughout the rest of the Tales the characters are referred to
as 'the king', 'the witch', 'the priest', 'the woodcutter',
'the beggarwomen', 'the swallow', 'a girl', 'the bird', or,
occasionally, as personifications such as 'Death' and 'Avarice'.
The majority of the essays and lectures, the De Profundls and
the Poems also dispense entirely with fictional proper names, and
are thus outside the scope of this investigation.
We are left with the critical essays in dialogue form, the
four Society comedies, Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and Other Stories,
The Portrait of Mr. W.H., and The Picture of Dorian Gray. In these
works, then, we shall endeavour to discover if Wilde was over-casual
in his use both of prenam ara surnames. Excluding the fact that
members of the same family naturally bear the same name, we find
that no fewer than forty-nine names are used twice or more in these
works, and of these forty-nine names, sixteen are used three times
or more. Besides this, there are also many names which appear to
have been invented by slightly altering names the author has used
already. An example of this would appear to be the family name of
Lord Illingworth in A Woman of No Importance.(1893) - Harford, and
the similar name given to Lady Jame Barford, who flits through
An Ideal Husband (1895)* (Neither of these names appears in a
Who's 'Alio of the period:- Wilde invented aristocratic sounding
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names with an unfailingly accurate ear. In a sense* Wilde
invented these names, not for any obvious utilitarian reason,
not for comic or allegorical effect. His names are more real,
more aristocratic than the majority we find in Who*8 Who. His
are the names which ought to be in Who's Who.)
Similarly, in The Picture of Dorian Gray we have mention of
Lady Branksome, and in both A Woman of No Importance and An Ideal
Husband we have the name Brancaster, apparently a development of
Branksome. Further, in an early version of The Importance of
Being Earnest, we find that the dowager later named Lady Bracknell
was originally called Lady Brancaster. We find Lord Bilt-on in
The Cantervllle Ohost, (1887), Lord and Lady 3elton in A Woman of
No Importance. (1893), and the .Duchess of Bolton in The Importance
of Being Earnest, (1895).
But even the figure of forty-nine names used at least twice
is misleading until we realise how many characters Wilde gracefully
alludes to in these plays and stories, besides the actual participants -
the total number of named characters is two hundred and twenty-three.
Another surprising figure is the number of titled persons - one
hundred and t?/enty-seven of the two hundred and twenty-three.
This includes four .Dukes, eight Duchesses, one Earl, one Countess,
forty Lords, forty-nine Ladies, twelve Baronets or Knights, and
twelve 'Other .Ranks'. The critical commonplace of Wilde's
attraction to the aristocracy would appear to have a certain amount
of foundation!
xgn
Bracknell, so similar in sound, was doubtless suggested by
Lady ^ueensberry's country address, The Hut, near Bracknell,
Berkshire.
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Many of Wilde's characters, as is well known, are named after
the place where he conceived the ?/orks, - Lady Windermere, Jack
Worthing, Lord Goring, etc. Many other of his titled characters
are casually hut unerringly named from towns - Lady Jedburgh, the
Duchess of Berwick, Lady Agatha Carlisle, the Duchess of Paisley,
Lady Bracknell, etc. They 'have always a cachet of distinction:
they fall on the ear full of toned with secular dignity', he
explained to Prank Harris.3^ He singled out 'Windermere' end
'Hunstanton' as examples of the 'exquisitely beautiful names' of
English villages, and 'rolled the syllables over his tongue with
a soft sensual pleasure'. And indeed it seems to he a combination
of distinction and sonority that appealed to Wilde: this is
attested to by Yeats:-
'Did you ever hear him say "Marquess of Dimmesdale"?1
a friend of his once asked me. 'He does not^say
"the Duke of York" with any great pleasure.'362
In his exhaustive analysis of Wilde's language, O^ala stresses the
fascination that the human voice had for Wilde: 'The voice is one
of the most frequently mentioned words pertaining to the human
being'.3**3 In a letter of 1889, Wilde wrote:
What a pretty name you have! it is worthy of
fiction. Would you mind if I wrote a book
called The Story of Aubrey Richardson? I won't,
but I should like to. There "is music in its long
syllables, and a memory of romance, and a suggestion
of wonder. Names fascinate me terribly.364
36lOscar Wilde, pp. 100 - 101.
3o2The Trembling of the Veil, 1922, p. 28.
3630jala, Part II, p. 110.
3^Letters« p. 252.
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It is clear that Wilde's love of beautiful names is in many
ways merely a facet of his general love of words, both of their
sounds and of their associations,
Mr. Wilde's delight in words for their own
sake is quite Rabelaisian. He loves to speak
them in heaps, like a child bathing its hands
in rich, many coloured beads.3°5
'He was the typical literary temperament to whom words are realities
366
and the sound of a sentence in itself convincing.' But the
special, almost superstitious importance Wilde sometimes attached
to names is shown in Dorian Gray where Basil says:
When I like people immensely I never tell their
names to anyone. It is like surrendering a
part of them.367
In the main, then, it seems that the repetition of names is
a consequence of Wilde's delight in their sounds and general effect.
But in some cases the repetition is surely due to carelessness:
the crowning example of this, carelessness so great as to make no
sense at all, is the very first scene of .'In Ideal Husband. In the
first line, the 'exquisitely fragile' Mrs. Marchmont calls Lady
Basildon 'Margaret'. Within twenty lines, lady Basildon calls
Mrs. Marchmont 'Margaret' and Mrs. Marchmont calls Lady Basildon
'Olivia'.
A question we must ask sooner or later about Wilde's use of
names is this: did Wilde use the names of people he knew in his
^^Richard Le Gallienne's review of Dorian Gray, The Academy.
July k, 1691.
*^Self Portrait: taken from the letters and journals of Charles
Ricketts, 1939» P« *4-25.
-'^Dorian Gray, p. 6.
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■books? Do the prenames and surnames of his family and friends
figure in his works? The readerfe immediate answer is in the
negative, and his opinion is borne out by a thorough investigation.
The instances where he does this are sufficiently outstanding as
to be the exception that proves the rule. None of his family
appear, except that his sons' names, Cyril and Vivian, are given
to the two characters in the dialogue The Decay of lying. None
of his well known friends appears by name, though a man Wilde is
known to have disliked, John Lane the publisher, is known to be
caricatured as Lane, Algernon Moncrieffe's manseiurant in The
Importance of Being Earnest. The only other possibility of a
name related to one of Wilde's friends is that there may be a gentle
joke on Lord Alfred Douglas in A Woman of No Importance, where a
languid character called Lord Alfred Rufford utters three short
speeches about his gold-tipped cigarettes and his debts. On the
whole Wilde seems to have followed his own precept: 'The only real
people are the people who never existed.
It remains to study the names which most of all Wilde repeats
and lingers over. We have found for many of his repetitions the
expected reasons of convenience, carelessness or appropriateness.
A combination of all three probably explains Lady Stutfield
(Canterville Ghost). Lady Stutfield (Lady Windermere's Pan) - and
Lady Stutfield (A Woman of No Importance). But a certain number
of names cannot easily be disposed of. These names appear to have
•^^Intentlons. p. 14.
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some quality which attracted Wilde irresistably.If they are
tabulated, not according to the work in which they appear, but by
the names which are repeated, we will notice the repetitions even
more strongly.
Here are five of the most striking examples.
1, Irsklne. Used four times.
Erskine's Toxicology (Lord Arthur Savile's Grime)
Hughie Erskine (Model Millionaire)
Erskine (Mr. W.H.)
Mr. Erskine of Treadley (Dorian Gray)
Erlynne. Used twice.
Mrs. Erlynne (Dorian Gray)
Mrs. Erlynne (Lady v,indermere's Pan.)
3» Windermere. Used twice.
Lady Windermere (Lord Arthur Savile's Crime)
Lord and Lady Windermere (Lady Windermere's Fan)
d. Ernest. Used four times.
Ernest Harrowden (Dorian Gray)
Ernest (Critic as .artist)
Ernest Allonby (A Woman of do Importance)
Ernest Worthing (Importance of Being Earnest - used
for four different characters.)
5» Merton. Used six times.
Sybil Merton, Lady Julia Merton and Mr. Merton
(Lord Arthur Saviie's Crime.)
Laura Merton (Model Millionaire)
Edward Merton (Mr. 'W.H. )
369Cf. 0;jala, Part II, pp. 22 - 23.
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Hetty Mertorn (Dorian Gray)
Lady Merton (Lady Windermere's Fan)
Lord Merton (An Ideal Husband)
No other names are used so often, and these names can soon he
seen to he to some extent phonetically similar. The syllable 'er'
occurs in each of these names; it appears that Wilde, who liked to
compose out loud, had certain favourite sounds or types of sounds,
of which this was the most outstanding. It corresponds to the
often repeated use of 'silver' in his poems. In a more general
way he enjoyed long vowel sounds, often followed hy the letter 'r',
for the aesthetic pleasure they give the ear. Thus he uses Arthur
(five times), Berkshire, Bernstein, Berwick (twice), Chiltern (three
times), Darlington (twice), Fermor (twice), Gerald (twice), Harhury,
Harford (three times), Harley, Horton, Jerningham, Merriman, Perth,
Percy and Worsley.
But aesthetic appreciation cannot explain other of Wilde's
repetitions. To single out his repetition of names is merely to
spotlight one aspect of a general tendency. Wilde is often
curiously standstill, even over many years, which is very possibly
a sign of laziness. He repeats not only names hut epigrams and
paradoxes very frequently. For example, in Vera (1880), Prince
Paul remarkss-
Sxperience, the name men give to their mistakes.
I never commit any.
In Dorian Gray (I89O), Lord Henry mused that:-
Experience was of no ethical value. It was merely
the name men gave to their mistakes.
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And In Lady Windermere's Pan (1892):-
Cecil Graham: Experience is a question of instinct
about life. I have got it. Tuppy
hasn't. Experience is the name
Tuppy gives to his mistakes. That
is all.
Dumbys Experience is the name everyone gives
to their mistakes.
There are also much more extended repetitions, of which we will
consider one example. There is a snatch of conversation on America
in The Canterville Ghost (1887):
"I don't think I should like America."
"I suppose because we have no ruins and no
curiosities," said Virginia satirically.
"No ruins I no curiosities I" answered the Ghost;
"You have your navy and your maimers,"
America also forms a subject of conversation in The Picture of
Dorian Gray (1890):
"I am told, on excellent authority, that her
father keeps an American dry-goods store," said
Sir Thomas Brandon, looking supercilious.
"My uncle has already suggested porkpacking,
Sir Thomas."
"Dry-goods? What are American dry-goods?"
asked the Duchess, raising her large hands in
wonder, and accentuating the verb,
"American novels," answered Lord Henry, helping
himself to some quail.
The Duchess looked puzzled ...
"I wish to goodness it had never been discovered
at alii" she exclaimed. "Really, our girls have
no chance nowadays. It is most unfair."
"Perhaps after all, America never has been
discovered," said Mr. Erskine. "I myself would
say that it had merely been detected."
"Oh! but I have seen specimens of the inhabitants,"
answered the Duchess, vaguely. "I must confess
that most of them are extremely pretty. And
they dress well too. They get all their dresses
in Paris. I wish I could afford to do the same."
"They say that when good Americans die they go to
Paris," chuckled Sir Thomas, who had a large
wardrobe of Humour's cast-off clothes.
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"ReallyI And where do had Americans go to when
they die?" inquired the Duchess.
"They go to America," murmured Lord Henry.
In A Woman of No Importance (1893), Wilde re-uses both of these









Miss Worsley, Caroline, is an orphan.
Her father was a very wealthy millionaire
or philanthropist, or both, I believe,
who entertained my son quite hospitably,
when he visited Boston, I don't know
how he made his money originally.
I fancy in American dry-goods.
What are American dry-goods?
American novels.
How very singular 1 . . . Well, from
whatever source her large fortune came,
I have a great esteem for Miss Worsley.
She dresses exceedingly well. All
Americans do dress well. They get
their clothes in Paris.
They say, Lady Hunstanton, that when good
Americans die they go to Paris.
Indeed'. And when bad Americans die,
where do they go to?
Oh, they go to America,
And in Act 2:-
Lady Caroline: There are a great many things you haven't
got in America, I am told, Miss Worsley.




What nonsense! They have their mothers
and their manners,
Hester: The English aristocracy supply us ?/ith
our curiosities, Lady Caroline. They are
sent over to us every summer, regularly,
in the steamers, and propose to us the
day after they land. As for ruins, we
are trying to build up something that
will last longer than brick or stone.
We have ample evidence, too, that Wilde loved to polish his epigrams
and paradoxes round the dinner table, before committing them to paper
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at all. Wilde always enjoyed, in his own words, 'the pleasure
of quoting myself'.37*^ Perhaps he would have said that this
constant enthusiastic repetition indicated true appreciation.
But there is a far less ohvious kind of repetition in Wilde's
work, the recurrence of certain ideas that are found again and
again, ideas that seem to have a special interest for Wilde. We
will look at two of them in detail. First, there is an idea hased
on Wilde's belief that art is superior to life, or at least on his
persistent consciousness of the connexions between the two, We
find it in Dorian Gray, in the story of Sybil Vane. Sybil is a
wonderful actress, whose performances as Juliet and Shakespeare's
other young heroines bei.?itch Dorian completely, and he falls in
love with her. But when he brings his friends to see her, her
acting is appalling. Afterwards, she explains to Dorian that
when she acted before, she simulated emotions she did not understand:
now that she knows what it is to love, she cannot act it.
Two of the Poems in Prose echo this idea. One, The Actress,^
probably the nucleus for the story of Sybil Vane, is the story of a
great actress who gives up her career for a man she loves more, so
much in fact that acting becomes meaningless for her. Then she
finds that he ceases to love her, and that she can no longer use
372
her art. The other, The Poet, is the story of a man who
37^Intentions, p. 55.
37"K/yvyan Holland, Son of Oscar Wilde, 1954, Appendix C p. 258 ff.
372Ibid. pp. 257 - 258.
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described, wonderful things that he imagined as if he had really
seen them, so that he held his audience spell-bound. One day he
actually saw the magical things he had described; he could no
longer invent, and his faculty of telling marvellous tales was
lost. This idea is summed up in an epigram form the Critic as
Artist: 'Whatever actually occurs is spoiled for art. it is
a thread that in varying forms runs through very many of his works:
the curious and persistent idea that life can ruin the imagination,
and experience vitiate the poet's talent. It is a major theme of
^7it
The Decay of lying. It reinforces his worship of youth, for
the young are more likely to be untouched by life, and full of
imagination.
Many a young man starts in life with a natural
gift for exaggeration which, if nurtured in
congenial and sympathetic surroundings, or by
the imitation of the best models, might grow
into something really great and wonderful. But,
as a rule, he comes to nothing. He either falls
into careless habits of accuracy, or takes to
frequenting the society of the aged and well-
informed. Both things are equally fatal to his
imagination • • . and in a short time he develops
a morbid and unhealthy faculty of truthtelling.375
Thus the theme becomes related to Wilde's distinction between
truth and fact, truth being something imaginatively conceived, while
fact is a lifeless thing. The theme is very often connected with
speech and the power of the word; in Dorian Gray as we have seen
-^Intentions, p. 20 7»
^^See especially pp. lk» 21, 26 - 27.
-^Intentions, pp. 9 - 10.
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Basil Hallward did not want to tell the name of the youth he loved -
he felt it was like surrendering a part of them. When he made
his confession of love to Dorian he said:- 'Something seems to have
gone out of me. Perhaps one should never put one's worship into
words.' Wilde had a belief that his life and art were strongly
connected, that the latter determined the former; we can see it
in De Profundis« when he shows how his works pre-figured his fate:
Of course all this is fore-shadowed and pre-figured
in my art. Some of it is in "The Happy Prince":
some of it in "The Young King", notably in the
passage where the Bishop says to the kneeling boy,
"Is not He who made misery wiser than thou art?"
a phrase which when I wrote it seemed to me little
more than a phrase: a great deal of it is hidden
away in the note of Doom that like a purple thread
runs through the gold cloth of Dorian Gray: in "The
Critic as Artist" it is set forth in many colours:
in The Soul of Man it is written down simply and in
letters too easy to read: it is one of the refrains
whose recurrent motifs make Salome so like a piece
of music and bind it together as a ballad: in the
prose-poem of the man who from the bronze of the
image of the "Pleasure that liveth for a Moment"
has to make the image of the "8orrow that abideth for
Ever" it is incarnate. It could not have been
otherwise. At every single moment of one's life
one is what one is going to be no less than what one
has been,377
Sherard reports that when asked why he did not write after he
left prison, Wilde replied:
Because I have written all there was to write.
I wrote when I did not know life; now that I do know
the meaning of life, I have no more to write; life
cannot be written, life can only be lived. I have
lived.378
-^kporian Gray, p. 6.
^^Letters, pp. 475 ~ 476.
^^'The Real Oscar Wilde: p. 98.
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The other curious, even more recurrent idea also has a great
bearing on language, the virtue and power of the word. It is the
theme of an essay, a play and a poem in prose. The plot of The
Portrait off Mr. W.H. depends on the theme that if you convert
someone to your faith you lose it yourself: it is intricately
worked out. Cyril Graham forms his theory of the sonnets and dies
to prove its truth to Erskine, since forgery did not suffice:
Ersklne convinces the narrator and ceases to believe himself:
the narrator re-examines the case, furnishes it with additional
proofs and presents it to Erskine enthusiastically, and loses his
own faith: but he has re-convinced Srskine, who in turn simulates
martyrdom for the idea, although he does not wholly succeed in
convincing the narrator.
More simply, the theme runs through the fragment La Sainte
CourtIsane. a tale adapted in its germ from Anato*!© Prance's Thais.
The hermit tries to convert the courtesan; at length he succeeds,
"but falls to evil ways himself: the courtesan tries to tempt the
?
hermit and instead becomes converted to his hole life. Perhaps
the very symmetry of this appealed to Wilde, but it is not the only
occurrence of the theme. The Teacher of Wisdom is a poem in prose
on a similar subject. A holy man has great knowledge of God, and
spends his life teaching, but finds his knowledge and faith grow
less the more he gives them to others, so resolves to treasure the
remnant of his knowledge and not to impart it to anyone. At length
compassion makes him reveal it to a young robber, but he is consoled
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by the love of God. In Dorian Gray379 Lord Henry teaches that all
influence is immoral! to influence a person is to give him your
own soul. Again Wilde sums up the idea in his critical dialogues:
XQQ'When people agree with me I always feel I must he wrong « And
again! 'To arrive at what one really believes one must speak
through lips different from one's own'.
Both of these recurrent ideas relate to basic questions in
Wilde*s thought. The first concerns the relation of life and art;
naturally, it recurs in Wilde's writings because in many ways they
are devoted to examining the relation between life and art, with
special reference to Wilde's artistic philosophy. The problem is
whether the aesthete should live for beauty alone, disregarding
every other consideration, and whether this is possible. The Tales
seem to indicate that Wilde concluded that this was neither valid
nor ultimately possible. Should the aesthete make life into an
art? What are the particular difficulties in shaping the formless
materials or life into an art? These questions Wilde also investigated,
and found some of the difficulties in Dorian Gray and the comedies.
The other theme, concerned with belief, is a characteristic
preoccupation, for Wilde had to prove at least to his own satisfaction
that belief was arbitrary, if his idea that 'mind is motion in the
intellectual sphere' was to stand.
His attempts to solve the relations of life and art led to a
381
concentration of themes: as perceptive critics have pointed out,
Wilde's themes are limited - they too recur and are repeated. But
379P. 27.
3^°Intentlons, p. 213. Of. Lady Windermere's Fan, p. 128.
3®\>;jala, I, 133, and Merle, pp. 345 ff.
lifh*
It is not a limit that spoils his art, for these few themes are
haslc human ones, love, death, sin, suffering, man and God. The
aspect that most constantly reappears is the motif of sin and
382
reparation, often with reference to the Tannhaiiser story,
punishment for sin "by heing made an outcast and going through a
period of ordeal "before finding forgiveness. This theme figures
in the Tales, especially in The Star-Child, hut also in The Selfish
Giant. The Young King, and The Fisherman and his Soul. It is a
haslc theme of the less serious story The CantervilieGhost. and
strangely enough, it forms the plot-theme of each of the comedies
except Earnest. Lady Windermere's Fan is the story of a woman,
Mrs. Erlynne, who has sinned and has been made an outcast, and who
is eventually willing to sacrifice herself for her daughter's
happiness. A Woman of No Importance is the tale of Mrs. Arbuthnot,
also ostracised by society and by her own shame for having borne
an illegitimate child: her trial ends, and she finds happiness.
An Ideal Husband centres on a secret sin in the early life of
Sir Robert Chiltern.
Ojala writes: 'All these themes may perhaps be reduced to
one common, great, underlying theme: to a sense of one's own
guilt, 1 ^3 -phis may be one reason for the tremendously frequent
appearance in Wilde's work of the motif of the mask, for the posing
and the attitudes. Wilde insists that a man will not speak truth
3820jala, I, 132 - 133.
383Ibid. I, 132.
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in his own voices- 'Give him a mask and he will tell you the truth'.
He shows an almost morbid fascination for the idea of the mask -
only when we assemble his references do we realise ho?/ frequently
they occur.
In The Duchess of Padua, the Duke advises Guido:
yet see you show
A smiling mask of friendship to all men
Until you have them safely in your grip
Then you can crush them.
Mrs. Erlynne in Lady Windermere's Fan describes the state of being
outcast:- 'Afraid every moment lest the mask should be stripped
from one's face', and such phrases as 'sin in its painted mask',383
'the mask of his shame' ,^86 'a placid mask of servility',387 and
'a white mask of horror',388 are commonplace. Wilde called his
essay of Shakespearean costumes The Truth of Masks - masks here of
course are identified with art, and the idea is similar to that in
The Decay of Lying where artifice is superior to Nature.
In point of fact what is interesting about people
in good society ... is the mask that each one of
them wears, not the reality that lies behind the
mask.389
The Canterville Ghost, in lighter vein, delights in dressing up
and assuming different terrible disguises, each with its appropriate
mask, Gide comments:- 'Wilde made up his mind to make of falsehood
-^Intentions, p. 191.
-^Miscellanies, p. 239.
388Porian Gray, p. 151.
387Ibld. p. I89.
388Lord Arthur Savile's Crime, p. Ik.
3^Intentions, p. 15.
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a work of art',39 and. asserts that his art in general had 'something
of the mask ahout it'. In The Decay of hying Wilde claimed that
art created new forms of life: 'She clothed her children in strange
raiment and gave them masks'.391
The motif of the Sphinx is often used in similar ways: there
is the short story The Sphinx Without a Secret, describing the
woman who loved mystery so much that as she had no secrets she had
to pose and assume a mask of secrecy. The Sphinx has an inscrutable
mask-like face, which inspires the strange imaginings of the poem
of that name, and it is a mask which is coveted although often
disappointing. The former theme recurs in A Woman of No Importance:392
'"Describe us as a sex." - "Sphinxes without secrets."' In The
Decay of hying, the image is somewhat different:-
The solid stolid British intellect lies in the
desert sands like the Sphinx in Flaubert's
marvellous tale, and fantasy, La Ghimdre, dances
round it, and calls to it with her false, flute-
toned voice.393
The motifs of mask and Sphinx have a considerable importance,
but before examining it we will note one other recurrent motif, the
description of the little statuettes of dancing girls found at
Tanagra. Sybil Merton 'looked like one of those delicate little
figures men find in the olive-woods near Tanagra',39^" This
comparison had a strange fascination for Wilde.
39°A. Gide, Oscar Wilde. 1931, pp. 92 - 93.
39"^Intentions, p. 23. See also Ibid. p. 66, Letters, pp. 488, 492.
392Pp. 38 - 39.
393Intentions. p. 53.
39^Lord Arthur Savile's Crime, p. 26.
w.
And we find them still in the dusty tombs on
the yellow hillside by Tanagra, with the faint
gold and the fading crimson still lingering about
hair and lips and raiment.395
The 'delicate little figurines of Tanagrafigure in many of
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his works, - and his devotion to them appears to have influenced
Lord Alfred Douglas, who thus describes his mother in his
Autob1ography;
She had angels' beauty, a gentle, sad, proud,
tiny, flowerlike face and head with a slim figure
like a Tanagra statuette.398
The basic attraction of the figurines appears to be their grace and
delicacy, and the attitude - the dancing girl. This brings us to
a new question, the position of Wilde in the Romantic tradition.
Professor Kermode in Romantic Image has given a splendid analysis
of the romantic situation in the latter days especially, and the
images used to express it, with particular reference to Yeats.
It is useful to place Wilde more fully in this tradition.
Kermode describes the situation of the romantic artist as
isolation, estrangement from life and action. He is essentially
contemplative. But because it derives from Blake, it is more
xqq
than this. Blake, as has recently been shown very clearly,
stood in a tradition which derived from the Renaissance - a tradition
3^3Intentlons. p. 110.
^Reviews, p. kk*
3^Cf. Dorian Gray, p. 120, Ideal Husband, p. 5# Miscellanies, p. itf),
Reviews, p. lhh.
xqQ
The Autobiography of Lord Alfred Douglas, New edition, 193!» p. 10.
399gee Hidden Riches: Traditional Symbolism from the Renaissance
to Blake, by Desiree Hirst, 19614—
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of symbolism
which, in the hands of mastersAlike Ficino, Paracelsus and Durer,
combined elements of Neo-Platonism, alchemy, hermeticlsm and the
cabalist tradition - a tradition which involved magic, and a vision
which is as much more than reason as Wilde*s Ttruth' is more than
facts. It is a vision which the genius has to a higher and
deeper degree than other men, and he suffers for it in melancholy
and estrangement. The 'four-fold vision', to use Blake's comparison,
is the gift which separates the artist from other men, who tend
towards 'one-fold vision and Newton's sleepKermode traces
the idea especially in Keats' Hyperion, where Moneta is the Image
who gives this knowledge, and the cost is very high: Moneta is an
image of death in life. In Empedocles on Etna also he shows the
fundamental statement of the poet's predicament, where the poet who
has achieved the fullest knowledge is quite isolated and can only
escape into action in the form of self-destruction. The poet is
seen as guarding his art against 'the universe of death, the world
i 401of reason .
The tradition to Wilde is alive - so alive that it is inseparable
from his thoughts he thinks and lives it.
When the outcast counts on being crucified,
indeed savours the prospect; when, bitter and
gay, he abstains from morality for fear, as Yeats
put it in a late letter, of losing the indispensable
'heroic ecstasy', then we know we are dealing with
a tradition which has become fully, not to say
histrionically, self-conscious.402
^^Oomplete Writings of William Blakes ed, Keynes, 1925, p. 818.
^°^Prank Kermode, Romantic Image, 1957, P* 25.
i402Ibid. p. 22.
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Wilde himself claimed more than once: 'I was a man v/ho stood in
symbolic relations to the art and culture of my ageHe
believed that his 'crucifixion' was implicit from the first and
foreshadowed in his works.It was inevitable:
The gods are strange. It is not of our vices only
they make instruments to scourge us. They bring
us to ruin through what in us is good, gentle,
humane, loving. But for my pity and affection for
you and yours, I would not now be weeping in this
terrible place. Of course I discern in all our
relations, not Destiny merely, but Doom: Doom
that walks always swiftly, because she goes to the
shedding of blood.^5
Wilde almost selfconsciously 'fits' the romantic pattern;
each characteristic that iiermode isolates is to be found in him.
He shares in the love of art, 'the work of imagination which
relegates "real" life to a position of minor importance'.*40^
So he wrote:
A steady course of Balzac reduces our living
friends to shadows, and our acquaintances to the
shadows of shades . . . One of the greatest
tragedies of my life is the death of Lucien de
Rubempre. It is a grief from -which I have
never been able completely to rid myself. It
haunts me in my moments of pleasure.^?
If we read Kermode's account of the Romantic idea of art, it reads
like a condensed summary of Wilde's opinions as examined in Chapter 2.
The Y/ork of art itself is symbol, 'aesthetic
monad': utterly original and not in the old
sense 'imitated'; 'concrete', yet fluid and
^°^Letters, pp. 1+66, 1+73.
^°^"See above, p. 1.1+1,
Letters, p. i}l+0: see also pp. 1+1+1+, 1+66, 1+81, 506.
^°°Kerniode» p. 90.
1(0 ^Intentions, p. 18.
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suggestive; a means to truth, a truth unrelated
to, and more exalted than, that of positivist science,
or any observation depending upon the discursive
reason; out of the flux of life, and therefore,
under one aspect, dead; yet uniquely alive "because
of its participation in a higher order of existence;
and because it is analogous not to a machine but
to an organism; coextensive in matter and form;
resistant to explication; largely independent of
intention, and of any form of ethical utility; and
itself emblematised in certain recurring images, of
which * , • the Dancer is the most perfect.*$8
The 'vision' depends on the inseparable fusion of spirit and
matter:^9 Wilde gives his own version of the credo:
What the artist is always looking for is that
mode of existence in which soul and body are one
and indivisible: in which the outward is expressive
of the inward: in which Form reveals. Of such
modes of existence there are not a few . . • Music,
in which all subject is absorbed in expression and
cannot be separated from it, is a complex example,
and a flower or a child a simple example of what I
mean: but Sorrow is the ultimate example both in
life and Art . . . Truth in Art is not any corres¬
pondence between the essential idea and the accidental
existence; it is not the resemblance of shape to
shadow, or of the form mirrored in the crystal to
the form itself: it is no Echo coming from a hollow
hill, any more than it is the well of silver water
in the valley that shows the Moon to the Moon and
Narcissus to Narcissus. Truth in Art is the unity
of a thing with itself: the outward rendered
expressive of the inward: the soul made incarnate:
the body instinct with spirit.^+10
Kermode, indeed, admits that in such theories 'Wilde concentrates




^"1 "'"Kermode, p. U6.
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The position of the artist is summed up in the search for the
symbol or image by which he can express his vision, not intellectually
hut in this fusion of spirit and matter, form and substance, body
and soul, 'All art is at once surface and symbol. Those who go
beneath the surface do so at their peril. Those who read the
hi 2
symbol do so at their peril. The images which have most
often expressed it are those of the dead face (and the mask), and
of the dancer, with both of which Wilde is intensely pre-occupied.
The enigma of the Sphinx, the marble goddess Charmides loved, and
Charmides' corpse which the nymph loved are examples: the figure
of Salome and the Tanagra statuettes are also typical pre-occupations.
Dancing is an important feature of the fairy tales, from the
grotesque dance of the dwarf for the Infants's birthday to the dance
of the Fisherman with the Witch in The S'iSherman and Ills Soul.
In the same story, the Soul tempts the Fisherman to leave his love
in search of a veiled dancing girl with naked feet. Wilde was
intensely aware of the tradition which came to him from Keats,
Flaubert and Pater, the three writers whose influence he admitted.
From Flaubert especially he took the image of the Sphinx. The
'cult of the dead face'^^ that Pater began and Yeats took up is
touched on in The Truth of Masks:
On opening the coffer they found within its marble
womb the body of a beautiful girl of about fifteen
years of age, preserved by the embalmer's skill from




half open, her hair rippled round her in crisp
curling gold, and from her lips and cheek the
bloom of maidenhood had not yet departed. Borne
hack to the Capitol, she became at once the centre
of a new cult . . •
Lord Henry Wotton declares: 'But beauty, real beauty, ends where
an intellectual expression begins', a very similar idea to Yeats'
'Dancer' image.
Wilde was intensely conscious of the need for the image:
To convey ideas through the medium of images has
always been the aim of fchose^who are artists as well
as thinkers in literature.hlo
But perhaps he was too self-conscious to realise fully the images
he used. His mind dealt naturally in images, and he developed
this faculty when he began to talk in parables:
They believe that all thoughts are born naked. They
don't understand that I cannot think otherwise than
in stories. The sculptor doesn't try to translate
his thoughts into marble; he thinks in marble
directly, m-17
When we have placed Wilde, with allowance for his individuality,
in the Romantic tradition, it is time to approach his creative work,
Wilde created because he needed an audience, and because he wished
to create fine forms in art. This dual need is illustrated in all
his imaginative works, the second by a preoccupation with style
form and perfection. The first need is illustrated by the way in
which all his artistic works attack the problems of art and life,
^•^Intentions, p. 2^2.
^•^Dorian Gray, p. h*
^•^Reviews, p. 172.
WA. Gide, Oscar Wilde, p. 27.
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or of the artistic life. The two very different styles often
prominent in his work coincide with two different approaches to
the problems in the Tales and the lyrical drama, the ornate,
decorated style corresponds to a symbolical exploration in a world
remote from that of every day; in Dorian Gray and the comedies,
the sharply critical yet witty and epigrammatic style examines the
assumptions of the everyday world and the relations between that
world and the aesthete.
Wilde's first instinctive reaction to his world was an abrupt
and basic revolt against the manners and tepid morals of Victorian
society, and a longing for different values. These values were
based on Individualism and love of beauty, a beauty which writers
such as Baudelaire and Flaubert had shown was to be found in many
things Victorian society considered wicked and immoral. In his
critical writings he achieved a position of independence from
which to contemplate or criticise life and art, although there are
signs of uneasiness in his religious and political thought. In
his imaginative work he tried to extend this intellectual independence
to the independence of the whole man, in relation to life and art.
Dorian Gray is a complex attempt to investigate both the social and
the inner or spiritual relations of the aesthete with life, and so
there is a certain dichotomy in Dorian Gray, a light and dark side.
In his other works he tended to concentrate on one side at a time,
on the spiritual in the lyrical drama, the Tales, the Poems in prose
and some of the poems, and on the social side in the comedies.
15k.
This is not to say that the comedies are more superficial; they
deal with the aesthete's relations with others, as the tales for
example deal with his strivings with his own soul. This problem
must he borne in mind in our analysis of the works, along with
more general artistic ciuestions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Picture of Dorian Gray-
When we consider Wilde's imaginative work in the light of
his critical theory, it is difficult to know whether The Picture
of Dorian Gray ranks more as imaginative work or as critical theory -
it is a strange combination, what O^ala has called 'the chef-d'oeuvre
|l1 Q
of Wilde's decadence'. So we will consider it centrally, both
as an expression of his theories at their most extreme, and as a
work of art written, as far as he was able, in accordance with his
artistic ideals. Dorian Gray gives particular opportunities to
observe Wilde's theories in action, because he revised it so
thoroughly. The original version, published in full in Lippincott's
Monthly Magazine. July I89O, is already a typical product of his
ideas and his style: but the revision for publication in book
form left scarcely one page unscathed, and added six chapters which
entirely altered the structure of the novel. It will be Interesting
to see what kinds of alteration he then made.
But first, as usual we have to examine the combined evidence
of the critics as to the sources of Dorian Gray. The authors cited
include Huysmans, Pater, Balzac, Poe, Stevenson, Maturin, Disraeli,
Zola, Gautier, de Musset, Goethe, Flaubert and miscellaneous French
writers. If each of these had any considerable influence, it
would be hard to say that Wilde gave much to the novel himself.
ia60jala, I, 20h.
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In fact, the very number of Influences cited seems to imply that
Wilde is not copying hut writing in a well-established tradition,
or combining two well-defined genres. As to plot, the general
idea of a talisman, often a portrait, which costs the soul of the
owner and charts its progress, is certainly not new, The pact
with the devil appears as a key-plot in Faust, Foe's The Oval
Portrait, Balzac's Peau de Chagrin and the work of Slide's distant
kinsman, Charles Maturin, Melmoth the Wanderer. As Q,3ala points
out,^19 the book might be said to derive its plot from such as
these and its atmosphere from novels of the decadence, such as
Gautier's Mademoiselle de Maupln, Huysmans' A Reboura and Pater's
Marius the Epicurean. Other, less important influences are
easily admitted, such as Lefebure's book on lace which furnished
descriptive material for Chapter XI, and the description of
Hamilcay's treasure in that chapter, which derives from Flaubert's
SalammbS.^20
Hartley says that though the theme of a bargain with the
devil is very old, the immediate forerunners of Wilde's story are
Poe in William Wilson and The Oval Portrait, and Balzac in Peau
de Chagrin. Taking evidence from Wilde's other works, he favours
Balzac as immediate influence, because Wilde often refers to Balzac
but nowhere mentions Poe. But in the Letters, published in 1962,
we find eight very laudatory references to Poe, and it is clear
that Wilde had a great admiration for both writers. The basic
^190jala, I, 209.
^^See Hartley, pp. 192 - 193.
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difference between Peau de Chagrin and Dorian Gray is the lack in
the latter of the didactic element which Wilde would consider an
h.21
artistic defect. As Louise Rosenblatt points out, Wilde
borrowed from Poe his habit of alluding to strange crimes so
indistinctly and yet with so much suggestion that they acquire an
atmosphere of real horror. The Gothick element in the novel
probably comes both directly and indirectly from Melmoth the
Wanderer* Maturin had a wide influence on writers such as Poe,
Scott, Hugo and Baudelaire, and Balzac wrote a sequel to his novel,
Melmoth Reconcille. Wilde*s admiration for Maturin may be seen
from his adoption of 'Melmoth* as a surname after his release from
prison, and his friends Robert Ross and More Mey collaborated in
an anonymous introduction to a new edition of Melmoth the Wanderer
in I892. Disraeli's Vivian Grey has a talismanic portrait similar
in some points to Wilde's. But in the end, Dorian Gray is not a
Gothick novel: the aesthetic preaching and theorising interrupt
the action too much for that atmosphere to be dominant.
The influence of the 'decadent' novels is naturally more
tenuous. Gautier's Mademoiselle de Maupin may contribute much to
the atmosphere, but little that can be definitely determined. We
are left with the two authors most widely held to be influential,
Huysmans and Pater. Although in February 1894 Wilde wrote:
'The book that poisoned, or made perfect, Dorian Gray does not
exist: it is a fancy of mine merely', yet in April I892 he admitted
this much:
^21L' Idee de 1,'Art pour L'Art dans La Litterature Angle!se Pendant
la Periods Victorienne, Paris, 1931.
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The hook in Dorian Gray is one of the many books I
have never written, hut it is partly suggested hy
Huysmans's A Rebours, which you will get at any
French bookseller's. It is a fantastic variation
on Huysmans's over-realistic study of the artistic
temperament in our inartistic age.d22
There seems to he no question that the book which had influenced
Dorian Gray was based on A Rehours although Wilde's specific
references to particular chapters in the revised version are
intentionally misleading.^2^ But has criticism confused Huysmans'
avowed influence on its author?
A Rehours has certain similarities to Dorian Gray, hut many
can he explained by the supposed influence of the hook on Dorian
himself. Chapter XL, for instance, with its detailed descriptions
of Dorian's collections of precious stones and laces, is the result
of Dorian's fascination with the interests of Des Esseintes. But
the influence of Huysmans is hardly seen in the novel until Lord
Henry gives Dorian the 'yellow-backed French novel' to read after
Sybil's death.^2^" Dorian's tastes are thereafter influenced hy
those of Des Esseintes - his interest in church furniture and
perfumes, and the mystique of gems, which was a common feature of
the French decadents, and his fascination with heredity and the
sins of the past. As Hough points out, Des Esseintes 'became a
part of symbolist mythology'
A Rehours is essentially a record of aesthetic
'4'2Ietters. pp. 352 and 313.
**2^Dorian Gray, pp. 233 - 236.
i|2^Ihid. p. 198.
^2^The Last Romantics, p. 195.
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and perverse pleasures and habits, of a search for new and subtle
sensations, rather than a novel of action, or even of character,
for Des Ssseintes hardly develops in the course of the book, but
is shown at one stage in his development, in every facet of it.
A Rebours has only one real character, while Dorian Gray has
important studies of at least three, Lord Henry, Dorian and Basil
Hallward. Lord Henry's hedonism partly derives from Huysmans,
as does his interested observation of the development of Dorian's
character, and the effects of experience on him. This can be
compared with the contrast in A Rebours between Des Esselntes'
strange, rich perverse life and the brutal realism of the youth
he takes from the gutter and gives expensive tastes in the opulent
brothel in order to experiment with his life and lead him to crime.
This contrast is paralleled in the revised version of Dorian Gray
by the sordid life of the Vanes pictured beside Dorian's unreal
luxury. But the main contrast is in action: Des Esseintes is
already weakened, exhausted and impotent with shattered nerves
after unnatural excesses at the beginning of the novel; while
Wilde's novel shows the interior effects of similar excesses,
whose only outward sign is the decay of the portrait. Dorian
is led by Lord Henry to his way of life: Des Esseintes finds it
with pleasure for himself.
The influence of A Reboura on Dorian Gray is much less than
is generally thought, despite the preoccupations the authors share.
A Rebours is certainly responsible for much of Dorian's character:
this is made explicit:
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For years, Dorian Gray could not free himself
from the influence of this book. Or perhaps
it would be more accurate to say that he never
sought to free himself from it . . . The hero,
the wonderful young Parisian, in whom the
romantic and the scientific temperaments were
so strangely blended, became to him a kind of
pre-figuring type of himself. And, indeed, the
whole book seemed to him to contain the story of
his own life, written before he had lived it.d-26
But Merle has suggested that there was more than one reason for
choosing A Rebours as Dorian's 'golden book*. Wilde could not
choose The Renaissance without compromising Pater and himself: to
choose a B'rench book was safer, and A Rebours was ideal for the
purpose.
But for all that, Pater's influence is exerted throughout.
We see it in Lord Henry's words at the beginning of the novel:
'The aim of life is self-development,* he says:
I believe that if one man were to live out his life
fully and completely, were to give form to every
feeling, expression to every thought, reality to
every dream - I believe that the world would gain
such a fresh impulse of joy that we would forget
all the maladies of mediaevallsm, and return to
the Hellenic ideal - to something finer, richer, than
the Hellenic ideal, it may be.*+27
When he sees the youth's reaction he is fascinated:
He was amazed at the sudden impression that his
words had produced, and remembering a book that
he had read when he was sixteen, a book which had
revealed to him much that he had not known before,
he wondered whether Dorian Gray was passing through
a similar experience.
Although this book might be A Rebours. it could also be The Renaissance.
^2^Porian Gray, p. 201*.
^27Ibid. p. 26.
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and much of what Lord Henry says is either a paraphrase or a further
expansion of the doctrine contained in the Conclusion of The
Renaissance. Like Pater, Lord Henry dismisses metaphysics: 'The
true mystery of the world is the visible, not the invisible.
He rises to a climax, again paraphrasing Pater:
Live'. Live the wonderful life that is in you!
Let nothing be lost upon you! Se always searching
for new sensations. Be afraid of nothing • , • h-29
Much that is esoteric in Dor1 sua Gray can be paralleled in Pater
as well as in Huysmans. He lived surrounded by specialised
literary treasures and had few friends: Pater was an ascetic Des
Esseintes. He had powerful aesthetic feelings about religion, and
contemplated taking orders although he was a sceptic: his friend
self-claimed ii'^O
Richard Jackson, the^model for Marius, said masses in vestments
in a kind of monastery of laymen. JBut the difference between
Wilde and Pater, as A.P. Wood has suggested, can be clearly
seen by contrasting Dorian with Marius, Pater's hero. The interest
in Pater's book is aesthetically religious throughout. Marius is
the record of a religious development: 'For you know I think that
there is a . . . sort of religious phase possible for the modern
mind, the condition of which phase it is the main object of my
design to convey.' Marius' watered-down Christianity, which
emphasises the aesthetic and communal aspects to the exclusion of
others, is a great contrast to Dorian. Lord Henry and Dorian in
^2^Porian Gray, p. 35.
^2^Ibi&. p. 35. Cf. Renaissance, p. 211.
^^°G. Duthuit, Le Rose et le Noir: de Walter Pater & Oscar Wilde, p. 133.
v ^^A.P. Wood, 0. Wilde as a Critic. North American Review, 1915.
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their hedonism carry to their logical conclusion the doctrines of
The Renaissance, and perhaps Wilde is conscious of the implicit
criticism of the doctrine in the deliberate perversity of Lord
Henry's conclusions.
Wilde's short stories may be regarded as his apprentice pieces
in preparation for Dorian Gray. Like most of his non-dramatic
work, they were destined first for magazine publication, and the
element of journalism has left its mark on style and treatment.
Lord Arthur Savile's Grime. The Sphinx without a Secret, The Model
Millionaire and The Ganterville Ghost all date from 1887* the year
in which Wilde went into journalism and became editor of The Woman's
World. Although none of these pieces is artistically outstanding,
each has style and wit enough to pass as a better-than-average
magazine offering, and each contributes to Wilde's technique and
helps to teach him practical lessons, which he was quick to learn
and apply in Dorian Gray. None of them is very serious, at least
in whole: in fact, the mixture of humour and horror, wit and
mysticism gives a strange flavour.
Lord Arthur Oavlle's Crime is a curious tale of a young man
who might have been Dorian:
He had lived the delicate and luxurious life of
a young man of birth and fortune, a life exquisite
in its freedom from sordid care, its beautiful
boyish insouciance.^32
As Dorian is awakened by the philosophy of Lord Henry, Lord Arthur
**32L.A.8.C. p. 16.
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is startled into a new awareness by Mr. Podgers the cheiromantist,
who reads murder in his hand. 'Now for the first time he had
become conscious of the terrible mystery of Destiny, of the awful
meaning of Doom. *^33 This revelation is to affect Lord Arthur
as strongly as Lord Henry influenced Dorian, in however different
a direction. As Dorian felt A Rebours pre-figured his life, so
Lord Arthur feels doomed by Mr. Podgers. We see him horrorstruck,
walking the mean streets as Dorian did: *narrow shameful alleys ...
huddled upon a damp doorstep, he saw the crooked-backed forms of
poverty and eld. After his rejection of Sybil, Dorian wandered
•through dimly-lit streets, past gaunt black-shadowed archways and
evil looking houses ... He had seen grotesque children huddled
upon doorsteps, and heard shrieks and oaths from gloomy courts.'^5
Both come at dawn to Govent Garden, and experience an 'anodyne' for
their pain. The beauty of the scene calms their troubled minds;
Dorian watched: 'a long line of boys carrying crates of striped
tulips, and of yellow and red roses, defiled in front of him,
threading their way through the huge jade-green piles of vegetables.*^6
In the fresh morning air he repented, it 'seemed to drive away all
his sombre passions . . • The birds that were singing in the dew-
drenched garden seemed to be telling the flowers about her [Sybil]'.
Lord Arthur is also unhappy over his Sybil, and in Govent Garden
he sees a similar scene:
^33L.A.S.C. p. 16.
^Ibid. p. 21.
^33Porian Gray, p. li+l.
^36Ibid. pp. 141 - 142.
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the great piles of vegetables looked like masses
of jade against the morning sky, like masses of
green jade against the pink petals of some
marvellous rose. Lord Arthur felt curiously
affected, he could not tell why. There was
something in the dawn's delicate loveliness that
seemed to him inexpressibly pathetic.
He envies the rustics at the market:
They brought a little of Arcady with them. He
felt that they had lived with Nature, and that
she had taught them peace. He envied them all
that they did not know. ^-37
Each wakes up next morning to a beautiful day in rich surroundings.
Each is light-hearted. For Dorian, 'it was an exquisite day. The
warm air seemed laden with spices ... He felt perfectly happy.
For Lord Arthur, 'Never had life seemed lovelier to him, never had
the things of evil seemed more remote.Each has a vivid
recollection of the torment of the night before:
It was almost with a feeling of shame that he
[Lord Arthur] looked back upon his mad wanderings
from street to street, his fierce emotional agony.
The very sincerity of hip sufferings made them
seem unreal to him now.h^Q
Dorian recalls the altered portrait: 'First in the dim twilight,
and then in the bright dawn, he had seen the touch of cruelty
round the warped lipsj4^1
Indeed, the flaws in Lord Arthur Savile's Crime seem to arise
from the fact that it is not the tale of a Dorian Gray. It is
^"3Tl.A. S. C. .pp. 23 "* 2h.
^^Dorian Gray, p. Ik9*
U39L.A.S.C.. p. 25.
WIbid. pp. 28 - 29.
^^•Dorlan Gray, p. 150.
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light and witty, and horror is always tempered, and despair relieved.
The plot is absurd, and so the hero's reactions cannot be taken too
seriously. Wilde had seized on a popular interest in cheiromancy,
one of whose best known practitioners was Sdward Heron-Allen, a
person friend of the Wildes'.^2 The story is in many ways like
a parody of Dorian Gray, for even when it deals with the serious
subject of murder, the treatment forbids the reader to be absorbed
and terrorstricken. Lord Arthur believes that he is fated to
commit murder, and his conscience is, in its way, as strange a one
as that represented by the portrait in Dorian Gray. It does not
balk at murder, but forms a high resolve that duty demands the
performance of this disagreeable task before Lord Arthur is free
to marry. So he solemnly begins his attempts to murder vadous of
his relations, harmless people of whom he is rather fond, all of
which attempts are doomed to failure. The continuing parallels
with Dorian Gray merely point again the absurdity of the story.
When he learns of his failure to poison Lady Clementina, as Dorian
might, Lord Arthur 'sank on the sofa with a cry of despair.
When he fails again over the Dean of Chichester, 'It was a terrible
blow to him, and for a time he was quite unnerved.As Dorian
becomes convinced that his renunciation of Hetty Merton, an attempt
to perform a good deed, had been 'vanity and hypocrisy', so Lord
Arthur, after failing in his attempted murders, 'was oppressed with
^2Letters, p. 209.
^3L.A.8.C. . p. 1*1.
^roid. p. k9.
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the sense of the barrenness of good intentions, of the futility
of trying to be f ine.
Another coincidence is the similarity of Lady Windermere's
outlook to Lord Henry Wotton's: 'that inordinate passion for
pleasure which is the secret of remaining young. Lady Permor,
who 'did not care a bit for music, but was extremely fond of
musicians', is perhaps in germ a study for Lady Henry Wotton,
who admits: 'I have simply worshipped pianists - two at a time,
sometimes, Harry tells me.
In the world of light fiction to which Lord Arthur Savile's
Crime almost entirely belongs, everything ends happily, and so a
chance encounter with the cheiromantist finally provides Lord
Arthur with the opportunity to fulfil his Destiny, end he can
face the future with a light heart. The partial failure of
Lord Arthur Savile's Crime is due to an unevenness of tone; the
witty conversation and comment make the serious scenes absurdly
melodramatic.
But unevenness and paradox in tone and style as well as in
language helps to assure the success of the Canterville Ghost.
Here the shifts of tone are handled with great skill, and the
intricacies of style serve to highlight the impudent paradox of
the author, who is not deriding one value in comparison to another,
^5L.A.S.C. , p. 54.
^6Ibid, p. 4.
^^Ibid. p. 11 and Dorian Gray, p. 72.
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but disrespectfully poking fun at the British aristocracy, the
Americans, and the histrionic ghost, turn about or simultaneously.
The characteristic device by which Wilde achieves his effects in
this story is anticlimax. After the stout practical good sense
of the Otis family has denied the existence of ghosts, the first
meeting of the ghost, Sir Simon, and Mr. Otis is described as
follows:
Right in front of him he saw, in the wan moonlight,
an old man of terrible aspect. His eyes were as
red burning coalsj long grey hair fell over his
shoulders in matted coilsj his garments, which
were of antique cut, were soiled and ragged, and
from his wrists and ankles hung heavy manacles
and rusty gyves.
'My dear sir,' said Mr. Otis, 'I really must
insist on your oiling those chains, and have brought
you for that purpose a small bottle of the Tammany
Rising Sun Lubricator. It is said to be completely
efficacious upon one application, and there are
several testimonials to that effect on the wrapper
from some of our most eminent native divines. I
shall leave it here for you by the bedroom candles,
and will be happy to supply you with more should
you require it. With these words the United
States Minister laid the bottle down on a marble
table, and, closing his door, retired to rest.^8
Sir Simon, who gloats over the misery and madness he has caused in
his three hundred years of haunting, resolves to revenge himself
on these stubborn Americans, and, clad in one of his most awful
disguises, is on his way to Washington's room:
He chuckled to himself, and turned the cornerj but
no sooner had he done so than, with a piteous wail
of terror, he fell back, and hid his blanched face
in his long, bony hands. Right in front of him
was standing a horrible spectre, motionless as a
carven image, and monstrous as a madman's dream! ...
WL.A.S.C. , p. 75.
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Never having seen a ghost before, he naturally
was terribly frightened, and, after a second hasty
glance at the awful phantom, he fled back to his
On his return in the daylight to meet the other ghost:
He rushed forward and seized it in his arms, when, to
his horror, the head slipped off and rolled on the
floor, the body assumed a recumbent posture, and he
found himself clasping a white dimity bed-curtain,
with a sweeping-brush, a kitchen cleaver, and a
hollow turnip lying at his feet! ^5°
Another contemplated haunting, in the character of 'Reckless
Rupert, or the Headless Earl', ends ignominiously when he is showered
with cold water from a jug poised above the door, and he retires to
bed with a severe cold. The story,is a hilarious parody of horror
stories in the Gothiok manner, with fitting atmospheric effects,
of thunder and lowering cloud.
The transition to a more serious note for the climax of the
plot, when little Virginia frees the ghost from his ancient curse,
is well managed, and the midnight funeral with full solemnity,
and Lord Canterville, 'having come up specially from Wales to
attend', as chief mourner, makes a fitting close, with the later
marriage of Virginia and the Duke of Cheshire as epilogue.
Wilde's satire on Americans, a recurring theme, is here less
virulent and more amusing than usual: it builds up throughout the
story to a charming absurdity. Especially noticed are the 'immortal
principles of republican simplicity' which cause Mr. Otis, who has
^9L.A.S.C. . p. 85.
^5°lDid. p. 87.
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bought a castle, to reject on Virginia's behalf the Jewels the
ghost gave her as 'idle appurtenances of luxury',^1 and the
snobbish, and to Wilde absurd idea of the culture of Mrs. Otis,
'who, I may say, is no mean authority upon Art - having had the
privilege of spending several winters in Boston when she was a
girl.' Most of all, perhaps, Wilde mocks the American dependence
on material marvels and elixirs of life, the already mentioned
Tammany Rising Sun Lubricator, and the magic cleanser with which
Washington removes the mysterious bloodstain, Pinkerton's Champion
3tain Remover and Paragon Detergent, and Doctor Dobell's Tincture,
which Mrs. Otis offers the ghost in case his 'celebrated peal of
demoniac laughter' rises from indigestion.^2 Again typical is
the religion of these 'plain people':
They came down for family prayers, according
to the simple rites of the B'ree American
Reformed Episcopalian Church.^53
Wilde's mastery of technique makes The Canterville Ghost a
more successful story than Lord Arthur Savlle's Crime. There
remain two very short stories, The Model Mlllionsii'e. and The Sphinx
without a Secret. These are whims or fancies, little more. The
Sphinx without a Secret is a profile of a woman who had a passion
for secrecy, and having no great mystery in her life, spent her
life creating the appearance of mystery. The Model Millionaire is
a simple tale of kindness to a beggar being rewarded when the beggar




turns out to be a millionaire, but like Lord Arthur Savile's Grime
it has some relevance to Dorian Gray. The action takes place in
the studio of a painter, Alan Trevor, who is an early Basil Hallward.
Hughie Ersklne resembles Dorian because he was charming, and
'wonderfully goodlooking, with his crisp brown hair, his clear-cut
profile, and his grey eyes. ' Alan Trevor resembles Basil first
because he is a very good artist, and secondly because 'He had been
very much attracted by Hughie at first, it must be acknowledged,
entirely on account of his personal charm. *^5 The Portrait of
Mr. W.H« may also be considered as a preparatory v/ork for Dorian
Dray, though more of an essay perhaps than a story. But the plot
does centre on the painting of a beautiful youth.
We have two main sources of influence about Wilde's critical
ideas on Dorian G-ray. One is the voluminous correspondence he
conducted on it, making many emphatic points about it, in a way
that he did about no other of his works. The other is the practical
method in which, after reflection, he altered the story before it
was published in book form. His critical pronouncements on
Dorian Gray, at least those addressed to the press, centre of the
vexed subject of morals versus art: many newspapers condemned the
book as flagrantly immoral, and Wilde continued to give a paradoxical
answer which yet had some truth in it - that the story had in fact




speaking, and all the time he insisted that moral criticism of
a work of art was out of place:
I must admit that, either from temperament or from
taste, or from both, I am quite incapable of
understanding how any work of art can be criticised
from a moral standpoint. The sphere of art and
the sphere of ethics are absolutely distinct and
separate.^56
His exposition of the moral of Dorian Gray is worthy of full
quotation, throwing light as it does on his aim in writing the
novel:
And the moral is this: All excess, as Y/ell as
all renunciation, brings its own punishment.
The painter, Basil Hallward, worshipping physical
beauty far too much, as most painters do, dies
by the hand of one in whose soul he has created
a monstrous and absurd vanity. Dorian Gray,
having led a life of mere sensation and pleasure,
tries to kill conscience, and at that moment kills
himself. Lord Henry Wotton seeks to be merely the
spectator of life. He finds that those who reject
the battle are more deeply wounded than those who take
part in it. Yes; there is a terrible moral in
Dorian Gray - a moral which the prurient will not be
able to find in it, but which will be revealed to
all whose minds are healthy. Is this an artistic
error? I fear it is. It is the only error in
the book.G57
In a recapitulation of this view in another letter he emphasises:
this moral is so far artistically and deliberately
suppressed that it does not annunciate its law as
a general principle, but realises itself purely in
the lives of individuals, and so becomes simply a
dramatic element in a work of art, and not the work
of art itself.




But in the same letter he regrets that moral, it has not heen kept
'in its proper secondary place * • • When the hook is published
in a volume I hope to correct this defect.'
Succinctly he sums up his doctrines of art and morals:
If a work of art is rich, vital, and complete, those
who have artistic instincts will see its beauty, and
those to whom ethics appeal more strongly than
aesthetics will see its moral lesson ... It will be
to each man what he is himself. It is the spectator,
and not life, that art really mirrors.^59
This phrase appealed to Wilde so much that he used it in the Preface
he wrote for the novel.
He makes clear, too, in these letters, the relation he expects
between critic and author. First, he objects to personal attacks:
A critic should be taught to criticise a work of art
without making any reference to the personality of
the author. This, in fact, is the beginning of
criticism.
This maxim has been sadly neglected by critics of Wilde, who have
tended, even the best of them, to read too much of Wilde's life
into his work and their comments. Then he declares his indifference
to criticism:
The pleasure one has in creating a work of art
is a purely personal pleasure, and it is for the
sake of this pleasure that one creates. The
artist works with his eye on the object. Nothing
else interests him. What people are likely to
say does not even occur to him • , . He is indifferent
to others. I write because it gives me the greatest
possible artistic pleasure to write. If my work
pleases the few, I am gratified. If it does not,
it causes me no pain.MSl




But this is his public face, and often his private letters
bely it. For instance, in a letter to the St. James's Gazette,
he wrote:
Now, if I were criticising my book, which I have
some thoughts of doing, I think I would consider
it my duty to point out that it is far too crowded
with sensational incident, and far too paradoxical
in style, as far, at any rate, as the dialogue goes.
I feel that from a standpoint of art these are the
two defects in the book.h62
But in a private letter he writes:
I have just finished my first long story, and am
tired out. I am afraid it is rather like ray own
life - all conversation and no action. I can't
describe action: my people sit in chairs and
chatter. ^3
Once again in these letters Wilde appears as the champion of
Romantic art, and the opponent of Realism: 'My story is an essay
on decorative art. It reacts against the crude brutality of plain
realism.He defends his choice of subject and characters:
Romantic art deals with the exception and with
the individual. Good people, belonging as they
do to the normal, and so, commonplace type, are
artistically uninteresting. Bad people are, from
the point of view of art, fascinating studies ...
If they existed they would not be worth writing
about. The function of the artist is to invent,
not to chronicle . • • The supreme pleasure in
literature is to realise the non-existent.465
He has more to say about his characters, defending his choice
and hinting at his reason for drawing Lord Henry's opinions as so









are puppies ... I think that puppies are extremely
interesting from an artistic as well as from a
psychological point of view. They seem to me to be
certainly far more interesting than prigsj and I
am of opinion that Lord Henry Wotton is an excellent
corrective of the tedious ideal shadowed forth in
the semi-theological novels of our age.^°6
Years later, he ahov/s his continual involvement:
I am glad you liked that strange coloured book
of mine: it contains much of me in it. Basil
Hallward is what I think I am: Lord Henry what
the world thinks me: Dorian what I would like
to be - in other ages perhaps.**-67
The fruit of all the critical controversy over the first
appearance of Dorian C-ray is the Preface, first published as
twenty-three aphorisms in the March 1891 issue of the Fortnightly
Review; and printed in the book with two added aphorisms.
My novel appears in volume form next month, and I
am curious to see whether these wretched journalists
will assail it so ignorantly and pruriently as they
did before. My preface should teach them to mend
their wicked ways,**®"
In the Preface Wilde returns to the subjects that have concerned.
him in his correspondence and crystallises his reactions. First,
he insists on the exclusion of the personality of the artist from
the v/ork: 'To reveal art and conceal the artist is art's aim.'
Certainly we can accept that a work of art should be considered on
its own merits, and without reference to any knowledge we may have
of the author from other sources, but there are other senses in





Iii The Critic as Artist Wilde himself wrote that 'all fine
imaginative work is self-conscious and deliberate.*k69 He denied
the idea of folklore as a communal creation: 'there is no art
where there is no style, and no style where there is no unity, and
unity is of the individual ... The longer one studies life and
literature, the more strongly one feels that behind everything that
is wonderful stands the individual. ,L^7° Professor Dobree has
described the place of personality in literature:
Only those books into which much of the writer's
self has entered make that peculiar appeal to us
which we feel when we say, This is a good book.'
. . . This is not to say that a writer is concerned
with his personality: the greater artist he is,
the less he will think about it, the more he will
be intent on the thing he is doing . . . Whenever
we read a book ... we are aware of a voice. . . .
It is this voice which we roughly call style, and
however much a writer may ignore his personality,
even seek to conceal it, he cannot disguise his
voice, his style, unless he is deliberately writing
a parody.h71
Impressionism in criticism next absorbs Wilde: 'The highest,
as the lowest form of art, is a mode of autobiography.' He is
concerned with the 'meaning' of a work of art. While only corrupt
people find ugly meanings in beautiful things, and cultivated
people find beautiful meanings, 'They are the elect to whom
beautiful things mean only Beauty.' Then he declares that art
is 'at once surface and symbol', and it is dangerous either to go
beneath the surface or to read the symbol. Once again he is
Intent ions, p. 126.
^"7° lb id. p. 127. Cf. Letters, p. 466.
^71Bonamy Dobree, Modern Prose Style. 1964, p. 3*
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reinforcing his mystique of art. Of course in essence the meaning
of a hook is the contents of a book, the words chosen by the author
best conveying the 'meaning', but it is only the purist who will
not allow us therefore to discuss the book's meaning. But Wilde
does allow the critic to record his reactions to the book: 'The
critic is he who can translate into another manner or a new material
his impression of beautiful things', and every reader has his
individual impression, informed by his own personality, even though
he cannot translate it thus. 'It is the spectator, and not life,
that art really mirrors' - this is a fair defence against the
critics who screamed at the moral corruption of Dorian Gray:
It was necessary, 3ir, for the dramatic development
of this story to surround Dorian Gray with an
atmosphere of moral corruption ... To keep this
atmosphere vague and indeterminate and wonderful
was the aim of the artist who wrote the story . . .
Each man sees his own sin in Dorian Gray. What
Dorian Gray's sins are no one knows. He who finds
them has brought them.d72
Many of the aphorisms are concerned with the refusal to
s
subordinate Art to any principles but artistic ones; in particular,
the rejection of moral issues: 'Virtue and vice are to the artist
materials for an art.' Art is therefore 'useless', because he
places it beyond Life ana the petty concerns of Life, above morals,
as something simply to enjoy or contemplate.
As the original version of the book in Lippincott's Monthly
Magazine is hard to obtain, it is best to summarise briefly the
^2Lettera. p. 266.
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contents before examining the important structural changes Wilde
made in the revised form.
Chapter I introduces the two main characters, Basil Hallward
the painter, Lord Henry Wotton the dandy and man-about-town, and
their subject of conversation, Dorian Gray, Basil's friend and
model, and exceptionally beautiful young man. Basil is reluctant
to tell Lord Henry about his model, and reticent about the fine
painting in progress. He confesses that Dorian Gray has become
an obsession with him, so that he fears the extraordinary influence
the boy exerts on him. Despite Basil's efforts, Lord Henry intends
to meet Dorian Gray, and Basil fears he will influence him for the
bad.
Chapter 2. Lord Henry meets Dorian and talks to him as he
poses, introducing him to the tenets of his new Hedonism, and
opening new realms for him. Lord Henry insists on the inestimable
value of youth, and the tragedy of its passing, for with his creed
of living for pleasure youth is a11-important. Basil finishes
the portrait, and this finally gives Dorian a sense of his own
beauty, and he feels jealous of the painting because it will not
age - so jealous that he wishes the portrait could age and he
himself remain always young. Lord Henry's influence is shown to
be increasing.
Chapter 3. A month later, Dorian is quite intimate with
Lord Henry, and confesses that he is in love with an unknown actress,
Sybil Vane. He is inspired by her wonderful acting of Shakespeare.
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He asks Lord Henry and Basil to come to see her act the next day*
and rushes off to the theatre. Lord Henry contemplates Dorian
as an interesting psychological study, and regards him almost as
the subject of a scientific experiment, conscious that he has
already speeded and guided his development in certain directions,
and interested in the future results. He receives a telegram
from Dorian announcing his engagement to Sybil.
Chapter h. Lord Henry and Basil meet, Basil upset at the
news, and they dine with Dorian. Dorian relates his romance,
Lord Henry being cynical about women. Sybil makes Dorian regret
Lord Henry1s 'wrong, fascinating, poisonous, delightful theories I'
Chapter 5. The three find Sybil beautiful, but her acting
dreadful. Dorian is very upset, and his friends leave. Dorian
sees Sybil afterwards, and she glories in her bad acting, declaring
that real love had made her work seem quite unreal to her. Dorian
cruelly rejects her; she no longer stirs his imagination. Despite
her pitiful pleas he leaves her, and walks all night, reaching
Covent Garden at dawn, and going home. There he finds the first
change in the portrait, and is staggered by it. He remembers his
wish in Basil's studio, and determines to amend his life, so as not
to be tormented by the changing portrait.
Chapter 6. Next day he finds the portrait really changed,
and determines to undo his cruelty and marry Sybil. Lord Henry
visits him and tells him Sybil is dead, having taken poison after
Dorian's departure. Lord Henry perverts his remorse and encourages
his egotism. He forgets his good resolutions and looks forward to
the portrait's changes.
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Chapter 7. Basil visits Dorian to console him, and is horrified
at the change in him. He is upset that a screen hides the portrait,
and Dorian refuses to let him see it. Basil wishes to exhibit it,
hut Dorian sidetracks him by forcing from him a confession of his
idolatry of Dorian. Basil goes, and Dorian resolves to hide the
portrait.
Chapter 8. Dorian arranges the removal of the picture to a
locked room in the attics. He reads an account of the inquest on
Sybil Vane, verdict death by misadventure, and then turns to a book
Lord Henry has sent. This book fascinates him, and seems poisonous.
Chapter 9. The book's influence is fully described, and
Dorian's copying of the hero in his interests, both sensual pleasures
and artistic absorption in religions, perfumes, music, gems,
embroideries. The years pass with these interests: Dorian remains
beautiful and the portrait reflects his life. He becomes afraid to
leave it. The poisoning is complete.
Chapter 10. Years later, when Dorian is thirty-two, Basil
comes to see him en route for Paris, to inquire the truth of the
fearful rumours he has heard of Dorian. Dorian offers to show him
his soul.
Chapter 11. Dorian takes Basil upstairs and shows him the
portrait. Basil is horrified, and now believes the evil tales he
has heard. He exhorts Dorian to repent, to pray. On impulse
Dorian seizes a knife and stabs him to death. He is calm and
covers his tracks, providing himself with an alibi.
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Chapter 12. Next day he sends word to a scientists Alan
Campbell, and reads poetry until his arrival. He tells Campbell
the situation and pleads for help, which Campbell refuses, having
reason to hate him. At last he blackmails Campbell into chemically
destroying the body. Campbell sends for equipment and all traces
of the body are destroyed.
Chapter 13. Now Dorian resolves again to change his life,
although Lord Henry is sceptical. Dorian has already performed
an act of self-sacrifice by refraining from seducing a country girl.
Lord Henry accuses him of vanity and hypocrisy. After he leaves
Lord Henry, Dorian hurries to see if the portrait is altered for
the betterj instead it has become hypocritical, and he becomes
terrified. He determines to destroy the portrait, this conscience,
to free himself. He stabs it, and is found, a wrinkled, horrible
old man, before the portrait of his radiant youth.
The main apparent defect in this structure is that there is not
enough definite incident. In particular, we are told of only three
events that mar the portrait, the death of Sybil, the murder of
Basil, and the renunciation of Hetty. Chapter 9 has to convey by
itself the passing of time - of at least fifteen years, and it is
mainly concerned with Dorian*s hobbles rather than his sinful acts.
His great that the portrait might be seen is hardly justified:
there is no evidence against him: no one is seeking to destroy him.
He need show the portrait to no one, although he does show it to
Basil. His sudden decision to reform after the successful
TOLippincott. p. 73.
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elimination of all evidence of Basil's murder is unexplained and
unprepared for, and "by the very emphasis on Dorian we lose the
vividness that might come from contrast.
Let us see what was added. There were six new chapters, which
we will number (A) to (F). (A) is inserted between chapters 2 and 3
of the Lippincott version. It describes Lord Henry's investigation
of Dorian's romantic background; his mother's beauty and her
runaway love affair, her husband's death in a duel arranged by her
father, and her own death. This clearly places Dorian more firmlys
Yes; it was an interesting background. It
posed the lad, made hira more perfect, as it
were. Behind every exquisite thing that
existed, there was something tragic. ^-7U
Lord Henry becomes more determined to fashion Dorian into
'a marvellous type'. He goes to a society lunch with Dorian, and
there we see his impudent paradoxical social face, and the sophisticated
society which admires him. Dorian becomes more and more enslaved.
He resolves to go with Lord Henry afterwards, though he has arranged
to see Basil. This chapter forms a satisfactory 'filling-out' both
of Dorian's background and of the progress of his relationship with
Lord Henry, which in the earlier version jumps from his first meeting
with him to his confession of love for Sybil a month later.
Chapter (B) is added between chapters 3 and 1+ of the original.
It provides us with a welcome contrast of environment and personality.
We see Sybil at home in poor lodgings with her embittered, over-
theatrical mother and her aggressive brother, who is about to leave
^^Dorian G-ray, p. 56.
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for Australia but is full of suspicion and jealousy of his sister's
unknown lover. We see that Sybil is indeed an unusual girl; it
is not only Dorian's infatuation that sees her so. She is young,
passionate, pure, and with a great gift for happiness. Her brother's
sullen threats give the first hint of coming disaster and of later
revenge. This chapter again establishes the characters more fully,
and at the same time prepares the way for the new side of the plot
that is to be introduced.
Chapters (C) to (P) are all introduced between chapters 12 and
13 of Lippincott, between Basil's murder and Dorian's good resolutions.
Chapter (C) changes the earlier scheme completely. Instead of
ignoring all the psychological effects of Basil's murder with the
elimination of the body, Wilde now shows us Dorian proceeding
straightaway to a dinner party, and his reactions there. He is out
of sorts and nervous. He snaps at Lord Henry when questioned about
the night before, and quite unnecessarily flourishes his alibi.
He hurries home to destroy Basil's effects, and even then is not at
peace. He cannot relax, and begins to feel 'a mad craving'. At
midnight, dressed in common clothes, he creeps from the house and
hires a cab.
Chapter (D) supplies a want in the earlier version. For the
first time we see the low haunts often alluded to briefly; we see
people Dorian has ruined and the degradation they have reached.
As he drives to the docks, Dorian repeats feverishly the doctrine
Lord Henry had taught him at their first meeting: 'To cure the
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soul by means of the senses, and the senses by means of the soul*. ^
He will try it yet again, and seek refuge in opium from the sickness
of his soul: he rejects the possibility of forgiveness and seizes
on a chance of forgetfulness. We are shown the sordid, fantastic
interior of the opium den,and appropriately Dorian meets one of
the young men Basil had accused him of destroying, Adrian Singleton,
He decides to leave so as to forget his identity, to go to the other
den where no one will know him. A woman he also ruined comes up,
and he tries to get rid of her with money. As he leaves she screams
abuse after him, and calls him 'Prince Charming', at which a sailor
who has been drowsing rises and hurries out. Dorian is attacked in
the dark street by a man who declares he will kill him: this man,
the sailor, is James Vane, who has been searching for Dorian for
years, without knowing his name, to seek revenge, Dorian saves
himself only by quick thinking. Sybil died eighteen years ago:
he forces the man to look at him, and his boy's face convinces
Vane he is wrong. Dorian rebukes him with presence of mind and
goes. But the woman has followed, and persuades Vane that Dorian
is indeed the man he Is searching for. Dorian has escaped, but
now we know he is in danger.
The next chapter, (E), forms a striking contrast in atmosphere
and characters, Dorian is holding a house party at his country
seat, flirting with a Duchess. He leaves to get orchids for her,
and the light, witty conversation she has with Lord Henry shows that
she is in love with Dorian. They follow him to the conservatory,
"^Dorian Gray, p. 298. Cf. p. 32.
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to find him in a dead faint: through the window he has seen James
Vane watching him. Chapter (F) relates how after three days of
sick fear Dorian recovers completely his joy in life, persuading
himself that the sight of Vane was only imagination. He goes
out with a shooting party, and his companion aims at a hare.
Admiring its grace, Dorian asks him not to shoot, but he does, and
a cry of agony is heard. A man is killed, and Dorian is filled
again with horror, seeing it as an evil omen. In his terror his
steward comes to him, troubled about the identity of the dead man
who seems to be a sailor. With a wild hope, Dorian hurries to
view the body, and with tremendous joy he recognises Vane and
feels safe at last. This incident forms a much more satisfactory
reason for Dorian's good intentions revealed in the next chapter:
his delivery from danger gives him a ne?/ chance which with his
impulsive nature he eagerly seizes.
The final chapter is supplied by dividing the original chapter 13
into two, giving twenty chapters in all. None of the new chapters
is inserted haphazardly: each is carefully fitted into the overall
structure. The history of Dorian's mother and the threats of
James Vane, for example, are referred to in insertions in existing
chapters. A few passages are excluded, such as the full description
of Lady Brandon in chapter 1, which was thought to be a caricature
of Lady Wilde, and the description of Mrs. Leaf, Dorian's house¬
keeper, which is over-sentimentalised, and presents a type, not an
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individual. Certain passages are added, of which we will examine
a few. When Dorian is singing Sybil's praises to Lord Henry and
Basil, a new conversation is introduced,in which Lord Henry
again elaborates his theory of life, insisting that:- 'Pleasure
is nature's test, her sign of approval', that 'to be good is to be
at harmony with oneself', and that one must not concern oneself
with the lives of one's neighbours. Basil suggests that such a
life will be paid for in remorse and suffering, but Lord Henry is
adamant: 'No civilised man ever regrets a pleasure.'^77 This
passage, as we shall see, emphasises the main theme of the novel.
In the revised version^' Dorian answers Basil's accusations
by disclaiming responsibility for the fates of others, on the lines
suggested by the last insertion. 'You ask me about Henry Ashton
and young Perth. Did I teach the one his vices and the other his
debauchery?' Finally, in the penultimate chapter Dorian's feeling
of guilt forces him to return again and again to the subject of
Basil's murder-, and he suggests that he might have killed him, a
suggestion that Lord Henry ridicules. Dorian is nervous and
frightened, and convinced, despite Lord Henry's scepticism, of the
reality of the soul, ^
These changes have the effect of immensely enriching the novel,
in action and character, and even in the ideas of life it examines.
^Dorian Gray, pp. 123 - 126.
hT1 lb id. p. 125.
2+78lb id. pp. 243 - 244.
^^Ibid. pp. 344 - 348.
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The improvement can he judged if we consider the possible result
if Wilde had taken the easiest way, and padded the novel to the
required size by long descriptions in the manner of Huysmans.
Apart from structural changes, Wilde made meticulous stylistic
revisions in the novel. It is again clear in his correspondence^4"®0
that Wilde's changes were his own, and suggestions from the publishers
upset him. He is careful to ask Kernahan to correct his 'wills'
and 'shalls': 'I am Celtic in my use of these words, not English.'
He insists on the necessity for his passing the proofs before it
goes to press. The stylistic changes follow certain patterns.
The technicalities of dialogue receive a lot of care: and where
Dorian consistently 'murmurs' his remarks in Lippincott, in the
revised form he 'falters, laughs, cries, echoes, interrupts,
answers and rejoins'. Where Basil in Lippincott is consistently
referred to as Basil Hallward or Hallward, he becomes 'the painter'
or 'the artist', and conversely, Dorian, often in the earlier form
'the lad' is almost always given his full name.
But the most obvious change is the improvement of sentence
cadence, and avoidance of roughness. Here are the changes in
two sentences:-
"He told me once, with an air of pride, that his three
bankruptcies were entirely due to the poet, whom he
insisted on calling 'The Bard'". (Lippincott, p. 27.)
"He told me once, with an air of pride, that his five
bankruptcies were entirely due to 'The Bard', as he
insisted on calling him". (Dorian Gray, p. Qh*)
^Letters, p. 289.
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"'Culture and corruption', murmured Dorian , . .It seems
to me curious now that they should ever "be found together."
(Llpplncott, p. 92+.)
"'Culture and corruption'# echoed Dorian . . . It seems
terrible to me now that they should ever be found together.w
(Dorian Gray, p. 339.)
The first of these examples also shows Wilde's idiosyncracy of
increasing every number in his revision: Basil's murder in
Lippincott takes place on the seventh of November, the eve of
Dorian's thirty-second birthday; this becomes the ninth of the
month, the eve of his thirty-eighth birthday. Almost always if
there seems no other reason for it, the new number alliterates,
as in ninth of November,
Zola wrote a novel, A Love Affair, in which he U3ed the city
of Paris almost as another character: the changing view of Paris
from the heroine's window was a guage of her feelings and her
fortunes. In a similar fashion, but with more complexity, Wilde
uses London in his novel. London is the scene of the book:
almost every incident takes place there, and we are made always
conscious of the surroundings. The tone of the description is
always significant, either reflecting the passions of the heroes,
or mocking their hopes. The novel opens with an idyllic garden
scene; the garden is the small, civilised outdoors of the London
scene. Even at the first, 'The dim roar of London was like the
i t A "I
bourdon note of a distent organ. The summer garden symbolises
^^Dorian C-ray, p. 2.
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the youth and beauty of the hero and his golden prospects - and
perhaps, when Lord Henry begins to fascinate Forian, it has a
certain reminiscence of Eden, with Lord Henry as the tempter:
*Dorian Gray listened, open-eyed and wondering. The spray of
lj go
lilac fell from his hand upon the gravel.
After this, almost all of the action takes place indoorsj
the philosophy of artificiality belongs in the works of artifice.
Egotism itself, which is so necessary to a proper
sense of human dignity, is entirely the result of
indoor life. Gut of doors one "becomes abstract
and impersonal , , . And then Nature is so indifferent,
so unappreciative.^°3
We see Lord Henry at the Albany, and at luncheon in Berkeley Square.
Almost all the social conversation in the novel takes place round
the table. The characters live in Mayfair, and some do philan¬
thropic work in the East End. London is a register of rank and
position. We meet the Vanes in a dingy lodging in Euston Road,
and Dorian first met Sybil by accident:
One evening about seven o'clock I determined to go
out in search of some adventure. I felt that this
grey monstrous London of ours, with its myriads of
people; its sordid sinners and its splendid sins,
as you once phrased it, must have something in
store for me. I fancied a thousand things . , .
I don't know what I expected, but I went out and
wandered eastward, soon losing my way in a labyrinth
of grimy streets, and black, grassless squares.
About half past eight I passed by an absurd little
theatre,, with great flaring gas-jets and gaudy play¬
bills. U8U
Sybil's beauty and sweetness is always in contrast to her tawdry
^^Dorian Gray, p. 36.
^^Intentions. p. 5.
^^Dorian Gray, pp. 76 - 77.
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surroundings.
After his scene with Sybil, Dorian again wanders the streets,
and visits Covent Garden at dawn, as did Lord Arthur Savile, and
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Gilbert and Ernest of The Gritlc As Artist. He goes home
calmer at daybreak. Night has a special importance, and is the
scene of all the unpleasant incidents. When he covers the painting
in horror and makes good resolutions, all his terror leaves him,
he feels renewed, and birds sing in the 'dew-drenched' garden,**
Reading the poisonous book Lord Henry sent him, Dorian is
'unconscious of the falling day and creeping shadows. Cloudless,
and pierced by one solitary star, a copper-green sky gleamed through
the windows.Evil belongs to the night: Basil's murder takes
place on a night that is cold and very foggy, and when it is complete,
'The wind had blown the fog away, and the sky was like a monstrous
liftA
peacock's tail, starred with myriads of golden eyes', - once
Dorian has resolved not to 'realise' his deed. These changes
reflect the variation in Dorian's wilful temperament, his determination
not to dwell on unpleasantness. A cold, stormy night is the scene
for Dorian's visit to the opium-den and his encounter with James Vane,
while the house party at Selby envoys warm, sunny weather. We
almost always see James Vane, the rough and honest sailor, in the
open air, and Dorian indoors. This climax occurs when Vane looks
in a window to watch Dorian in the conservatory, the home of exotic
** ^Intentions, p. 22H.




plants. Dorian dies alone, at night, indoors, and in his locked,
secret room.
Dorian Pray is a description of the Decadence, an examination
of Lord Henry's hedonism. The fundamentals are shown in Dorian's
life; in the necessity, taught by Lord Henry, to organise experience
before you let it affect you. Lord Henry helps him to react with
egotism to Sybil's death; he teaches that Sybil was not real:
The girl never really lived, and so she has never
really died . • . The moment she touched actual
life, she marred it, and it marred her, and so she
passed away. Mourn for Ophelia, if you like.
Put ashes on your head because Cordelia was strangled.
Cry out against Heaven because the daughter of
Brabantio died. But don't waste your tears over
Sybil Vane. She was less real than they are.^°9
This is an extreme example of 'treating life in the spirit of art'.
Dorian himself immediately objectivlses Basil's murder - he
watches the scene dispassionately and 'strangely calm'. He leaves
the room.
He felt that the secret of the whole thing was not
to realise the situation. The friend who had painted
the fatal portrait, to which all his misery had been
due, had gone out of his life. That was enough.^90
This perverse rationalisation is the best method of escaping hurt,
but others include books, such as A Rebours which create a world
of escape from harsh reality, and drugs, 'curing the soul by means
of the senses'.
The book has often been criticised for an apparent dichotomy
between the witty dialogue and the fearful interior action, but
^^Dorian Gray, p. 165.
^9°Ibid. p. 257.
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this can be seen as a searching, essentially honest investigation
of Lord Henry's hedonism. The wit and paradox of Lord Henry,
represent the side of the philosophy which Wilde personally found
immensely attractive, but Basil Hallward represents the knowledge
of the cost of this disdain for humanity, and his warning words,
like the portrait, show the reality of conscience and the soul,
and the impossibility of attempting to reject all z>esponsibility
for others, in the subordination of all the world to the individual's
pleasure. The light and the dark sides of the novel alike represent
the practical results of the philosophy of the Decadence, and the
revised version is constantly pointed to demonstrate this more
clearly. The novel is non-realistic and Romantic, but a powerfully
true psychological study of pleasure and guilt. It is not only,
as it is often shown to be, a supreme example of the Decadence,





Wilde's Fairy tales, published in two collections, in 1888
and 1891, chronologically precede Dorian Gray* But in other ways
they seem to stand outside the natural development of his artistic
works, because of the different ideals they present. Even in
Vera, the vein of easy, witty cynicism is established; it con¬
tinues in Dorian Gray, in Intentions and in the comedies, at its
most succinct in his collected aphorisms, such as Phrases and
Philosophies For The Use of The Young. But the Fairy tales rep¬
resent different values, opposing ones. Are they for this reason
not typical of Wilde, as critics have suggested, perhaps written
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merely to please his wife? Or, if they do proceed from his
basic beliefs, do they represent the only truth about Wilde, as
other sentimental and sympathetic critics have suggested?
These questions show a certain basic misunderstanding of Wilde,
which renders them impossible to answer.
In his criticism Wilde could take three or four attitudes in
turn: surely then in his imaginative prose he could examine in
Dorian Gray the beauty and the perils of one attitude towards
life, and in his Tales the beauty of aspects of the Christian
ideal, or of a less clearly delineated, more personal philosophy




brings out at once a basic fact about them. Although it is not
possible to make a sharp division between the two collections,
saying that the values in The Happy Prince are Christian and in
A House of Pomegranates personal - for personal values abound in
The Happy Prince and in A House of Pomegranates Christian values
are very important, in The Young King and The Star-ChiId at least -
yet there is some ground of difference between them. Perhaps it
is merely a difference of style or modelt perhaps, as Merle
suggested, the first collection presents morals where the second
ii.92
presents symbols, perhaps the second collection is more complex,
less intended for children.
Both sets of stories reveal an intense enjoyment of physical
beauty, and a great sense of the importance of beauty, but also
a sense of beauty in actions and motives, a beauty which it is
very easy to equate with goodness. Often, there is an imitation
of the beauty of the visual artai as Salome was in part inspired
by Moreau's Il6rodiade, so The Birthday of the Infanta owes much
to the court paintings of Velasquez.
The first collection, The Hanpy Prince, is delightful, simple
and happy. Pater reacted with great delight: this was the kind
of work he would wish his disciple to produce. His epithet was
in fact 'delightful*, and he declared that 'the whole, too brief
book abounds with delicate touches and pure English,^-* The
inspiration of this volume seems to derive from Hans Andersen,
^^Merle, p. 271
^^Letters. p, 219 n.
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from Flaubert and from the Bible. The language, like some of
Flaubert's, is Biblically derived, and the ideas are of Andersen's
simple, uncomplicated world of right and wrong, black and white.
Andersen's tales rarely picture fairies; Wilde's never do.
Where the supernatural intervenes, it is the supernatural of the
Christian ideal, and where the ante-realistic occurs it is in the
well known fairy tale mode of talking animals and even personified
things.
Wilde avoids sentimentality in the Tales by witty, irreverent
comment: the swallow saves The Happy Prince from any danger of
it, as the narrator's comment dispels it from The Nightingale and
The Rose, and the animals' squabbles from The Devoted Friend.
Many critics conclude that the fundamental difference between the
collections is in the inspiration: the result of Alice Herzog's
detailed study is summarised thus: 'What Andersen means to Wilde's
first collection of fairy tales, Flaubert means to the second.'^4
Each of the stories has a certain moral; but as in Dorian Gray,
although more obviously, the moral is not enunciated as a general
principle, but presented through characters and actions: and
unlike most fairy tales, virtue usually has to be its own reward,
for the good in both series suffer and often die.
In the title story of the first collection, The Happy Prince
both the principal characters perish. The Happy Prince in his
mortal existence led a life of carefree luxury, like Dorian Gray
paying no heed to the toil and cares of the poor and needy,
^^Die Mhrchen Wildes, p. 57
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never thinking that their work has supported his easy life. His
life of pleasure earned him the name of the Happy Prince, although
now he knows the difference Dorian never He arned, between pleasure
and happiness. After his death, a statue was set above the city,
covered in gold and with jewelled eyes. This was the refuge of
the frivolous swallow, who outstayed the summer courting a Heed
by the river. He was still in quest of pleasure, of the magic
sights of Egypt, which he described glowingly to the Prince, but
he stayed at first, for just one night. The Prince was now filled
with compassion for the poor of the city, and asked the swallow
to take the ruby from his sword-hilt to a poor seamstress with
a sick child. The Prince's motive was pity for the poor; the
swallow was less sentimental: 'I don't think I like boys*^9^,
but he took pity on the Prince's sadness. After this, daily the
Prince implored the swallow to go on errands of mercy and daily
he sang of Egypt but relented for just one more time, until the
Prince's jewelled eyes were gone and the swallow had to find the
poor for him, and distribute in separate leaves the Prince's
gold covering. When the Prince lived and had eyes he saw nothing:
now a statue and sightless he sees realities. As winter proceeded,
the swallow suffered from cold, but loved the Prince too much to
leave him: before he died he kissed the Prince, and the Prince's
heart broke. The town Council decided that the statue was too
shabby, and melted it down, but the leaden heart would not melt,
^95Tales. p. 174.
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and when God asked for the two most precious things in the city,
an angel brought Him the dead bird and the broken heart.
This almost over-pathetic story is saved from sentimentality
by the carefully measured lightness of tone, and the visions of
the Sv/allow. After his first errand of mercy the Swallow returned
to the Prince
*11 is curious,' he remarked, 'but I feel quite
warm now, although it is so cold.' 'That is
because you have done a good action,' said the
Prince. And the little Swallow began to think,
and then he fgll asleep. Thinking always made
him sleepy.^96
The Swallow's love of exotic pleasures balances the Prince's
humanitarian sympathies:-
He told him of the red ibises, who stand in long
rows on the banks of the Kile, and catch goldfish
in their beaks; of the Sphinx, who is as old as
the world itself, and lives in the desert, and
knows everything; of the merchants, who walk
slowly by the side of their camels and carry
amber beads in their hands; of the King of the
Mountains of the Moon, who is as black as ebony,
and worships a large crystal; of the great green
snake that sleeps in a palm-tree, and has twenty
priests to feed it with honey-cakes; and of the
pygmies who sail over a big lake on large flat
leaves, and are always at war with the butterflies.
'Dear little Swallow,' said the Prince, 'You tell
me of marvellous things, but more marvellous than
anything is the suffering of men and women.
There is no Mystery so great as Misery.'^97
The Prince's love of men and the Swallow's love of the Prince both




end God takes them "both to Paradise, Seen in terms of beauty
and ugliness, the tale advocates inner beauty of feeling rather
than outer splendour.
The Nightingale and The Hose is much sadder, because here
the sacrifice appears to be useless. In general terms it re¬
presents the contrast between real and unreal love, between self-
less and selfish love. As in the other tales, except The
Devoted Friend, we are plunged immediately into the story. It
begins
'She said that she would dance with me if I
brought her red roses,' cried the young
Student. 'but in all my garden there is no red
rose.'^98
The crux of the plot i3 stated in the first sentence. The Student's
love is calf-love, melodramatic and shallow. Again we have to
look inside as well as out: he was a very good-looking young man,
but his lack of depth is shown in the story, and it is clear from
the start that if his lover puts so much importance on his bring¬
ing her a rose, she is indulging a caprice, not feeling true love.
The Nightingale listened to the Student's lament, and went to seek
a rose for him.
There was only one way to obtain a red rose - by sacrificing her
ovm life, singing with her breast against a thorn. But to the
Nightingale love was very important:- '"Yet Love is better than
life, and what is the heart of a bird compared to the heart of a
^98Tales. p. 187
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man?"'^99 So all night she sang of love as the thorn pierced
her; the thorn is the cost of the rose. As she died at dawn,
it was perfected. The Student took it to his love, who rejected
it in favour of jewels from another suitor. In disgust, the
Student threw the rose away ana returned to his "books.
The Nightingale's love \?as perfect, almost Christlike love:-
'the Love that is perfected hy Death, the Love that dies not in
the tomb.'^00 -The story can even "be read as a Christian allegory;
the Nightingale must sacrifice herself wholly for love:-
'If you want a red rose,' said the Tree, 'you must
huild it out of music by moonlight, and stain it
with your own heart's-blood. You must sing to me
with your breast against a thorn. All night long
you must sing to me, and the thorn must pierce
your heart, and your life-blood must flow into my
veins, and become mine.'501
It can also be seen as an allegory of art, as Merle has suggested.
The Nightingale can symbolise the destiny of the artist who must
sing with utmost agony for the sake of a capricious, uncomprehend¬
ing public. In fact, for once we can almost completely agree
with Wilde's comment on his own work!-
I am afraid that I don't think as much of the
Student as you do. He seems to me a rather
shallow young man and almost as bad as the girl
he thinks he loves. The nightingale is the
true lover, if there is one. She, at least,
is Romance, and the Student and the girl are, like
most of us, unworthy of Romance. So, at least,
it seems to me, but I like to fancy that there
may be many meanings in the tale, for in writing
it I did not start with an idea and clothe it





make it "beautiful,enough to have many secrets
and many answers.^02
Again, the pathos is enlivened by gentle wit: the Student could
not understand the Nightingale, 'for he only knew the things
that are written down in hooks'5^3, we can compare Wilde's
dictum: 'But it is well to remember from time to time that
nothing that is worth knowing can be taught.
The Christian idealism of The Selfish Giant, as of The
Happy Prince, is quite open. The tale is one of the simplest
Wilde wrote, uncomplicated in style, in plot, in significance.
The story starts in the Giant's garden, when he is away on a
long visit. The children used to play there every afternoon,
but when the Giant returned he angrily drove them out. Now the
Children had nowhere to play, and the birds and flowers left the
garden in sympathy. Snow and frost invaded the garden, and it
wasperpetualwinter there. One day, the Giant heard sounds
of spring, and looking out of his window saw children in all but
one of the t?/elve trees in the garden, and blossoms everywhere
except in one corner where a little boy too small to reach his
tree cried in the snow. The Giant hurried out to help him up,
and vowed the children could always play there. He broke down
the wall, but he could never again see the little boy who had





old to play with the children and watched them from a chair.
One day in winter he saw one corner of the garden full of blossoms,
and in it, his favourite child, with nail-wound3 on his hands
and feet. The child took his soul to Paradise,
The very shortness of this tale seems to indicate that Wilde
knew that he could not sustain a theme so perilously close to
sentimentality for long: the style is not richly decorated, and
there is only one tiny flash of wits-
After the seven years were over he had said all
that he had to say, for his conversation was
limited, and he determined to return to his ovm
castle.505
1 must remain a question of personal opinion whether Wilde suc¬
ceeded in sustaining the appropriate tone in this tale: I feel
it is perhaps his least successful as a work of art, and one
cause of this may be that the style of narration is direct, and
is not enlivened, as in the other tales, with dialogue.
Certainly the two tales following take refuge much more in
subjects which if they are not slighter,a t least do not attempt
to reach the sublime. There is more wit, and more dialogue,
which Wilde handles expertly, and ?/ith which he can control the
effect at will. The Devoted Friend is a delightful satire on
selfishness, pomposity and hypocrisy. Unlike the other stories,
it is set in a double frame. The story is told as a result of
a discussion between a Linnet and a Water-rat, The introduction
505Tales, p, 201
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is fresh and interesting) the animals lively and life-like. The
old Water-rat had 'bright "beady eyes and stiff grey whiskers, and
his tail was like a long hit of hlack indiarubber. *"*^: The
little ducks looked like yellow canaries, and their mother was
'pure white with real red legs'. The discussion of love leads
the Water-rat to declare that he, a bachelor, prefers the idea of
devoted friendship: #MI should expect my devoted friend to "be
devoted to me, of course."'-*07 And the Linnet offers to tell a
story.
Its hero is Hans, an 'honest little fellow', whose garden
is described in the nearest approach to the decorative style that
this story offers, a list of those English flowers best loved
by Shakespeare and Keats. The story really concentrates on the
Miller's self-satisfied attitude towards friendship, and second¬
arily, in contrast, of Hans' own. The Miller's devition takes
the form of helping himself to any of Hans* few possessions that
takes his fancy, with no thought of return, although Hans was poor
and the Miller very rich. In winter, when Hans was very badly
off, the Miller deserted him, with splendidly casuistical reasons
for so doing
'There is no good in my going to see little Hans
as long as the snow lasts,* the Miller used to say
to his wife, 'for when people are in trouble they




visitors. That at least is my idea about friend¬
ship, and I am sure I am right. So I shall wait
till the spring comes, and then I shall pay him
a visit, and he will be able to give me a large
basket of primroses, and that will make him so
happy.*508
In contrast, the Miller*s son offered to share his porridge with
Hans, but with reasoning typical of some Victorian commercial
thinking the Miller poured scorn on the idea:-
*Why, if little Hans came up here, and saw our
warm fire, and our good supper, and our great cask
of red wine, he might get envious, and envy is a
most terrible thing, and would spoil anybody's
nature. I certainly will not allow Hans* nature to
be spoiled. I am his best friend, and I will
always watch over him, and see that he is not
led into any temptations. Besides, if Hans
came here, he might ask me to let him have some
flour on credit, and that I could not do. Flour
is one thing, and friendship is another, and they
should not be confused. '->99
With the coming of spring, the Miller duly went for his
flowers, and promised to give Hans his old, worn-out wheelbarrow.
On the strength of this promise, he proceeded to take up all
Hans* time, making him work all day and neglect his garden, and
feeling very generous all the time. Hans was very impressed by
the Miller's talk, which was full of 'beautiful ideas*, and the
Miller encouraged him:- '"At present you have only the practice
of friendship: some day you will have the theory also."'-^0
One stormy evening the Miller came to ask Hans to fetch a doctor





happened to it. Hans trudged off in the dark, and three hours
later woke the Doctor and fulfilled his errand. But on the way
home he lost his way, fell into a deep hole and was drowned. The
Miller took first place at the funeral, as Hans* best friend.
When the Linnet finishes the story, the Water-rat is waiting
to hear more of the Miller
'I'm afraid you don't quite see the moral of the
story,* remarked the Linnet.
'The what?' screamed the Water-rat.
'The moral ...'
•Well, really,' said the Water-rat, in a very angry
manner, 'I think you should have told me that
before you began. If you had done so, I certainly
would not have listened to you; in fact, I should
have said "Pooh" like the critic.'511
This subject is much more within Wilde's scope, and he tackles it
superbly, conveying character in conversation, and by implication
uncovering layer upon layer of hypocrisy and self-deception.
The hero of The Remarkable Rocket is just as disagreeable as
the Miller. The Rocket*3 besetting sin is vanity, and the story
shows the impregnability of genuine vanity, which cannot accept
insult, but transforms it to compliment, and will not accept mis¬
fortune but always believes in its own over-weening importance,
and organises all its ideas round this central concept. The
Rocket was one of a display of fireworks to be let off in honour
of the marriage of the Prince and Princess, though the Rocket
believed they were married in his honour. The fireworks talked
511Ibid. p. 230-1
20b.
among themselves, establishing characters in a few words. The
Rocket broke in:-
He spoke with a very slow, distinct voice,
as if he were dictating his memoirs, and
alv/ays looked over the shoulder of the
person to whom he was talking. In fact, he
had a most distinguished manner.512
He related his history, inadvertently mispronouncing a word, which
a Bengal Light ventured to correct:-
*»7ell, I said Pylotechnic,' answered the
Rocket, in a severe tone of voice, and the
Bengal Light felt so crushed that he began
at once to bully the little squibs, in order
to show that he was 3till a person of some
importance.313
The Rocket proudly demanded complete attention:-
'I am always thinking about myself, and I
expect everybody else to do the 3ame. That
is what is called sympathy. It is a beaut¬
iful virtue, and X possess it in a high
degree. *5Id-
He attempted to spread despondency because of imaginary dis¬
asters which might occur to the Prince and Pri: cess later, and
finally wept over them, which had the effect of damping his gun¬
powder. When the magnificent display was set off, he could not
be lit, and next day was thrown away as 'a bad rocket*, but in his
mind he misheard this as *grand rocket.' Landing in a ditch, he





tried to patx-onise the natives, a talkative Frog and a practical
Buck who admired hard work. The Rocket pooh-poohed thist-
'I have no sympathy myself with industry of
any kind, least of all with such industries
as you seen to recommend. Indeed, I have
always been of opinion that hard work is
simply the refuge of people who have nothing
whatever to do1*519
At last, two little hoys building a bonfire put him on top, lit it
and went to sleep while the kettle boiled. The Rocket exploded
in full sunlight with no one to see, his stick falling on a Goose,
'Good heavensJ* cried the Goose. 'It is going
to rain sticksj and she rushed into the water.
'I knew I bkoulci ere. to a great sensation,'
gasped tue Rocket, and he went out.^1°
This gentle and penetrating satire of the quality of real egotism is
vivid and entertaining, and like The devoted frienu depends
largely on dialogue for its effects.
The stories of A Rouse of -omegrcv .ates do not depend on
dialogue to anythin, like the same extent. They deal more with
problems of the soul than with problems of character. The
decorative, ©mate element of description which showed fitfully
in the first collection is here elaborated and becomes very
important. Although it contains only four tales, the collection
is twice as long, and each story is more elaborate, in style, in
plot and in symbolism, and only rarely is there a hint of a moral.




more exotic and the decoration often oriental. With this more
intense style and the disappearance of the 'morals*, the light
wit of The Happy Prince largely vanishes also. The whole tone
becomes more serious: although most of the tales in The Happy
Prince ended in death, death now becomes more real, and cruel and
bloody events occur. Suffering becomes a major theme, and the
necessity of purgatorial experience. There is a strong vein of
fatality, and a vein of great sadness: despite the Christian
framework which is often present, the over-riding sense of doom
gives an impression of paganism. Hope is present but not emphas¬
ised, and the absence of rewards for virtue in this world is made
more terrible by the omission in general of hope of a next world.
There is underlying personal feeling and a hint of self-identif¬
ication with the evil and the suffering.
The Young King was published in December, 1868, only six
months after The Happy Prince, and it is nearer to it in style
and spirit than the later stories of A House of Pomegranates. In
fact, it has several superficial similarities with The Happy
Prince. Like the Happy Prince, the Young King goes through a
time of loving pleasure and beauty to the exclusion of all else:
like the Happy Prince he learns better, and cares about the poor
and wretched in his dominions. The skeleton of the story seems
like a political tract, but the style of telling it, with vivid
visual pictures, quite transforms it.
The tale begins the night before the Young King's coronation.
207.
He was brought up as a goatherd, hut was the son of the Princess,
whose fearful love story is hinted at, surrounded with mystery an
romance. She lay dead in a deserted cemetery 'where it was said
that another body wa also lying, ti±at of a young man of marvel¬
lous and foreign beauty, whose hands were tied behind him with a
Knotted cord, and whose breast was stabbed with many red wounds.
This romantic,tragic background is very similar to that provided
for Dorian Gray in the extended version. On his death-bed the old
King had recognised the young goather, and he had been brought to
the palace, where the wonderful beauty of his surroundings had had
a marvellous effect on him. The Happy Prince had lived in the
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Palace of Vians-oouci" , and the Young King now discovered a new
world of delight in his palace, called Joyeuse. lie was quite
captivated by beauty:- 'like one who was seeking to find in
beauty an anodyne from pain, a sort of restoration from sickness.
His wild adoration of beautiful objects is exemplified, and his
eagerness for more. Like Dorian Gray, he collected rare and costly
materials, and most of all he was preoccupied by his coronation
robes. He had given orders to spare no expense or 1about to make
these outstandingly beautiful. He felt perfectly happy*-
'Never before had he felt so keenly, or with such exquisite joy,






When he slept, however, he dreamt three dreans which were in
stark contrast to the preceding richness. In the first, he watched
pale, stunted people toiling over looms:- *A horrible odour
filled the place. The air was foul and heavy, and the walls
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dripped and streamed with damp.' He spoke to a weaver and
questioned him.
'In war,' answered the weaver, 'the strong make
slaves of the weak, and in peace the rich make
slaves of the poor. We must work to live, and
they give us such mean wages that we die.'->22
The plight of the weavers is described in unpleasant detail, and
at last <6he King discovered that it was his own coronation robe
they were weaving, and awoke with a loud cry.
His next dream is similar in theme, hut well contrasted vis¬
ually. The King was on a galley rowed by slaves, overseen by a
richly clad negro master. They reached a bay and halted, and
here is one of the sharp visual glimpses, only indirectly relevant,
that make the story like a rich tapestry
Three Arabs mounted on wild asses rode out and
threw spears at them. The master of the galley
took a painted bow in his hand and shot one of
them in the throat. He fell heavily into the
surf, and his companions galloped away. A
woman wrapped in a yellow veil followed slowly
on a camel,, looking back now and then at the
dead body. 2"-*
A slave was sent down time and again to search for pearls. This





The slave "brought up a huge pearl, and died horribly.
And the master of the galley laughed, and
reaching out, he took the pearl, and when he
saw it he pressed it to his forehead ana "bowed.
'It shall be,' he said, 'for the sceptre of
the Young King.'52d
Again the King woke with a cry.
His last dream is also a contrast in its surroundings, for
it takes place on t_he outskirts of a tropical forest. Again the
visual description is like a moving picture:-
there he saw an immense multitude of men toil¬
ing in the bed of a dried-up river. They
swarmed up the crag like ants. They dug' deep
pits in tie ground and went down into them.
Some of them cleft the rocks with great axes;
others grabbled in the sand. They tore up
the cactus by its roots, and trampled on the
scarlet blossoms. They hurried about, calling
to each other, and no man was idle.^22
Over these workers Death and Avarice quarrelled. Avarice represents
the greed of acquisitive man. She had three grains of corn, for
one of which Death pleaded. On her first refusal, Death sent
Ague to kill one third of the men. On her second, Death sent
Fever to destroy more. Avarice pleaded:-
'thou art cruel. There is famine in the walled
cities of India, and the cisterns of Samarcand have
run dry. There is famine in the walled cities of
Egypt, and the locusts have come up from the desert.
The Nile has not over-flowed its banks, and the priests
have nursed Isis and Osiris. Get thee gone to -





But still she would not surrender any of her com:-
And Death laughed again, and he whistled through
his fingers, and a woman came flying through
the air. Plague was written upon her fore¬
head, and a crowd of lean vultures wheeled
round her. She covered the valley with her
wings, and no raan was left alive.527
The Young King learned that the men had "been searching for rubies
for his crown, and awoke a third time with a great cry.
Next day the King refused to wear his robes, and the nobles
ridiculed him. More, as he rode to his coronation in his goat¬
herd's garments, the people complained:-
'Sir, knowest thou not that out of the luxury of the
rich cometh the life of the poor? By your pomp we
are nurtured, and your vices give us bread. To
toil for a master is bitter, but to have no master to
toil for is more bitter still. Thihkest thou that
the ravens will feed us? And what cure hast thou
for these things?'528
Even the bishop rebuked him, in the Biblical intonation that is
part of the fascination of the tale:-
'Will thou take the leper for thy bedfellow, and
set the beggar at thy board? Shall the lion do
thy bidding, and the wild boar obey thee? Is
not He who made misery wiser than thou art? ...
And as for thy dreams, think no more of them.
The burden of this world is too great for one man
to bear, and the world's sorrow too heavy for one
heart to suffer.*
'Sayest thou that in this house?'929
The Young King knelt to pray, and nobles rushed in, intent on kill¬





miracle, and a great light shone from the altar.
The Young King is like the Happy Prince, hut the Young King
did not attempt distribution in the tale. He was concerned only
with denouncing the causes of misery. It is a clear, ringing
denunciation of evil in society, the kind of political statement
Wilde made in The Soul of Man with more intellectual argument "but
less Imaginative force. This is the supreme expression of Wilde's
humanitarian feelings.
The Birthday of the Infanta has by far the slightest plot in
the second collection, and is the most richly decorated. Wilde
himself called it 'a study in black and silver*, and considered it
his best story *in point of style'-^0 A good deal of space is
devoted to historical scene-set tings as in Dorian Gray and The
Young King, the Infanta is the product of a tragic love affair,
daughter of a beautiful mother who died very young. Prom the time
of her death, the King had grieved madly, and refused all suggest¬
ions of a second alliances- 'the King of Spain was already wedded
to Sorrow, and ... though she was a barren bride he loved her
5^51
better than Beauty'. J The young queen's death gives an early
clue to one of the themes of the storys throughout, there is
admiring description of the beauty and culture of the Spanish
court, the acme of ritualised civilisation, and an implicit com¬
parison with more gentle nature. The King helped to hasten the
Queen's death, for 'he had failed to notice that the elaborate
~^°Masonj Bibliography 1914 > p. 174.
Tales, p. 34
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ceremonies "by which he sought to please her did hut aggravate the
strange malady from which she suffered.'33** Seen as a whole,
the story celehrates the pomp, culture and cruelty of the civil¬
ised court: the marriage of the King and Queen was marked hy
the grand public entry into Madrid with the
customary celebration of high mass at the Church
of La Atocha, and a more than usually solemn
auto-da-fe, in which nearly three hundred here¬
tics, amongst whom were many Englishmen, had
b^een delivered over to the secular arm to be
burned.
The joy and simplicity of the Dwarf, the child of Nature,
form a severe criticism of the decadent civilisation of courtly
Spain. He is liked by the birds for his kindness, and in cont¬
rast to the courtly entertainments given for the Infanta*s birth¬
day, he plans for her the natural amusements of forest life:
*IIe would bring her acorn-cups and dew-drenched anemones, aand tiny
glow-worms to be stars in the pale gold of her hair.
Rousseau*s idea of the happy, noble savage is contrasted vividly
with the elaborate civilisation which makes sport of him.
The Infanta is described as a copy of a famous portrait by
Velasquez:-
Her robe was of gray satin, the skirt and the
wide puffed sleeves heavily embroidered with
silver, and the stiff corset studded with rows
of fine pearls. Two tiny slippers with big
pink rosettes peeped out beneath her dress as
she walked. Pink and pearl was her great
gauze fan, and in her hair, which like an aureole
of faded gold stood out stiffly round her_pale
little face, she had a beautiful rose.222





Six pages are devoted to describing the special entertainments
provided for the Infanta's "birthday, a mock bull-fight, a French
tight-rope walker, an Italian puppet show, an African juggler,
the solemn minuet 'performed by the dancing boys from the church
of Nuestra Senora Del Pilar', the mad dancing of the gypsies and
the antics of a bear .and some Barbary apes. Much of this des¬
cription, as Herzog points out, was 'local colour' provided by
Gautier's Voyage en Eaoagne. Despite their very slight relevance,
these events are described with a lavishness which does not intrude
on the story, as do the random lists of objets d'art in Dorian
Gray, but adds to its atmosphere.
The dancing of the Dwarf, however, formed the climax of
delight: 'even at the Spanish Court, always noted for its culti¬
vated passion for the horrible, so fantastic a little monster had
never been seen,' Happy, and unconscious of his ugliness,
he danced while the children roared with laughter at his deformity.
He fell in love with the beautiful Infanta, who ordered hira to
dance again after her birthday feast. The Dwarf, delighted,
believed that she loved him, and planned to take her to the forest
and entertain her with pastoral delights. He crept into the
palace in search of her, passing through wonderful chambers dec¬
orated chiefly in silver, gold and black. In the last, most
beautiful room, he saw a little figure watching him, and Wilde's
^Tales. p. kk.
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description of Ms slow realisation that the little monster he sees
is his own reflection is "brilliant and very tender. At last 'He
crawled, like some wounded thing, into the shadow, and lay there
moaning,*337
The children found him thus, and laughed even more at his
antics of despair. The Infanta demanded that he should dance
again, "but the Chamberlain found he was dead of a "broken heart.
And the little Infanta frowned, and her dainty
rose-leaf lips curled in pretty disdain. 'For
the future let those who come to play with me
have no hearts,' ftshe cried, and she ran out
into the garden.33°
Like Dorian Gray, the Dwarf comes to recognise his own ugliness,
and it "breaks his heart. The story is a tragic version of the
traditional story of The Lady and The Fool, for the Infanta is
"beautiful only externally. She is cruel and unfeeling, and the
Dwarf's inner "beauty can never be revealed to her: she is a
childish fore-runner of Salome, beautiful, proud, aloof and obses¬
sed with her own desires.
The Fisherman and His Soul is the longest and strangest of the
tales: it is full of symbolism, and seems to tempt the reader to
interpret the symbols. But its complexity is too great for any
allegorical explanation, and perhaps Wilde's early plan grew more
complex with the writing, so that now there can be no simple inter¬





the Orient, and a strange pathos# Merle suggests that the Mermaid
represents beauty, which can only be left for a different beauty,
however chimerical, or that the Sea-folk represent a pagan concep¬
tion of life which should not be condemned by Christianity but
reconciled with it# Hartley traces much of the Oriental descrip¬
tion to Flaubert* s Salamabo., and Ojala compares the relation
of the Fisheman and his Soul to that between Apollonius and St#
Anthony in Flaubert*s La Tentation#
The poor Fisherman one day caught a beautiful mermaid in his
net, who is described in Biblical terms almost reminiscent of the
Song of Solomon:
Her hair was as a wet fleece of gold, and each
each separate hair as a thread of fine gold in
a cup of glass. Her body was as white ivory,
and her tail was of silver and pearl# Silver
and pearl was her tail, and the green weeds of the
sea coiled round itj and like sea-shells were
her ears, and her lips were like sea-coral.-^1
lie released her when she promised to sing for him and attract fish
to his nets, but daily as she did so he loved her more and neg¬
lected his work# She said she could not love him unless he
sent away his human soul. Full of love, he determined to do so,
and went to the Priest, who cursed the Sea-folk and sensual love,
and sternly sent him away# At last he went to a young Witch, who
admired his beauty# She offered to perform all kinds of magic for
him, but shuddered when he made his request. But she agreed to
539iiartley, p. 87.
5h0 O^ala I, 175.
^Tales, p. 68.
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help him if he would dance with her at midnight at*Withhes'Sabbat:
511.2
This is the first time the importance of dancing is emphasised. ^
As they danced, Satan was in their midst, and the Witch led
the Fisherman to do homage. But in sudden terror he made the
sign of the Cross, and all fled. The witch tried to escape, but
he held her tight and forced from her the secret he was searching
for. She gave him a knife with which he could sever his soul -
in the shape of his shadow - from his body. The Soul pleaded
not to be sent away, and above all: *"If indeed thou must drive
me from thee, send me not forth without a heart. The world is
5ii.-z
cruel, give me thy heart to take with me." But the Fisher¬
man refused, and sent him away, the Soul promising to come to the
shore once a year and call to him. The Fisherman descended to
his Mermaid and the Soul went off alone.
After this point the story takes on a complex tri-partite
structure; everything happens in threes in the manner of tradition¬
al fairy 3tories. After the first year, the Soul called the
Fisherman, and told him wonderful stories of his journeys in the
East. Without a real body or a heart, the Soul was invincible
and wicked, but his descriptions are exciting ana vivid. He told
of his journeys among the Tartars, and the battles he fought:
We fought with the Magadae, who are born old,
and grow younger and younger every year, and




tiie Laktroi who say that they are the sons of
tigers, and paint themselves yellow and black;
and with the Aurantes who hury their dead on
the tops of trees, and themselves live in dark
caverns lest the Sun, who is their god, should
slay them; and with the Krkmnians who worship
a crocodile, and give it earrings of green grass,
and feed it with hutter and fresh fowls; and with
the Agazoribae, who are dog-faced; and with the
Sihans, who have horse's feet, and run more swiftly
than horses.'545
He told of his search for the god of a city; twice the priest
tried to deceive him, hut the third time he saw it, the Mirror
of Wisdom. '"And I did a strange thing, hut what I did matters
not, for in a valley that is hut a day's journey from this plac0
have 1 hidden the Mirror of Wisdom. "'545 He 0pfQred the PiSherman
all wisdom, hut he preferred love, and returned to the sea.
After the second year tie Soul told of his journeys in the
South, and his dealings with a young Eraperor who, filled with fear
because he could not destroy the Soul, offered it half his wealth.
But despite the magnificence that is shown to him, the Soul deman¬
ded the leaden rijig the Emperor wore, and it was refused. '"And
I did a strange thing, hut what I did matters not, for in a cave
that is hut a day's journey from this place have I hidden the Ring
of Riches."'54^ gut the Fisherman preferred love to riches, and
went hack to the sea.
The third year the Soul had a simpler tale - that of a dancing
girl in an inn:-





her feet were naked. Eaked were her feet, and
they roved, over the car-pet like little white
pigeons.*>+'
The Fisherman was at last tempted: *he remembered that trie little
™^ fec, ^ could no, daucc'^8, a„d, «,
return soon, he enei'geu from the sea and embraced his Coul. Again,
they visited three places. In the first, the Goul tempted the
Fisherman to steal, although afterwards he repented. In the
second, the Soul told the Fisherman to smite a child, and he did
so, again repenting afterwards. Finally the Goul tempted the
Fisherman to murder a merchant who had given aim hospitality, and
when he had done it the Fisherman accused his Goul of evil, ,HY/hen
thou didst send me forth into the world thou gave3t me no heart,
so I learned to do all these things and love them."*-^
The Fisherman determined to pay no heed to hie evil Soul, and
to return to his beloved, but learnt that he could never send his
Soul away again, he returned to the bay where he met the Mermaid,
and for a year the Soul tempted him with evil which he resisted
by the power of his love. Go the Coul tried for another year to
tempt him with good,a ttempting to excite humanitarian feelings in
the Fisherman, who was too absorbed in love to listen. Finally
the Soul begged his pity, and ashed leave to enter his heart, and
because the Goul had suffered alone without a heart the Fisherman





There was a cry of mourning, and the dead body of the Mermaid floated
ashore. The Fisherman confessed to his dead love, and would not
obey his Soul's exhoifetions to flee, but cried out, again in the
language of the Authorised Version:
Love is better than wisdom,and more precious
than riches, and fairer than the feet of the
daughters of men. The fires cannot destroy
it, nor can the waters quench it.550 ^
He was drowned, and his heart broke, letting the Soul enter.
In the epilogue, the Priest went to bless the sea, and found
the bodies. He cursed the sea instead:
'And as for him who for love's sake forsook
God, and so lieth here with his leman slain
by God's judgement, take up his body and the
body of his leman, and bury them in the corner
of the Field of the Pullers, and set no mark above
them, nor sign of any kind, that none may know the
place of their resting. For accursed were
they in their lives, and accursed shall they be
in their deaths also.'551
After the third year, the Priest went to the chapel to rebuke the
people and found it full of strange, sweet flowers which made him
speak of love instead. He learnt that the flowers came from the
Fullers' Field, and next day he blessed the sea and all wild
things:
All the things in God's world be blessed, and the
people were filled with joy and wonder. Yet
never again in the corner of the Fullers' Field
grew flowers of any kind, but the field remained
barren even a a before. Nor came the Se&-folk




they went to another part of the sea. ^
It is a marvellous and gripping story which does not easily supply
an allegorical explanation hut is amply rich as it stands.
Y/ith The Star-Child we return to the more sober, seeming real¬
istic world of The Young Kin;-;;. It owes much to the Christian
legend of St, Julian Hospitaller, which was retold by Flaubert. J
The debt is discernible in both plot and atmosphere.
It starts 'once upon a time', in true fairy tale fashion, and
has a moral which combines the precepts of the two ladies in
Kingsley's Water Babies:- "Do-as-you-would-be-done-by, and Be-done-
by-as-you-did". The story begins with two poor woodcutters strug¬
gling home in frightful cold, and complaining '"life is for the
rich, and not for such as we are ... Injustice has parcelled out
the world, nor is there equal division of aught save of sorrow."'-^4
Suddenly they saw a very bright star fall nearby, and hunted to
find the gold they believed would mark the spot. But when they
reached it they found a sleeping child in a golden cloak. One
wished to leave it, for he could hardly support his own children,
but the other took pity on it. His wife was upset, and did not
want the child, but he asked: '"Into a house where a heart is hard
555cometh there not always a bitter wind?1"-^^ Then she accepted the







Every year the Star-Child became more beautiful. 'Yet did
his beauty work him evil. For he grew proud, and cruel, and
selfish. He had the same unhealthy, destructive love of
beauty as had Dorian Gray and the Young King: 'he was as one
anamoured of beauty' and like the cruel Infanta, 'would mock at
the weakly and ill-favoured, and make jest of them'.-^ One day
he threw stones at an old beggarwoman, who revealed herself as
his mother: when he found out, he despised her, drove her away
and refused to kiss her: '"Ray," said the 8tar~Child,"but thou art
too foul to look at,and rather would I kiss the adder or the toad
than thee,"'When she had gone he returned to his companions
who rejected him because 'his face was as the face of a toad,
. 559
and his body was scaled like an adder,He realised this was
a punishment for his cruelty,and resolved to find his mother and
seek forgiveness. The animals would not help him search, because
he had ill-treated them, and men drove him away because he was so
repulsive.
For the space of three years he wandered over the
world, and in the world there was neither love nor
loving-kindness nor charity for Mm, but it was
even such a world as he had made for himself in the
days of his great pride.^b0
He came to a city and was sold as a slave to an old magician,
who set him three tasks; the triple motif recurs again. He had







former character was "beautiful externally "but cruel inside. He
looked in vain for the gold, and saved a Hare from a trap, whereupon
the Hare showed him the gold. At the gate of the city a leper
appealed to him for money: out of pity he gave him the gold, and
was cruelly punished. The next day he was sent for yellow gold;
again the Hare helped him, the leper Pegged the gold and the Star-
Child v;as punished. The third day, in search of red gold the same
adventures "befell him, "but as he entered the city the people hailed
him as king. His "beauty was restored, but he refused the crown,
still determined to seek his mother. But suddenly he saw the
beggarwoman and the leper, and he cried and kissed his mother's feet,
and begged the leper to intercede for him for forgiveness.
They told him to rise, and they became a King and Queen,
revealing themselves as his parents. He was made King, and ruled
justly.
ITor would he suffer any to be cruel to bird or beast,
but taught love and loving-kindness and charity, and
to the poor he gave bread, and to the naked he gave
raiment, and there was peace and plenty in the land.
Yet ruled he not long, so great had been his suffering,
and so bitter the fire of his testing, for after the
space of three-years he died. And he whom came after him
ruled evilly.561
The human predicament is starkly stated here: each man must
work out his own salvation. The basic theme of this story, as of
so many of the others, is the contrast of physical and spiritual
beauty, and the infinite superiority of the latter. The tales lend
credence to Tilde's assertion of the moral of Dorian Pray, which,
except to the prejudiced, is already obvious, for Dorian Gray is yet
another variation on the same theme.




Part I Lyrical Drama
There are several reasons for treating one side of Wilde's
drama immediately after the Tales and the poems in prose, reasons
of similarity of style, tone, symbolism, influence and origin.
Wilde's drama is generally divided into two kinds, with the four
comedies on one side and Salome on the other. Clearly, Salome
is a different kind of play. But Salome is not alone: there are
fragments and accounts of several other plays which seem more
truly related to A House of Pomegranates than to Lady Windermere's
Fan and The Importance of Being Earnest. These plays are basically
more concerned with Drama and decorated style than the comedies,
and contain no witty epigrams and paradoxes,
Of course, there are similarities: the dramatic plots of
Lady Windermere's Fan, A Woman of No Importance and An Ideal Husband
are fundamentally akin to the lyrical dramas in their preoccupations,
but there is a difference in kind. Arthur Ransome, one of the
earliest critics of 'Wilde, has best defined the difference:-
'Wilde delighted in laughter, but also in a quality in emotion
almost hostile to laughter, a quality that I can best describe as
magnificence'. He goes on:- 'It is possible that we owe The
Importance of Being Earnest to the fact that the Censor prevented
Sarah Bernhardt from playing 3alome at the Palace Theatre. For
though Wilde had the secret of a wonderful laughter, he preferred
22k»
to think of himself as a person with magnificent dreams. He would
rather have been a magician than a jester. The well-dressed
modern plays starved too many of his intimate desires. He was
unable to clothe magnificent emotions in evening dress.'
P.P. Howe compares 'the group of plays which Wilde wrote out of
his cleverness to please the managers' with 'the group of plays
(2)
which he wrote to please himself. ' But both groups of plays
demonstrate the fundamental qualities of Wilde as playwright, a
great sense of 'theatre', technical mastery of situation, with
dramatic exits and entrances, and clever preparation of effects,
and on the other hand his typical preoccupation with words, used
in each group for very different ends. Like the fairy tales, the
lyrical drama is characterised by decorative style, 'magnificence',
while the social comedies are distinguished by wit and precision of
language. In its own style, each introduced something new in its
emphasis on style in a theatre where playwrights had forgotten how
to use words.
To see the extent of Wilde's renovation of language in his
different styles, we need only compare the opening of one of the
Nineties' greatest theatrical successes, Arthur Wing Pinero's
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray with the openings of The Importance of
Being Earnest and Salome. Like Earnest. Mrs. Tanquerav is set in
the present; like Salome, it is a drama, not a social comedy.
The comparison of the openings gives an idea at lea3t of Wilde's
(•^Ransome, pp. 153 - 154.
(2)
t,P, Howe, Dramatic Portraits. 1913, p« 102.
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superiority of technique in introducing theme or character. The
Second Mrs, Tancueray opens with an after-dinner conversation:-
Misquith: Aubrey, it is a pleasant yet dreadful
fact to contemplate, but it's nearly
fifteen years since I first dined with
you. You lodged in Piccadilly in those
days, over a hat-shop. Jayne, I met
you at that dinner, and Cayley Drummle.
Jayne: Yes, yes. What a pity it is that Cayley
isn't here tonight.
Aubrey: Confound the old gossipI His empty chair
has been staring us in the face all through
dinner. I ought to have told Morse to
take it away.
Misquith: Odd, his sending no excuse.
Aubrey: I'll walk round to his lodgings later on
and ask after him.
Misquith: I'll go ?/ith you.
Jayne: So will I.
Aubrey: (Opening the cigar cabinet). Doctor, it's
useless to tempt you, I know ... I particularly
wished Cayley Drummle to be one of us tonight.
You two fellows and Cayley are my closest, my
best friends -
Misquith: My dear Aubreyl^^
This conversation is unremarkable as regards style, and very obvious
in technique. Compare the careless insouciance with which Wilde
introduces Earnest:-
Algernon: Did you hear what I was playing, Lane?
Lane: I didn't think it polite to listen, sir.
Algernon: I'm sorry for that, for your sake. I
don't play accurately - anyone can play
accurately - but I play with wonderful
expression. As far as the piano is
concerned, sentiment is my forte. I
keep science for Life.
(3)fpfie oeeona Mrs. Tanqueray. pp. 2-3.
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Lane: Yes, sir.
Algernon: And, speaking of the science of Life, have
you got the cucumber sandwiches cut for
Lady Bracknell?
Lane: Yes, sir.
Algernon: (inspects them, takes two, and sits down
on the sofa): Oh'. ... by the way, Lane,
I see from your book that on Thursday night,
when Lord Shoreman and Mr. Worthing were
dining with me, eight bottles of champagne
are entered as having been consumed.
Lane: Yes, sirj eight bottles and a pint.
Algernon: Why is it that at a bachelor's establishment
the servants invariably drink the champagne?
I ask merely for information.
Lane: I attribute it to the superior quality of
the wine, sir. I have often observed that
in married households the champagne is
rarely of a first rate brand. 0+/
Salome begins with the verbal creation of atmosphere, and introduces





Comme la princesse Salome est belle
ce soir.'
Regardez la lune. La lune a I'air
tris Strange. On dirait une fernme
qui sort d'un tombeau, Elle
reasonable h une famine morte. On
dirait qu'elle cherche des morts.
Elle a l'air tr&s etrange. Elle
resseiable & une petite princesse
qui poi'te un voile jaune, et a des
pieds comme des petites colombes
blanches ... On dirait qu'elle
danse.
Elle est comme une femme morte.
Elle va tree lentement. (5)
As lyrical drama, Salome is supreme, but with Salome we can
(^Earnest, pp. 1-2.
(5)
w/Salome. pp. 3 - 6.
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also consider the incomplete plays La Sainte Court!sane and The
Florentine Tragedy. Wilde*s first youthful plays, Vera and The
Duchess of Padua contain elements which point to the dual development
of his dramatic talent. Like the later lyrical drama, they are
remote in time and place from English society in the Nineties.
Immature and melodramatic as Vera is, it already shows his grasp
of the drama of contrast - the Court and the Nihilists, the wit
of Prince Paul and the rhetoric of Vera and the Czarevitch. The
characterisation is simple "but sometimes effective; the Czar, for
instance, fed and kept alive "by his fear of the people, is an
impressive character, with a hint of the Herod of Salome. The
conversation of Prince Paul and his cronies, out of place in this
drama of passion and politics, gives a fir3t indication of the
sophisticated, witty dialogue of the later comedies.
The Duchess of Padua, a pseudo-Shakespearean tragedy, is more
fully in the vein of the lyrical drama. It is patterned in its
action, and like Vera is a play of Love, Revenge and Death. As
Howe points out, the pattern is 'the same theme of double recoil*
as Salome/^ Guido recoils from the Duchess whom he loves when
she murders the Duke for his sake: she in turn recoils from him
and has him arrested for the murder. In Salome. the princess
loves Iokanaan and, scorned, has him killed; Herod desires Salome
and recoils to order her death.
The two early dramas are of little importance, but when we
turn to the more mature plays and projected plays in this genre
(^^Howe, p. 106.
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we find that more and more they are not plays where the action
springs from the characters of the participants, but rather jewelled,
stylised designs. Like Dorian Gray, hut far more so, they are
'essays in decorative art'. Only in this sense can they he
understood and appreciated. They belong to a genre of their own,
with affinities to Maeterlinck's symbolist drama. Often they
illustrate ideas originally expressed in parables or poems in prose
and developed into patterned, stylised dramas, heavy with inevi¬
tability, rituals on a theme. The themes are constant - love,
desire and death,
A ten year gap separates Vera and "The Duchess of Padua from
Salome. La Salnte Oourtiaane and A Plorentine Tragedy. The early
part of these ten years was largely devoted to journalism, hut
Wilde's writing gathered momentum at the end of the 1880's. He
produced the fairy tales, Dorian Gray and Intentions, and when he
came to drama again he had achieved well-founded confidence in
himself, a mature position of critical awareness, and a mastery
of style in various genres. His first new theatrical venture was
Lady Windermere's Fan, and that play demonstrates his advance in
dramatic technique. Salome was written in the same year, and
La Sainte Courtisane and A Plorentine Tragedy were written almost
( 7)
contemporaneously with An Ideal Husband. '
La Salnte Courtisane and A Florentine Tragedy both developed
in Wilde's typical conversational manner. They were told as
See Letters, p. i+27.
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parables and as prose poems, and each illustrates and seems to
develop from one of Wilde's persistent themes. Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree told the skeleton of the story of La Sajnte Court!sane
to Hesketh Pearson, who quotes it in his Life of Oscar Wilde.
It starts: 'It is true: when you convert someone else to your
own faith, you cease to believe in it yourself. Have you not
/ Q\
heard the story of Honorius the Hermit?' He goes on to outline
the story of Myrrhina the royal courtesan, who came into the desert
out of curiosity to overcome Honorius' resistance and make him love
her, because she had heard of his great holiness and contempt for
the world founded on his greater love of C-od. But Honorius taught
her to love God, and asked her to confess her sins. Her recital
made him envious of all he had missed, and he determined to go to
Alexandria. She remained in the desert, 'She, I regret to say,
died of starvation. He, I fear, died of debauchery. That is
(9)
what comes of trying to convert people.'
The portion of the manuscript which survived the pillage of
Wilde's house and his own absentmindedness is much less than the
whole play. / An atmosphere of expectation is created by the talk
of two desert dwellers, and the beginning of Myrrhina's temptation
of Honorius. She has the accents of Salome: 'How strangely he
spake to me, and with what scorn did he regard me, I wonder why
he spake to me so strangely. ' Her speeches are laden, like the




arid with power. The fragment ends:
Myrrhina: Come with me, Honorius, and I will clothe
you in a tunic of silk. I will smear
your body with myrrh and put spikenard
on your hair. I will clothe you in
hyacinth and put honey in your mouth.
Love -
Honorius: There is no love but the love of God.
As it 3tands, the situation is very similar to Salome's
temptation of lokanaan. Honorius is less strongly pictured.
Wilde admitted to Charles Ricketts in 1394:
She continues to say beautiful things, but the
Anchorite always remains mute. I admit her words
are quite unanswerable. I think I shall have to
indicate his replies by stars or asterisks. \10/
La Sainte Courtisane was one of the plays he wished to rewrite in
France after his release from prison, but he could not find the
power: 'Alas, she no longer says marvellous things, the robbers
(11)
have buried her white body and carried away her jewels . . .' v '
But he had great enthusiasm for the plays he wrote in his decorated,
ritualistic manner, and seemed to think of them much more highly
than of the comedies. The lawsuit with ^ueensberry, he points out
to Lord Alfred Douglas in De Profundis, interrupted 'making beautiful,
coloured, musical things such as Salome, and the Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtisane8.
More of A Florentine Tragedy is extant, and it was completed
by T. Sturge Moore, to allow of its performance as a one-act play.
(10^Charles Ricketts, Oscar Wilde: Recollections by Jean Paul Raymond




It is characteristic of Wilde's method that to 'complete' the play,
Sturge Moore had to provide not an end "but a beginning. A Florentine
Tragedy is written in blank verse, which is not of a uniform quality
but is a considerable improvement on The Duchess of Padua. It still
has a Shakespearean ring:-
Nay, you are caught in such a cuoaing vice
That nothing will avail you, and your life
Narrowed into a single point of shame
Ends with that shame and ends most shamefully. '
Again Pearson provides an account of the completed plot, this
time related by Robert Ross, and again we find that basically the
story illustrates a pet theme:
Most people love beauty because their neighbours
love the same beauty. They admire strength
because everyone does so. Very few among us
have the courage openly to set up our own standard
of values and abide by it. You remember v/hat
happened to the -Merchant of Florence? No? Then
I will fell you.v
Simone, a merchant of Florence, married his wife Bianca for her
housewifely qualities, and they had an uneventful married life.
A young prince, Guido, met the wife one day and found her beautiful;
while she blossomed in his interest. One day he was present when
the merchant returned: Simone was thrilled to see him, and offered
to sell him any of his goods. The Prince agreed that the merchant
could state his own terms, and Simone declared his gratitude.
Guido suggested 'What if I asked for your wife?' Simone replied
(13)v -^Salone. pp. 112 - 113.
^ "^Pearson, p. 191.
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that she was only good for a housekeeper, hut Guldo insisted on
her heauty. After a while Simone realised that Guido and 3ianca
were in love, and the men hegan to fight. Bianca told Guido to
kill her hushand, hut Simone overpowered him and killed him.
Then comes the moment of recognition for which the whole tale has
heen a preparation:-
Bianca; Why
Did you not tell me you were so strong?
Simone: Why
Did you not tell me you were beautiful? (*5)
As the style has changed from Biblical prose to blank verse,
so the setting has moved from the Orient to Italy. The movement
of the play is one of cumulative tension, from the entrance of the
husband to the death of the lover, and the mutual discovery of
husband and wife. But it is inferior to Salome, especially in its
often apparent intention which is separate from the action, whereas
in Salome we are not conscious of an external direction of the
action.
There were other plays conceived in conversation and composed
in part in prison, but never written down. These include a drama,
The Cardinal of Arragon. a sordid tale of love and illicit passion,
a play about Moses and Pharoah, and another Biblical subject,
Ahab and Jezebel/*^ There is a recorded poem in prose on this
subject printed as appendix in Vyvyan Holland's Son of Oscar Wilde/
^ 15^Salome, p. Ilk.
(16)
'See Letters, p. 61+9 n.
^17Vp. 261 - 261+.
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Wilde's interest was in Jezebel, another Salome figure:
She was wrapped from head to foot in a robe of woven
gold, and long strands of emeralds coiled about her,
flashing and glinting in the twilight like green
snakes at play. Her long pale hands were circled
with gems, and she looked like some marvellous idol
in her gorgeous and deadly beauty.
Ahab the king wished to fulfil her every desire; she sighed for
Naboth's vineyard. Ahab asked Naboth to sell it to him, but
Naboth, a good-looking youth, refused, for it had been in his
family for generations. Later, Jezebel called Naboth, and made
him sit with her on the throne, drink with her from the king's
cup and kiss her, all against his conscience. Then she called
Ahab, who in blind rage killed Naboth. Then he repented bitterly:
And his grief ate into his very soul, and his
lamentations filled the air. But Jezebel, the
^ueen, smiled a strange, sweet smile and said,
with her voice which was like the sighing of the
summer breeze at evening, so low and soft was it:
'Nay, king, thy lamentations are foolish and thy tears
are vain; rather shouldst thou laugh, for now the
vineyard where the grass is green and where the doves
fly is mine own.' (lo)
Ricketts declared also that he contemplated a drama on <*ueen
Elizabeth i/^^and described Wilde's fascination with Tudor history.
All these subjects are far removed from the world of the social
comedies, and what Wilde might have achieved in this entirely
different dramatic genre is impossible to assess. But we have
one completed play in this genre, Salome, which has had the greatest
European success of any British play.
^"^Son of Oscar Wilde, p. 264.
^^icketts, p, 16,
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'Take Maeterlinck and Flaubert from Wilde's Salome, and what
remains'?' There is no question that we must decide this, for it
( 20 )
was Oscar Wilde who posed the question. ' It is a misleading
question, probably purposely so. True, Flaubert's Herodlade
gave a great deal of local colour to the play, find Maeterlinck
was a technical influence. 'He introduced Wilde to the subtleties
of symbolistic play writing, and many a technical finesse employed
in Salome is derived from Maeterlinck, especially from La Prlncesse
Malelne*.^2 This simple, powerful language was a natural gift
to Wilde, writing in a language that was not his own. Flaubert's
influence was much less direct than many critics have assumed.
He had tackled the same subject as Wilde, in the long short story
Kerodlade, but the differences are very much more noticeable than
the similarities. Heroci iaae is a tale which tries to assemble a
great many diverse elements, to provide a coloured, varied tale.
We are shown in detail Jews and Samaritans, Pharisees and Saducees,
Essenes and Nazarenes, and Herod is presented as at the mercy of
his own character, of his wife, of each of the v/arring factions of
the Jews, and in great fear of the Procunsul Vitellius and his
retinue; obsessed by politics and power, and also, but less
personally than in Wilde's play, with the imprisoned prophet
lokanaan. In every way Flaubert presents the complexity, the
intricate influences at work openly or under cover to move the
^^Waham Robertson, Time Was, 1931» p^ 136.
5620jala, I, 176.
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frightened, ageing Tetrarch: Wilde, on the other hand, rejects
every possible detail, cuts extraneous interests to a bare minimum,
and concentrates the atmosphere, the theme and the action to a ^
quintessence of lust and erotic desires, surrounded by fear and
the inescapability of an implacable destiny. For instance, in
Hdrodiade. it is the ascetic, long-haired Sssene Phanuel who
prophesies the coming death of a man of importance by studying the
stars: in Salome, Herod himself senses the wings of the Angel of
Death, and it is Iokanaan who voices the prophecy. The number of
characters is ruthlessly reduced in Salome - no Roman visitors, no
extraneous matters intrude, and all the characters are caught up in
the sensual, erotic movement of the play. Flaubert may have had
some influence in his other works: Salammbd and the Temptation of
St. Anthony: The Queen of Sheba's seductive attacks on St. Anthony
are nearer to the mood of Salome than anything in the Herodiade.
More directly important in the creation of Salome seems to be
a twin influence - Gustave Moreau's famous paintings of Salome,
and Des Esseintes' meditations upon them in A Rebours. Broad
accounts that Wilde often quoted Des Ssseintes:
Many a time he simply repeated Huysmans' words:
'She is nearly naked. in the whirl of the dance
the veils are unloosed, the shawls are fallen to
the ground and only jewels clothe her body. The
tiniest of girdles spans her hips; betv/een her
breasts, a jewel glitters' 563
Huysmans describes the two paintings in the art-literature manner




finises upon the two aspects of Salome, the seductive harlot described
above and the haughty, majestic near goddess of the other paintings-
She had become, a3 it were, the symbolic incarnation
of undying Lust, the Goddess of immortal Hysteria,
the accursed Beauty exalted above all other beauties
by the catalepsy that hardens her flesh and steels
her muscles, the monstrous Beast, indifferent,
irresponsible, insensible, poisoning, like the
Helen of ancient myth, everything that approaches her, 55^
everything that sees her, everything that she touches.
This is Wilde's Balome.
But neither of these sources directly provides the basic theme
of Wilde's drama, the lust of Salome for the chaste body of the
prophet. As Ojala points out, perhaps the beginnings of this
conception can be found in Mallarme's H^rodiade, where Salome is
presented thus:-
J'aime l'horreur d'etre vierge et ,je veux
Vivre parmi I'effroi que me font mes cheveux
Pour, le soir, retiree en ma couche, reptile
Inviol£ sentir en la clair inutile
Le froid sclntillement de ta pile clarte
Toi qui te meurs, toi qui briles de chastete 565
Nult blanche de glaqons et de neige cruelle!
Hartley confirms that Wilde knew and quoted this poem. Ojala considers
that Mallarme's view was Wilde's final conception of Salome: 566
had envisaged her as completely abandoned, or as almost asexualj
'the horror of being a virgin' provides a new frisson in the quest
for 'different' sensations.
It is significant that all the suggested influences are French;
for of course Wilde chose to write his play in French. Airily he
564 A Kebours, penguin classics, p. 66.
565Mallarme, Poesies p. 64.
566 ojala, I, 176.
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sent it to friends with such careless comments as: 'my strange
venture in a tongue that is not my own, but that I love as one
loves an instrument of music on which one has not played before.'
He described it in more dignified fashion to Edmund Gosse as:
'my first venture to use for art that subtle instrument of music,
the French tongue.'568 To speculations as to why he wrote it in
French there can be no definite answer; it may have been his
desire to become accepted in France as an artist in a genre which
was much less foreign there than in England. Ransome suggests:
Wilde had talked of the play for some time before
he wrote it, and talked of it chiefly in Paris.
Frenchmen had applauded the fragments he recited.
It was to them that he wished to show it when
completed. This is the reason why it shares with
Vathek and The Grammont Memoirs the distinction of
being a work written in French by an Englishman of
genius. 569
The controversy over the quality of Wilde's French is profitless:
the disagreement, which has occupied critics almost to the
exclusion of any serious consideration of the play, Is summed up
in the Letters.570
Wilde was consciously making something new in the creation
of Salome.
If I were asked of myself as a dramatist, I would
say that my unique position was that I had taken
the Drama, the most objective form known to art,
and made it as personal a mode of expression as
the Lyric or the Sonnet, while enriching the
characterisation of the stage, and enlarging -





570Pp 305n - 306.
571Letters, p. 589.
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The unique quality of Salome has always been recognised, particularly
because of its contrast with Wilde's English comedies.
That Salome is a work of art is scarcely to be
disputed. Within the chosen style it is
perfectly achieved, an artistic whole, without
a phrase out of key. It is the work not of
the man who wrote the comedies, but of the mind that
produced The Sphinx. It is a masterpiece in sadism. 572
Sarah Bernhardt recognised the ritualistic quality when Wilde first
read it to her: 'Mais, c'est hdraldique, on dirait une fresque',
and she recognised immediately the importance of the language:
'Le mot doit tomber comme une perle sur une disque de cristal, pas
de mouvements rapides, des gestes stylises. '^73 This importance
of the language in Salome lends credence to the suggestion that it
was not originally intended for the stage, despite its phenomenal
success there.
The most striking quality of Salome is its total atmosphere.
A contemporary judgement declared: 'In Salome everything is twisted
to create an atmosphere of eroticism and sensuality. That is the
aim of the play and nothing else. ' Holbrook Jackson declared:
He endeavours, often with success, to stimulate
feelings that are usually suppressed, by means
of what is strange and rare in art and luxury . • .
The whole work is coloured by a hunger for sensation
that has all the sterility of an excessive civilisation.
57%?oad, p. 105.
573Ricketts, p. 53.
Baughan, quoted Ingleby Wilde, p. 196.
575rhe Eighteen Nineties, pp. 83 - 84.
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But such general judgements are not finalj they are not even
necessarily derogatory, for tilde's aim might well have been to
depict 'the sterility of an excessive civilisation'. It is
necessary to investigate the play, to see how Wilde obtains these
effects.
Most of the scene-setting is done verbally, on a moonlit terrace,
where soldiers are looking down on Herod's banqueting hall. Before
any of the court characters appears, we see them through the eyes
of the soldiers. Some of the soldiers are indifferent: the
young Syrian Captain of the Guard is in love with Salome. Before
they enter, we know that Salome is very beautiful and very pale
tonight, that ^ueen Herodias is magnificently gowned, that Herod
is drinking below. In contrast, Iokanaan introduces himself;
his voice suddenly rises from the cistern where he is imprisoned,
in ecstatic prophecy. Then the soldiers desultorily discuss him
too. Even the executioner, Naaman, is brought to our attention
and explained before the action proper begins.
But the manner of the introduction is what most of all establishes
the terrifying mood of the play. Prom the first it is fraught with
doom. The effect is achieved by constant simple recognition, and
remarks repeated and repeated. First there is the moon, constantly
described and admired by the characters, until there is a sense in
the audience that all the characters are struck by a strange moon
madness. Then two ideas, usually linked, occur again and again
Le Jeune Syrien: Gomme la princesse Salom^ est
belle ce soir'.
21+0.
Le Page d'H^rodias: Vous la regardez toujours.
Vous la regardez trop. II
ne faut pas regarder les gens de
eette fagoiip-yr, . II peut arriver
un raalheur.0 ' °
In this Syrian palace it is almost impossible to avoid gazing in
fascination at some object of admiration, and it presages deadly
danger. Herod too is looking at Salome. ^77 Again and again the
young page stresses that the Syrian is looking at Salome too much,
that there is danger. 87^ Salome enters, and the Syrian asks her
to be seated: the page tries yet once more: 'Oh! qu'est-ce qu'il
va arriver? Je suis sftr qu'ii va arriver un malheur. '879 Su^
it is useless: the characters are so obsessed by their visions
that they seem not even to hear the warnings. Shortly after, as
Salome courts Iokanaan, the young Syrian kills himself. He had
tried to prevent Salome looking at lokanaan, entreated her to go
back to the feast: 'Pardon, princesse, mais si vous n'y retoumiez
pas il pourrait arriver un malheur.'
But Salome was determined to see Iokanaan with her own eyes.
She bribed the young Syrian with the same desire; she promised
that she would look at him next day, and maybe smile, lokanaan
is brought up and Salome Is captivated the moment she sees him,
while he refuses to look at her: lust of the eyes is emphasised
almost hysterically:-
576 Salome, pp. 6-7.
577 Ibid. p. 7.
578 ibid. pp. 7, 12, 14, 15.
579 ibid. p. 20.
580Ibid. p. 17.
21+1.
Salome: ... Je veux le regarder de pr&s.
Le Jeune Syrien: Non, non, princessel
Salome: II faut (pie je le regarde de prds.
Le Jeune Syrien: Princessel Princessel
Iokanaan: ^ui est cette femme qui me regardeto^
Je ne veux pas qu'elle me regarcfe. 5
Seeing Iokana&n rouses Salome to a lyrical frenzy of desire, and a
yearning to kiss his mouth.
The same theme recurs almost at oncej on Herod's entrance he
is searching for Salome. Herodias replies: *11 ne faut pas la
regarder. Vous la regardez toujours.' ' ^82 He expresses regret
at the young Syrian's death, but recalls that he had looked
langourously at Salome:-
Herode: ... En effet, j'ai trouve qu'il 1'avalt un
peu trop regard^e.
Herodias: II y en a d'autres qui la regardent trop.
Again and again Herodias scolds him, while he seems not to hear.
He loses touch with the conversation, again gazing at Salome:-
Herode: ... J'ai ouhlie ce que je voulais savoir.
Herodias: Vous regardez encore ma fille, II ne
faut pas la regarder. Je vous ai d£j&
dit eela.
Herode: Vous ne dites que cela.
Herodias: Je le redis. 581+
In his passion Herod asks Salome to dance, and swears he will give
581 Salome, p. 25.
882 ibid. p. 35.
583 ibid. p. 38.
5&+ ibid. pp. 51+ - 55.
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her any reward if she will. After the dance, and his dismay at
Salome's request for Iokanaan's head, Herod admits:
iShl bien, oui. Je vous ai regardee pendant tout©
la soiree. Votre beauts m'a troubld. Votre
beauts m'a terriblement trouble, et je vous ai
trop regard^©. Mais je ne le feral plus. II
ne faut regarder ni les choses ni les personnes.
II ne faut regarder que dans les miroirs. Car _
les miroirs ne nous montrent que des masques • . .
Other refrains also echo throughout the play: the princess
is very pale tonight; the Tetrarch is sombre; and the most terrible
is Salome's cry to lokanaan:- 'Laisse-moi balser ta bouche.' ^86
This she repeats, at first pleading, and rising to a frenzy of
desire which makes her oblivious of all else:-
Le Premier Soldat: Princess©, le jeune capitaine
vient de se tuer.
Salome: Laisse~moicbaiser ta bouche,
lokanaan.
When at last she is given the head, she repeats again savagely and
with pain:- 'Oui, je baiser&l ta bouche, lokanaan. Je te l'ai
r QO
dit, n'est-ce pas? Je te l'ai dit'. Wilde worked on these
recurrent themes and phrases with great care:
The Ballad is the true origin of the romantic
Drama, and the true predecessors of Shakespeare
are not the tragic writers of the Greek or Latin
stage, from fieschylus to Seneca, but the ballad-
writers of the Border ... The recurring phrases
Salome, that bind it together like © piece of
music with recurring motifs, are, and were to me,
the artistic equivalent of the refrains of old
ballads. 589




Ibid. p. 31 (three times), p. 32 (twice), p. 33 (four times).




So much is done with words that the moments where there are
no words are breathless with tension. We do not see or hear the
death of lokanaan, which takes place offstagef in the cistern.
We share Salome*s suspense, the terror of the soldiers who v/ill
not fetch the heads and then - no words - no character appears,
just the long arm of the executioner is raised above the cistern,
bearing aloft the head of Iokanaan on a silver shield. This is
a visual dramatic touch easily comparable in its impact with the
famous entry of Jack in full mourning in the second act of The
Importance of Being Earnest.
The language also creates a strange sequence of images, linking
Salome, the moon and Iokanaan. The moon is variously compared to
a princess in a yellow veil, to white doves, to dancing feet, to
a silver flower, to a virgin, to a little princess, to clouds of
muslin, to a naked, unchaste woman. Salome is pale, compared to
a white rose in a mirror of silver, to a silver flower, a white
flower, and her hands are like doves or white butterflies, her
naked feet white doves or white flowers: Herod eventually compares
her to the moon itself. And Salome's lyrical descriptions of
Iokanaan include images of ivory and silver, white roses, virginity,
the feet of dawn, the breast of the moon, so that all these pictures,
essentially images of purity, grow to have a complex, erotic
significance, whose basis is impurity.
The characters are revealed in the way they see the moon, which
dominates the piece. The apprehensive page of Herodias sees her
as a dead woman rising from a tomb, as a woman in a winding sheet
2kk
searching for a dead man. The love-struck young Syrian sees her
as his idea of Salome, like a little princess with a yellow veil
and silver feet, or a princess with amher eyes smiling through
muslin veils, Salome sees the moon as a cold, chaste virgin
Que c'est bon de voir la lune I Slle ressemble
i une petite piece de monnaie. On dirait une
toute petite fleur d'argent. Elle est froide
et chaste, la lune, . • . Je suis sHre qu'elle
est vierge. Elle a la beaute d'une vierge ...
Oui, elle est vierge. Elle ne a'est jamais
souillee. Elle ne s'est jamais doa^^e aux
hommes, comme les autres Deesses.
The rambling, lustful Herod sees her as a mad woman, seeking lovers,
quite naked, drunk. The prosaic Herodias replies: 'Non. La lune
591
ressemble & la lune, c'est tout.'
Finally, when all is over, and Salome is embracing the corpse's
head, Herod in an agony of fear and disgust wishes to destroy all
the lights, to put out the moon along with the torches. Salome
continues her unearthly chant in the darkness when a huge cloud
covers the moon, and when a moonbeam falls on her, Herod turns and
orders her death. Even Salome's death, when she is crushed beneath
the soldiers' shields, is prepared for: Iokanaan cried out in the
course of his cursing: '^ue les capitaines de guerre la percent
592
de leurs epees, qu'ils l'ecrasent sous leurs boucliers.'
In objecting to Beardsley's illustrations to the play Wilde





Gustave Moreau - wrapped in his jewels and sorrows. My Salome
is a mystic, the sister of SalammbS, a Sainte Th^rSse who worships
the moon. *' 593 His play is a tour de force, depicting the
fascination and evil of obsessive lust.
Ricketts, pp. 51 - 52.
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Part II The comedies
The conventional criticism of Wilde's comedies "before The
Importance of Being Earnest takes the form of a reluctant demon¬
stration of a dichotomy between plot and dialogue: the plays are
worthwhile and funny only because of the dialogue, which is often
at odds with a melodramatic plot centring on a moral issue. 594
But there is a good deal more to the plays than this. As I have
already suggested, Wilde's creative works almost always have a dual
aim, very often conflicting aims. He wished to create masterpieces
of form and style, and he wished to justify and prove his philosophy
of life by showing it in relation to the existent world on every
level. In the first three comedies, Wilde found in conventional
plots and situations opportunities for raising moral questions
which Interested him: he presents these situations to his aesthetic
philosopher, in social life the dandy, and tests his capacity to
deal with them.
This explanation does not exhaust the scope of the comedies:
in many ways equally important is the way in which the moral
attitudes of 'good' characters are laid bare and criticised, but
certainly a fundamental question is: what does the dandy do when
confronted with real moral problems, real emotions? We have seen
the intellectual dandy priding himself on his achievement of
detachment in formulae such as 'In matters of great importance,
594 See for example Broad, p. 103» Ransome, pp. 11+5 ~ 147* O^ala, I,
184» Merle, p. 34l» Roditi, p. 141, 0'Sullivan, p. 13,
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stylet not sincerity' and 'manners before morals!'? now we are
to see him unable to avoid moral questions, and he must find the
dandy's proper response if the dandy is to be more than a charming
intellectual fancy, Earnest is an 'abdication', as Merle puts it,
because in that play Wilde gave up trying to solve this problem: _
instead of inventing the dandy who can cope with the world of
trivia^ where dandy meets dandy, and dangerous passion, like the
problem of evil, cannot penetrate its insulation of inconsequence.
Thus he most, fully realised his stylistic aim of perfection, but
left aside his personal investigation.
The dandy is essentially a man with different ideas and
standards than those of the society he lives in, yet a man who is
a member of that society. The first three comedies present the
dandy in contrast to his world, providing an opportunity for
criticism of both parties. In Earnest the dandy becomes unreal,
because the contrast with ordinary human society is replaced by
a whole society informed with the spirit of dandyism.
I intend to leave Earnest to the end, and to discuss the other
three comedies, which are more intimately inter-connected than any
of them is with Earnest. The question of influence is no longer
a vital one; treatment is the test. The influences are clear,
a.nd have been detailed by Hartley and Merle. 595 Again they are
French? the plots of the plays are borrowed from the theatre of
Duinas fils, of Sardou and of Scribe: the plot of A 'Woman of No
Importance has great similarities to Le Fils Naturel by Dumas fils,
595&evle, p. 336 ff., Hartley, p. 109 ft*
21+8.
while, as Merle 3ays, the plot of Earnest is a parody of both.
The nature of Wilde's deht, even to Dumas fils, the most important
influence, is largely mechanical, and confined to matters of plot,
and need not concern us here. 596 But the main difference Between
Wilde's plays and those of his French models is in the hero, often
heavily philosophic and moralistic in the French drama, the man
who solves everyone's problems, 'le raisonneur'. Wilde's alteration
changes the whole scope and nature of the situation; when 'le
raisonneur' becomes the dandy, new, more sharply outlined moral
questions are subtly interposed upon the old. The increase in
subtlety is the most marked change: we now have an interplay of
standards of judgement. The Victorian morality of respectability,
the reliance on appearances, the ready condemnation of the non¬
conformist, all are criticised in the actions and the denouements
of the plays, by a more generous morality, a refusal to judge in
generalities, a refusal to judge at all, a substitution of love
for jxistice, and these attitudes are compared and contrasted with
the dandy's. Sometimes the dandy causes us to regard the 'moral'
ideas scathingly: sometimes his own attitude is found to be arid
and unreal when he is faced with a real human situation.
Wilde's preoccupation with the relations of his aesthetic
philosophy to life is openly admitted in De Profundis, where he
declares that if he ever writes again he wishes to write of 'the
597
Artistic life considered in its relation to Conduct'*




It will no doubt seem strange to you that I should
select it. People point to Reading Gaol, and say
'there is where the artistic life leads a man'.
Well, it might lead one to worse places. The more
mechanical people, to whom life is a shrewd
speculation dependent on a careful calculation of
ways and means, always know where they are going,
and go there. They start with the desire of •
being the Parish Beadle, and, in whatever sphere
they are placed, they succeed in being the Parish
Beadle and no more • . • But with the dynamic
forces of life, and those in whom those dynamic
forces become incarnate, it is different. People
whose desire is solely for self-realisation never
know where they are going. They can't know. In
one sense of the word it is, of course, necessary
... to know oneself. That is the first
achievement of knowledge. But to recognise that the
soul of a man is unknowable is the ultimate
achievement of Wisdom.598
In fact, the problem of finding a dynamic moral approach to life is
the problem of Be Profundis. as it is the problem of the first
three comedies.
But it is undoubtedly the verbal brilliance of these plays
that has given them their place in the iSnglish theatre. Wilde's
more serious attempts to find a truth about life have indeed been
too much ignored, but the wit of the dandy at his best, the wit of
all the 'part-dandies', the wit that is merely the decorative
hallmark of the society that Wilde created on the stage, these
are the qualities that have lasted best. Wilde was no master of
the language of true passion: the rhetorical phrases which moved
the audiences of his time and were certainly no worse than those
of Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones, the other 'problem' dramatists
of his time, read too often now as merely embarassing, but as a
Letters, pp. 487 * 488.
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comic playwright he was supreme, and. so the humourous effects have
always directed, the attention away from the more serious things he
was trying to say or explore,
The basis of Wilde's wit in the comedies is the use of
antithesis! his comic method, as Howe pointed out, 599 is the omission
of the expected. We can see the method in Mrs. Allonby's account
of her husband:
When Ernest and I were engaged, he swore to me
positively on his knees that he had never loved
any one before in the whole course of his life.
X was very young at the time, so I didn't believe
him, I needn't tell you. Unfortunately, however,
I made no enquiries of any kind till after I had
been actually married four or five months. I
found out then that what he had told me was
perfectly true. And that sort of thing makes a
man so absolutely uninteresting. 600
Another characteristic form of wit is inconsequence. There is
Lady Markby who cannot stop talking, in a series of non sequiturs:
Well, like all stout women, she looks the very picture
of happiness, as no doubt you noticed. But there are
many tragedies in her family, besides this affair of
the curate. Her own sister, Mrs. Jekyll, had a most
unhappy lifej through no fault of her own, I am
sorry to say. She ultimately was so broken-hearted
that she went into a convent, or on to the operatic
stage, I forget which. Noj I think it was decorative
art - needlework she took up. I know she had lost
all sense of pleasure in life.
The Duchess of Berwick has the same habit of running on, a sort of
comic 'stream of consciousness' technique, where the selection of
529 p. 85.
600 W.N.I. . p. 58.
601 I.H.. p. 122.
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her remarks holds the key to the laughter, and the apparently
arbitrary stream of thought shows her main preoccupations:
It was only Berwick's brutal and incessant threats
of suicide that made me accept him at all, and before
the year was out he was running after all kinds of
petticoats, every colour, every shape, every material.
In fact, before the honeymoon was over, I caught him
winking at my maid, a most pretty, respectable girl.
I dismissed her at once without a character. - No,
I remember I passed her on to my sister; poor dear
Sir George is so short-sighted, I thought it wouldn't ,-02
matter. But it did, txhough - it was most unfortunate.
The characters in the plays, although the best have a subtle
individuality created by their way of speaking, are classifiable
into general type3. There are the serious characters, deeply
involved in the moral problem which is to implicate the dandy;
in particular there is the 'good woman', truly well-intentioned
but ignorant of life - Lady Windermere, Hester Worsley, Lady Chiltern
all have to be taught to modify their rhetorical moral generalities,
their inhuman ideals of perfection in others. The serious men,
such as Lord Windermere, Gerald Arbuthnot and Sir Robert Chiltern,
are rather colourless. There are the rather wicked, experienced,
witty women, Mrs. Erlynne, Mrs.Allonby, Mrs. Cheveley, whose actual
part in the plot can be good or wicked or even unimportant, but
who are recognisable as sisters by their idiom. There are the
dowagers, the Duchess of Berwick, Lady Hunstanton, Lady Caroline
Pontefract, Lady Markby, all leading to the epitome of the dowager,
realised in Lady Bracknell. There is a host of minor characters,
male and female, either sharply particularised by their language
6q2l. w.p. . p. 29.
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and richly comic like Dr. Daubeny, Mr. Kelvil and Lord Caversham,
or partaking of the semi-dandy character and wit of the glamorous,
clever society Wilde created.
Most important, there are the dandies. Dr. Ian Gregor has
already shown how they are established and how they retain their
wit and detachment until forced to take part in the drama, when
they become for the time at least, straight characters again.
But there is another interesting point about them: clearly Wilde
admired the dandies, clearly he identified himself with them a
great deal. But their failure to retain their identity and
attitude to life in face of moral considerations is one of Wilde's
own criticisms of the dandies, and another emerges, probably
unintentionally: Wilde's young dandies, such as Lord Darlington
and especially Lord Goring are charming and admirable, but the
dandy does not age well: he becomes corrupt. In Wilde's work
as a whole there are Prince Paul Maraloffskl in Vera, the middle-
aged cynic who is Duke of Padua, Lord Illingworth, the villain of
A Woman of No Importance, and Lord Henry Wotton, the corrupting
influence over Dorian Gray, These last two in particular have
a great deal in common. It seems that dandyism is only charming
in youth; it requires a pose of experience, not experience it^dLf.
Wilde always put a particular value on youth, and it is the middle-
aged dandies in his works who value it most. We have considered
Lord Henry's eulogies of youth; Lord Illingworth echoes him in
603 in a forthcoming article in Sewanee Review, 'Comedy in Oscar Wilde'.
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ideas, even in phrases:
Remember that you've got on your side the most
wonderful thing in the world - youth.' There is
nothing like youth. The middle-aged are
mortgaged to Life. The old are in life's lumber-
room, But youth is the Lord of Life. Youth has
a kingdom waiting for it. Every one is born a
king, and most people die in exile, like most kings.
To win back my youth, Gerald, there is nothing I
wouldn't do - except take exercise, get up early,
or be a useful member of the community.
The original title of Lady Windermere's Ran was A Good Woman.605
This emphasis is important, for Wilde's ironical treatment of the
'good woman' follows the same kind of pattern as his treatment of
the dandy. Each has a kind of escape route from what Wilde called
'that dreadful universal thing called human nature'. 6°^ The dandy's
is a conscious, studied attempt at detachment, which tends to break
down under strain: the 'good woman's' is an unconscious escape
to ideals of perfection, and a refusal to recognise human weakness;
this Wilde tz'eats sternly always, and in this play much more attention
is paid to the problem of the good woman than to that of the dandy.
Much has been made of the alteration of the play at the end of
Act I, to let the audience into the secret that Mrs. Erlynne is
Lady Windermere's mother. Certainly Wilde thought it important
enough to disagree strongly with Alexander when it was suggested in
rehearsal. He considered that it ruined the 'element of suspense
and curiosity, a quality so essentially dramatic'.^07 He put great






stress on his conception of Mrs. Erlynne as a woman 'who has had
a child, hut never known the passion of maternity',608 hut is
touched by it once and so appalled by the strength of her feeling
that she shuns it for the future. But this character, in so far
as Wilde succeeds in his portrayal, is not spoiled by the revelation,
nor is Wilde's criticism of moral attitudes throughout the play.
Perhaps he realised this when he conceded to the demands of his
friends after the first night, to change the point; at any rate
the play is quite strong enough not to have to depend on a long-
drawn-out puzzle, for the moral criticisms are present in detail
in dialogue and the attitudes of the characters, and are largely
unaffected by the timing of the disclosure.
The play begins with the establishment of the characters of
Lady Windermere and Lord Darlington. He pays her extravagant
compliments, because he feels more seriously about her than he
cares to admit: she sternly rebukes him because she is too serious
to accept compliments, and cannot help taking them seriously
Lord Darlington: Ah, nowadays we are all of us so
hard up, that the only pleasant
things to pay are compliments.
They re the only things we can pay.
Lady Windermere: No, I am talking very seriously.
You mustn't laugh, I am quite serious.
I don't like compliments, and I don't
see why a man should think he is
pleasing a woman enormously when he
says to her a ?/hole heap of things
that he doesn't mean. 609
6°8Let ters, p. 331.
609l.ft.P. , p. 5.
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Lady Windermere cannot understand the position of the dandy;
'Believe me, you are better than most other men, and I sometimes
think you pretend to be worse.'610 The pride of the dandy is to
be misunderstood, for the world only takes dull people seriously.
She cannot comprehend his level of conversation, and he is obliged
to return to hers. He has already heard gossip about Lord Windermere
and Mrs. Erlynne, and knows it will hurt herj her self-revelation
shows the audience how much it will hurt her;
You think I am a Puritan, I suppose? Well, I have
something of the Puritan in me. I was brought up
like that. I am glad of it . . . she taught me
what the world is forgetting, the difference that
there is between what is right and what is wrong-
She allowed of no compromise. I allow of none."11
Lord Darlington wishes to 'console' her because of Windermere's
defection, and sounds her on the subject: she trots out the stock,
meaningless moral reaction: 'Because the husband is vile - should
the wife be vile also?'^12 She does not believe in forgiveness
for people who have once sinned - and of course the whole idea of
sin for the good woman seems to rest on sexual misconduct.
Darlington protests: 'I think life too complex a thing to be
settled by these hard and fast rules.'^13
Here the matter rests with the entry of the Duchess of Berwick
with Lady Agatha. Lady Agatha has been admired as one of Wilde's
best comic creations; this would have tickled Wilde immensely, as
610L.W.F. . p. 6.
11bid. pp. 8-9.
612 ibid. p. 12.
6l3Ibid. p. 14.
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he adapted her, enriching the comedy, straight from Les Pies Blanches
1±
by Dumas fils, '//here Juliette de Lussieu always answers 'Qui, Madame*.
The Duchess represents the smart, witty society which idolises the
dandy. The Duchess tells Lady Windermere what Society says about
Lord Windermere and Mrs. Erlynne. She does not immediately believe
it, but has to investigate, and when she finds Windermere's secret
bank book with its record of payments to Mrs. Erlynne, her mind
switches to complete credulity: 'Oh'. it is true! It is true!
How horrible!'615
This is the first of a series of judgements made on appearances
which Wilde indirectly castigates in the course of the play. In
fact, it could be said to be a play about prejudice and summary
judgement, with the conclusion that one should never have prejudices,
and if we judge it must be with full knowledge of the facts - that
judgement on appearances, one of Society's basic habits, is wrong.
So far at least Wilde inculcates the philosophy of the dandy. Lady
Windermere's decision to believe this rumour on the 'evidence' wipes
out two years of love and trust, or it makes them unreal, a play
she had believed in. As she passionately loved and trusted Lord
Windermere, now she despises and rejects him. She will not listen
to the case in Mrs. Irlynne's favour, and has no pity, she is only
self-righteous: 'I am not interested in her - and - you should not
mentioned this woman and me in the same breath. It is an error of
taste.8616 she refuses to believe Lord Windermere, refuses to
614 Merle, p. 341.
615 L.W.F. . p. 33.
616 ifcid. p. 38.
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invite Mrs. Erlynne to her house: 'How hard good women are!'617
She threatens to insult Mrs. Srlynne if Lord Windermere invites
her. Her conduct makes her past love a mockery:-
Lord Windermere: Margaret, you'll ruin us!
Lady Windermere: Us! Prom this moment ray life is
separate from yours. 618
Her principles provide that her actions have no relation to life
whatever. She is a stock character, and unconvincing in so far
as Wilde uses her to criticise the beliefs of all whom 3he represents.
With this threat of insult and the hint of a secret about Mrs.
Erlynne, the curtain falls, to rise again on the scene of the hall.
At the ball, Society chatters gaily, unaware of the drama
building up between the principal characters. Lord Augustus,
Mrs. Erlynne's elderly swain, questions Windermere anxiously about
herj even for him, love is not enough, she must be 'respectable'.619
Tension increases; Lady Windermere repeats her threat, and Lord
Windermere can only reply despairingly and with some truth:- 'Ah,
Margaret, only trust me! A wife should trust her husband!' 620
But on Mrs, Erlynne's entry Lady Windermere loses her nerve and
bows coldly. The importance of Mrs, firlynne's reception in this
house is emphasised: it puts a seal on her respectability; she
can now be accepted by Society.621 Lady Windermere's distress
gives Lord Darlington a chance to declare his love, but she wants
617L.W.P. . p. 14-2.
^1®Ibid. pp. i+6 - L7.
619
Ibid. pp. 58 - 59.
^20Ibid. p. 6L.
621
E.g. the Duchess, p. 82.
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friendship, not love. Lord Darlington describes her situation
to her as he sees it, from a view of personal, not conventional
morality| she would he degraded by staying with a husband who
is false:
I won't tell you that the world matters nothing,
or the world's voice, or the voice of society.
They matter a great deal. They matter far too
much. But there are moments when one has to
choose between living one's own life, fully,
entirely, completely - or dragging out some
false, shallow, degrading existence that the
world in its hypocrisy demands. b22
It is wrong for her to stay with Windermere - she must live up to
her previous claim and make no compromise. He sees her hesitation
and declares passionately:
You are not what I thought you were. You are
just the same as every other woman. You would
stand anything rather than face the censu-i&a of
a world, whose praise you would despise. ^
He has entirely lost the accents of the dandy, as Dr. Gregor has
pointed out. The essence of dandyism is detachment, and he cannot
preserve even a semblance of it: the dandy will fare better in
An Ideal Husband, where the good woman can flee for comfort to the
dandy, who remains only a friend and preserves his detachment
because his heart is elsewhere. He leaves her finally because she
cannot decide at once to go away with him. Now he is a man in love,
no more. The frivolity of Society continues, undisturbed by all
the storms of passion. Seeing Lord Windermere and Mrs. Erlynne
62^,W.F, . p. 78.
623[bid. p. 80.
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together, Lady Windermere resolves to go to Lord Darlington after
all, reinforcing her decision with emotive logic: 'It is he who
has broken the bond of marriage - not I. I only break its
bondage.'^2**
Mrs. Erlynne's discovery of Lady 'Windermere's departure and
the letter she has left underlines the basic flaw in Wilde's
problem comedies - he cannot command the language of deep and
complex passion, at least in modern dress: he always envisaged
tragedy 'with a purple pall'.
Gone out* of her house 1 A letter addressed to
her husband'. Wo, no'. It would be impossible!
Life doesn't repeat its tragedies like that!
Oh, why does this horrible fancy come across me? etc. 5
Only the drama of the situation makes the language at all adequate.
She quickly recovers, and decides to right matters if possible.
Act III opens with Lady Windermere soliloquising. Again,
it is false and forced, especially at the end, when she wonders if
Lord Darlington will allow her to return home: 'Will he let me go
away at all? I have heard that men are brutal, horrible . . .
Oh'.' But it is Mrs. Srlynne who enters, and tries to persuade
her to return home. Lady Windermere pours out denunciations, and
platitudes about 'fallen women', but at last Mrs. Erlynne persuades
her, with a double-edged weapon. First she speaks of Lord
Windermere's love, but Lady Windermere replies in a cliche taught




her by Society! 'You talk as if you had a heart. tVomen like
you have no hearts. Heart is not in you. You are bought and
sold.'^27 Then Mrs. Srlynne speaks of the judgement of Society*
with the bitterness of experience* and finally, with an irony that
we can share if we know her secret, she implores Lady Windermere
to return, if only for her child. Her success seems useless, for
they are surprised, and have to hide. The men have returned to
Lord Darlington's rooms, and begin to chat. Lord Darlington is
now a dandy no more; he takes little part in the conversation,
and when he does speak it is as a man hopelessly in love. The
conversation is witty and general, centring of course on women,
and then Cecil Graham finds the fan. To save her daughter,
Mrs. Srlynne soils her doubtful reputation still further by
appearing and claiming the fan, while Lady Windermere slips away
unobserved.
At the beginning of Act IV Lady Windermere has learnt that
appearances can be misleading, for now they are against her, and
she dare not confess:- 'How securely one thinks one lives - out
zrpQ
of reach of temptation, sin, folly.' She cannot believe
Mrs. Erlynne will continue to sacrifice her good name, but she
is learning!
There is a bitter irony in things, a bitter irony
in the way we talk of good and bad women . • •
Oh, what a lessonl and what a pity that in life




to us'. For even if she doesn't tell, I must.^29
Lord Windermere has now fallen victim to the same type of snap
judgement as his wife had done heforej seeing Mrs. Erlynne at
Darlington's rooms is enough: *1 believed what she told me - I
was mistaken in her. She is had - as had as a woman can he.1 ^
Now it is for his wife to teach him, and the lesson she has learned
is the more valuable in that she has not learned that Mrs. Erlynne
is quite guiltless, she simply now knows her to he capable of good.
What are called good women may have terrible things
in them, mad moods of recklessness, assertion,
jealousy, sin. Bad women, as they are termed,
may have in them sorrow, repentance, pity, sacrifice.
And I don't think Mrs. Krlynne a bad woman - I know
she's not.631
She has begun to learn the shortcomings of iron rules of behaviour.
When Mrs. Erlynne calls to return the fan, Lord Windermere
tells her it is monstrous that she should come, having shown her
true character. She, very properly here, preaches the lesson of
the dandy: 'My dear Windermere, manners before morals. * 32
Windermere attacks her at length, and all his charges are true -
what is more, he has known it all along - she did desert her husband
and child, but Wilde has educated his audience in the course of the
play; they know the truth of Windermere's charges, but they react
against his judgement, because of one fact they know and he does
not, Mrs. Erlynne's self-sacrifice of the night before. Again the





lesson is to avoid judging others because you cannot have perfect
knowledge. Mrs. Erlynne reveals that she cannot face the pain
of motherhood now that she knows it fullyj it has spoiled her
dandy's surface and made her feel. Lady Windermere gives Mrs.
Erlynne her photograph, and Wilde's point is reinforced, "both
the lesson of the play and the limited extent to which Lady
Windermere has learned it:~
Lady Windermere: We all have ideals in life.
At least we all should have.
Mine is my mother.
Mrs. Erlynne: Ideals are dangerous things.
Realities are better. They
wound, but they're better.





The happy ending is supplied by Mrs. Erlynne's explanation
to Lord Augustus, and their proposed marriage. Lord Windermere's
verdict that Mrs. Erlynne is a very clever woman, and Lady Windermere's
that she is a very good woman are both to some extent beside the
point, but they leave the audience feeling in possession of
superior knowledge, and Wilde has seen to it that this 'superior
knowledge' involves a good deal of implicit criticism of conventional
morality.
A Woman of No Importance shows us the dandy as villain, but
one of its most important critical points is thoroughly typical of
the dandy, that to be good, even irreproachably good, like Hester
633L,W.P. . p. 172.
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Worsley, is not enough. As Mrs. Erlyrme said, 'Manners before
morals'.' Again we must not make judgements. The good women
of this play are particularly unattractive, because they are not
helped by hut opposed to the dandy. A Woman of No Importance
is perhaps Wilde's least successful play, because here he falls
most signally to enlist the audience's sympathy for any characters:
the good are not only good but abominably priggish, even when
they learn the moral lesson that love and not justice is God's
law, and the dandy is charming but corrupt, and Lord Illingworth's
decadence and evil taint all the witticisms: it seems one cannot
be a dandy without being wicked.
The first good woman we meet is Hester Worsley, the outspoken
young American attending Lady Hunstanton's house party. She must
learn, whether her judgements are right or wrong, not to air them
so emphatically and self-righteously. The guests discuss each
other:
Lady Caroline: But Mrs. Allonby is hardly a very
suitable person.
Hester: I dislike Mrs. Allonby. I dislike
her more than I can say.
Lady Caroline: I am not sure, Miss Worsley, that
foreigners like yourself should
cultivate likes or dislikes about
people they are invited to meet.&3k
Here Society, represented by Lady Caroline, is perfectly right.
They discuss Gerald Arbuthnot, and again Hester is outspoken:
631Wn. I.. p. 3.
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Hester: Mr. Arbuthnot has a beautiful nature I
He is so simple, so sincere. He has
one of the most beautiful natures I
have ever come across. It is a
privilege to meet him.
Lady Caroline: It is not customary in England, Miss
Worsley, for a young lady to speak
with such enthusiasm of any person of
the opposite sex,635
Again, Society will not have this plain speech. It is not so bad
as her adverse comments, but could be very embarassing, and is an
affront to decency.
The first Act of A Woman of No Importance, said vYilde, was
written in answer to criticisms of lack of action in Lady Windermere*s
C-zC
Fan. This is a perfect act, and contains no action whatever.
Most of it is taken up with clever trivia, defining character and
creating atmosphere. Lady Hunstanton varies her social behaviour
with skill: when neither Lord Illingworth nor Mrs. Allohby is
present, she tends to talk like a dandyj when they are present,
she relapses into a dowager, always with perfect self-possession.
Lady Caroline has the same fluctuating tone. Mr. Kelvll is a
serious Pillar of Society, bringing with him everywhere a High
Moral Tone. Lord Illingworth is at first the complete dandy,
voicing the aesthetic creed:
Lord Illingworth: One should never take sides in
anything, Mr. Kelvil. Taking
sides i8 the beginning of sincerity,
and earnestness follows shortly
afterwards, and the human being
becomes a bore. However, the House
of Commons really does very little
harm. You can't make people good
by Act of Parliament - that is something.
635W.N.I. . p. k.
^3^Pearson, p. 236.
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Kelvil: You cannot deny that the House of
Commons has always shown great
sympathy with the sufferings of
the poor.
Lord Illingworth: That is its special vice. That
is the special vice of the age.
One should sympathise with the 3oy,
the beauty, the colour of life.53?
Kelvil's opinion of Lord lllingworth seems like a gentle parody of
Society's opinion of Wilde himself - not the brilliant Society he
created, hut the drabber one of reality:
Lord lllingworth is, of course, a very brilliant
man, but he seems to me to be lacking in that
fine faith in the nobility and purity of life
which is so important in this century ... I
would say he was tainted with foreign ideas on the
subject.
Mrs. Allonby is the perfect sparring partner for Lord lllingworth's
wit. Their brilliant short scene together before the entrance of
Gerald and Hester underlines Hester's social inadequacy
Mrs. Allonby: Don't you find yourself longing
for a London dinner-party?
Hester: I dislike London dinner-parties.0^
Free speech such as Hester's is not a help in social intercourse -
we begin to see the necessity for trivia in conversation. The first
Act ends with Mrs. Allonby's light challenge to Lord Illingworth on
kissing the Puritan, and all that has been established is this
challenge, Gerald's offer of employment from Lord Illingworth, and
a hint that Lord Illingworth knows Mrs. Arbuthnot.
637W.N.I,. pp. 21 - 22
638Ibid. pp. 27 - 28,
63SIbid. p. 36.
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The second Act opens with the women in after-dinner conversation,
the only topic of which is, of course, men. Mrs. Alloriby airs her
delightfully daring ideas for the edification of Lady Stutfield.
We see how the niceties of conversation can conceal barbs and
express considerable acidity:
Mrs. Allonhy: Ah, my husband is a sort of promissory
note; I'm tired of meeting him.
Lady Caroline: But you renew him from time to time,
don't you?
Mrs. Allonby: Oh no, Lady Caroline. I have only
had one husband as yet. I suppose
you look upon me as quite an amateur. 6*40
Often the wit arises from the reversal of the expected meaning:
Mrs. Allonby: Well, I will tell you, if you
solemnly promise to tell everybody
else.
Lday Stutfield: Thank you, thank you. I will,
make a point of repeating it.°dl
When Mrs. Allonby is asked to define the Ideal Husband, we see
another flaw in dandyism as a system: 'The Ideal Husband? There
couldn't be such a thing. The institution is wrong.She has
put her finger on a crux here; marriage is difficult to square with
dandyism, but children seem an insuperable difficulty: they prevent
detachment and demand the acceptance of responsibility and permanence.
We never see a dandy as a family man, despite Lord Illingworth's
belated efforts in this play.





despite Lady Hunstanton's efforts to restore social decency to the
conversation:
Hester: I couldn't believe that any women
could really hold such views of
life as X have heard tonight from
some of your guests.
Lady Hunstanton: I hear you have such pleasant society
In America. Quite like our own in
places, my son wrote to me.&k3
Hester begins her very self-righteous diatribe on the natural virtues
of American society as opposed to the decadent artificiality of
English society. She fully deserves Lady Stutfleld's comment,
'She is painfully natural, isn't she?' Her denunciation of
Lord Henry Weston leads her to denounce also the women he has ruined:
'Let all women who have sinned be punished. Mrs. Arbuthnot
enters in time to hear this. She goes on to make more and more
harsh rules for the punishment of sinners, showing a lack of any
warmth or understanding. One of Wilde's finest dramatic effects
for sheer simplicity comes at the end of this speech:
Hester: ... And till you count what is a shame
in a woman to be infamy in a man, you
will always be unjust, and Right, that
pillar of fire, and Wrong, that pillar
of cloud, will be made dim to your eyes,
or be not seen at all, or if seen, not
regarded.
Lady Caroline: Might I, dear Miss Worsley, as you are
standing up, ask you for my cottpn that
i3 just behind you? Thank you.
The conversation moves on to let Mrs. Arbuthnot gradually
realise the truth about Lord Illlngworth's identity. She attempts
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They are left alone together, ana neither shows up attractively.
Mrs. Arhuthnot pleads that Gerald should not he taken from her,
in the unrea. rhetoric that is Wilde's substitute for passion.
Lord Illingworth has a splendid way of seeming reasonable in his
selfishness. Just as in Earnest Algernon can eat the cucumber
sandwiches prepared for Lady Bracknell because she is his aunt,
so Illingworth protests: 'My dear Rachel, you have had him to
yourself for over twenty years. Why not let me have him for a
little now? He is quite as much mine as yours, * an(j manages
to sound convincing. He accuses her of selfishness and illogicality,
of ruining Gerald's career. Nothing will move him, and as
Mrs. Arbuthnot dare not tell Gerald the truth, she has to acquiesce.
The third Act shows Lord Illingworth's attempt to metamorphose
Gerald into a dandy: he takes on the accents, and sometimes the
very words, of Lord Henry Wotton in his awakening of Dorian. He
meets with some success. He lauds youth and modernity as Lord
Henry did. He insists: 'You want to be modern, don't you, Gerald?
You want to know life as it really is. Not to be put off with
any old-fashioned theories about life,' Again, he is a weary
echo of Lord Henry. He teaches Gerald the dandy's view of Society:
Gerald: I suppose society is wonderfully
delightfulI
Lord Illingworth: To be in it is merely a bore. But
to be out of it simply a tragedy.
Society is a necessary thing."d"
6^7W.H. I. , p. 92.
6^8Ibid. p. 109.
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Mrs. Arbuthrxot reveals that she has grown hard: 'I think
there are many things women should never forgive ... The ruin
of another woman*s life.* ^ Hester has a private talk with her,
and shows that Society has already taught her something: 'I had
been foolish. There are things that are right to say, but that
may be said at the wrong time and to the wrong people.'^30
Mrs. Arbuthnot agrees with Hester's stern rules about life - a man
and woman who have sinned should both be punished, as should their
children: 'It is a Just law. It is God's law'.^31 Hester
persuades Mrs. Arbuthnot to ask Gerald not to go with Lord Illingworth.
He has already imbibed a great deal of the new teaching:
You have told me that the world is a wicked
place, that success is not worth having,
that society is shallow, and all that sort of thing -
well, I don't believe it, mother. I think the
world must be delightful. I think society must be
exquisite. I think success is a thing worth having.
You have been wrong in all that you taught me, mother,
quite wrong. Lord Illingworth is a successful man.
He is a fashionable man. He is a man who lives in
the world and for it. Well, I would give anything
to be Just like Lord Illingworth.°52
To prevent him, she forces herself to tell the story of her seduction
by Illingworth, as if it happened to someone else. Lord Illingworth
had foretold his response: 'You have educated him to be your Judge
if he ever finds you out. And a bitter, an unjust Judge he will
be to you. Gerald is unmoved:
6^9W.N.I. . p. 160.
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My dear mother, it all sounds very tragic,
of course. But I dare say the girl was just as
much to blame as Lord Illingworth was.~ After
all, would a really nice girl, a girl with any
nice feelings at all, go away from her home
with a man to whom she was not married, and live
with him as his wife? No nice girl would."54
Mrs. Arhuthnot is crushed, and agrees again to let him go. But
now, ironically, what that hitter tale of seduction and desertion
in general would not do, a lightly stolen kiss from a Puritan can.
When Hester is 'insulted* by Lord Illingworth, Gerald swears to
kill him, so that Mrs. Arbuthnot can bring down the curtain on
the supremely effective line: 'Stop, Gerald, stop'. He is your
own father!'^'
The fourth Act has still a surprise for us - and for Mrs.
Arbuthnot. Gerald decides that she must marry Lord Illingworth.
He is going by 'the rules'. And Mrs. Arbuthnot firmly rejects
them: *1 will not marry Lord Illingworth. * ^6 Gerald is sure
of himself: 'I can't understand why you won't look at this matter
from the right, from the only proper standpoint. '^7 Bu^. jgrs#
Arbuthnot is hard. This touches her so deeply that conventions
don't count. She realises that marriage now to Lord Illingworth
r/ould be a mockery. Gerald attempts to sway her by religious
arguments, and die becomes more adamant.
At last she pours out her feelings, her love for Gerald, in
a long, and, nowadays at least, hideously embarassing speech, the





gist of which is that she has never "been able to repent her sin
because she loves Gerald so much, and he is the result of her sin.
Her despairing cry: 'Child of my shame, be still the child of
my shame'.', has long been a theatrical jjoke, but her basic point
is sound. Gerald still can't see it - but once more Hester comes
to the rescue. When Mrs. Arbuthnot cannot convince Gerald by
passionate speeches, it takes Hester no time at all. She agrees
with Mrs. Arbuthnot: both have discarded their iron rules of
conduct. There is an embarassing reconciliation, but Mrs. Arbuthnot
shows some spirit in repeating Hester's earlier words, and Hester
shows courage in admitting she was wrong:
Mrs. Arbuthnot: . • . The sins of the parents should
be visited on the children. It is
God's law.
Hester: I was wrong. God's law is only Love.8-*9
All is now settled, but we have not seen the last of Lord
Illingworth. He arrives, still self-righteous: 'What is of
Cfr\
importance to-»day, as yesterday, is still our son. ' He makes
proposals to share Gerald with Mrs. Arbuthnot, but she shows no
interest. He finds Gerald's letter and opens it, and for once
he is no dandy:
But to get my son back I am ready - yes, I am
ready to marry you, Rachel - and to treat you
always with the deference and respect due to
my wife. I will marry you as soon as you choose.
I give you my word of honour.
658W.N.I. . p. 169.




Her refusal gives him a chance to recover his poise: 'Do tell
662
me your reasons. They would interest me enormously.* Again
Mrs. Arbuthnot, enjoying getting some revenge* quotes his earlier
words to his face: 'Children begin by loving their parents.
After a time they judge them. Rarely if ever do they forgive
them.Lord Illingworth considers that Gerald's letter is the
conventional response to the situation, he does not know what
'fin-de-siecle' person could have dissuaded him. He recovers his
nerve and leaves with studied rudeness, so that Mrs. Arbuthnot
strikes him and is left crying. But she is able to achieve her
final victory with a new version of the curtain line from Act I:
'Ghl no one. No one in particular. A man of no importance. '
An Ideal Husband is Wilde's longest play, and the most successful
of the 'problem' comedies. First, it is not based on secret sins
of passion, the confession of which by his characters brings out
all the worst in Wilde's writing: the secret on which the plot
hinges is a dishonest business deal with which a successful politician
is to be blackmailed. This is easier for Wilde to make convincing,
and enlarges the scope of the play. Secondly, here the dandy comes
nearest to success in the dull moral world of every day. Lord
Goring is not in love with the good woman, as Lord Darlington was
in Lady Windermere's Fan; he has not 'wronged* her as Lord Illingworth





Mrs. Cheveley, but long enough ago to be philosophic and detached
about it. He is in love now, with Mabel Chiltern, but this does
not directly involve him in any of the passion and drama of the
play: she is his ideal mate, and they show and disguise their
feelings in delightful, trivial flirtation. Society also
scintillates with a delicate brilliance, as we meet the guests
at Lady Chiltern's ball. But most of all, Lord Goring is young,
and in particular, young at heart, and the young dandy is a most
attractive character. Mabel Chiltern describes him:
Why, he rides in the Row at ten o'clock in the
morning, goes to the Opera three times a week,
changes his clothes at least five times a day,
and dines out every night of the season. You
don't call that an idle life, do you?°°5
Wilde also describes him on his entrance:
Thirty-four, but always soys he is younger.
A well-bred, expressionless face. He is
clever, but would not like to be thought so.
A flawless dandy, he would be annoyed if he
were considered romantic. He plays with
life, and is on perfectly good terms with the
world. He is fond of being misunderstood.
It gives him a post of vantage.oob
Mrs. Cheveley is introduced to Lady Chiltern,who with the
icerciless memory of the good woman instantly remembers her school
peccadilloes. Sir Robert, the politician and diplomat, can meet
Mrs. Cheveley on her own terms, and pay her compliments. She




* °^7 his answer is worthy of* the dandy:
to do something for me.*s v ^
*1 hope it is not a little thing, Mrs. Cheveley. I find that
little things are so very difficult to do.' All this time he has
been unsuspecting, but her mention of Baron Arnheim puts him on his
guard. Lord Goring interrupts their conversation, and they drift
away. Lord Goring is suspicious of Mrs. Cheveley, but secretive
also:
I.ord Goring: , . » Who brought Mrs. Cheveley here?
That woman in heliotrope, who has just
gone out of the room with your brother?
Mabel Chi Item: Oh, I think Lady Markby brought her.
Why do you ask?
Lord Goring: I haven't seen her for years, that is
all.668
The next few minutes establish Lord Goring's character: when his
father accuses him of dancing until four in the morning, he responds
politely in self-justification: 'Only a quarter to four, father.*88^
He airs the same sort of opinions as Lord Illingworth, but gives the
comfortable feeling that he doesn't really mean what he says:
Lord Caversham: You seem to me to be living entirely
for pleasure.
Lord Goring: What else is there to live for,
father? Nothing ages like happiness."70
His wit is as sharp and quick:
Lord Goring: Handsome woman, Mrs. Cheveley'.
Lady Basildon: Please don't praise other women in
our presence. You might wait for
us to do that I







At last we return to Mrs. Cheveley and Sir Robert. First
she asks him to support her fraudulent scheme* then offers to bribe
him: at last, she openly blackmails him. This is the same method
that Dorian Gray employed to get Alan Campbell's assistance after
his murder of Basil Hallward. Mrs, Cheveley points out the tyranny
of society, and the weakness of Sir Robert's position:
In old days nobody pretended to be a bit better
than his neighbours. In fact, to be a bit
better than one's neighbour was considered
excessively vulgar and middle-class. Nowadays,
with our modern mania for morality, every one has
to pose as a paragon of purity, incorruptibility,
and all the other seven deadly virtues - and what
is the result? You all go over like ninepins -
one after the other.°72
The price she asks for the suppression of his early crime is support
in her latest fraudulent speculation. The picture she draws of
his downfall persuades him, and he agrees. Almost immediately,
Lady Markby reminds the audience of Lady Chiltern's moral integrity:
Lady Chiltern is a woman of the very highest
principles, I am glad to say . • » And Lady
Chiltern has a very ennobling effect on life,
though her dinner-parties are rather dull
sometimes.°73
Mrs. Cheveley cannot resist flaunting her victory before Lady Chiltern
as she leaves. Meanwhile, and very importantly for the plot,
Mabel Ghiltern finds a diamond brooch and Lord Goring takes charge
of it, admitting that he recognises it.
Sir Robert and Lady Chiltern are left alone, and immediately




woman1 she is hard and unforgiving:
I hated, I despised her. She stole things, she
was a thief. She was sent away for "being a thief.
Why do you let her influence you?674
What is more, she makes her judgement so general that Sir Robert
applies it to himself: 'One's past is what one is. It is the
only way by which people should be judged. *^5 with fine moral
arguments she attacks his compromise, and shows her weakness, her
distance from reality:
You are different. All your life you have stood
apart from others. You have never let the world
soil you. To the world, as to myself, you have
been an ideal always. Ghi be that ideal still.
That great inheritance throw not away - that
tower of ivory do not destroy. Robert, men can
love what is beneath them - things unworthy,
stained, dishonoured. We women worship when we
lovej and when we lose our worship, we lose
everything. OhI don't kill my love for you,
don't kill thatt°7o
If he has sinned, they must drift apart. He cannot confess in face
of this attitude, and so is deprived of her help when he most needs
it. She insists he must write to Mrs. Cheveley reversing his
decision, yet even in her triumph she holds out no hope for him:
Sir Robert Chiltern: Oh, love me always, Gertrude,
love me always'.
Lady Chiltern: I will love you always, because
you will always be worthy of
love, 677
In the second Act Sir Robert takes his problem to the more
sympathetic ears of Lord Goring, who is kind, but forces him to






Sir Robert CMltern: And, after all, whom did I
wrong by what I did? No one.
Lord Goring: Except yourself, Robert. 878
He confesses the whole affair, describing Baron Arnhein as another
Lord Henry Cotton, himself as another Dorian Gray. Baron Arnheim's
creed was power, and Lord Goring does not hesitate to Judge it;
'a thoroughly shallow creed.,87^ Sir Robert has still refused to
accept full responsibility and recognise his guilt, although he
does so by the end of the play. Lord Goring advises him to tell
his wife, but she has made this Impossible. Lord Goring urges
him to fight:
Sir Robert Ghiltern: I will fight her to the death,
as long as my wife knows nothing.
Lord Goring; Oh, fight in any case - in any
case.
Left alone with Lady Ghiltern, Lord Goring attempts to prepare her
for compromise with her high principles. He is still the dandy:
Lord Goring: But, my dear Lady Ghiltern, I think, if
you will allow me to say so, that in
practical life -
Lady Ghiltern: Of which you know so little, Lord Goring -
Lord Goring: Of which I know nothing by experience,
though I know something by observation.
He suggests that she is too hard:
I think that . . . often you don't make sufficient
allowances. In every nature there are elements







She repudiates the idea that Sir Robert is capable of doing a
foolish or wrong thing, but he insists: 'Nobody is incapable of
doing a foolish thing. Nobody is incapable of doing a wrong
thing.'883 Ke summarises one of the main ideas the plays put
forward:
All I do know is that life cannot be understood
without much charity, cannot be lived without
much charity. It is love, and not German
philosophy, that is the true explanation of
this world, whatever may be the explanation of
the next. Soli-
Lady Markby and Mrs. Cheveley call in search of Mrs, Gheveley's
lost diamond brooch. Lady Markby shortly has to leave, but Lady
Chiltern asks Mrs. Gheveley to stay. She proudly affirms to her
visitor, 'I never change'.883 The conversation is heavy with
irony for the audience, who know the secret:
Mrs, Cheveley: Then life has taught you nothing?
Lady Chiltern: It has taught me that a person who
has once been guilty of a dishonest
and dishonourable action may be
guilty of it a second time, and
should be shunned,
Mrs. Cheveley: Would you apply that rule to every
one?
Lady Chiltern: Yes, to every one, without exception,
Mrs. Cheveley: Then I am sorry for you Gertrude,
very sorry for you.606
Goaded too far, Mrs. Cheveley accuses Sir Robert in the presence of






of the dream world she Is clinging to when she cries: 'Oh, tell
me it is not true! Lie to me'. Lie to me! Tell me it is not
true.She pushes him away, clamouring for her ideal that
she has lost, and Sir Robert has spirit enough to turn and accuse
her:
Why can't you women love us, faits and all?
Why do you place us on monstrous pedestals?
We have all feet of clay, women as well as
men; but when we men love women, we love
them knowing their weaknesses, their follies,
their imperfections, love them all the more
it may be, for that reason. It is not the
perfect, but the imperfect, who have need of
love.
He leaves the room accusing her of having caused his ruin*
The scenes in this play follow the same general pattern as in
Lady Windermere's Fan - there Act III took place at night in Lord
Darlington's rooms, with ladies hidden in terror of discovery.
Here Act III moves to Lord Goring's rooms, and the hidden lady
theme is much elaborated. Lord Goring is its hero: 'He is the
first well-dressed philosopher in the history of thought.,889
He receives Lady Chiltern's letter, and when his father calls gives
orders that she is to be admitted quietly. Lord Caversham is
again anxious for Lord Goring to marry, but Lord Goring is only
anxious for him to leave. As they go off, Mrs. Cheveley arrives,
and is mistaken for the expected visitor. She finds Lady Chiltem's
letter, but has to conceal herself at once. As Lord Caversham goes,
667I.H.. P. 130.
688Ibid. pp. 131 - 132.
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Sir Robert Chiltern arrives. Lord Goring believes Lady Chi1tern
is hiding in his rooms, but thinks he can solve the situation:
'No? I think I shall get through it. I'll give her a lecture
through the door. Awkward thing to manage, though.His
conversation becomes edged with a double purpose. But Sir Robert
hears a noise, and insists on searching? he finds Mrs. Cheveley,
and accuses Lord Goring of Treachery, while Goring still believes
his visitor is Lady Chiltern. Sir Robert leaves, and Mrs. Cheveley
reveals herself.
Her latest offer is to exchange the incriminating letter against
Robert Chiltern for marriage with Lord Goring. This would certainly
involve Lord Goring in self-sacrifice, and he declares, 'self-
sacrifice is a thing that should be put down by law.Mrs,
Cheveley shows that her driving motive now is hatred of Lady Chiltern.
Lord Goring accuses her of deliberate cruelty in taunting Lady
Chiltern, and is too earnest for a dandy. She protests that she
only went to the house to look for her brooch. Now the situation
can be saved. Lord Goring clasps it round her arm as a bracelet,
and threatens to call the police, for it is stolen. Mrs. Cheveley
returns the letter, but as she goes, takes Lady Chiltern's letter
to Lord Goring, written earlier, whose meaning can be misconstrued*
Next day The Times commends Sir Robert for his condemnation of




Lord. Goring becomes engaged to Mabel Chiltern. He tells Lady
Chi1tern her husband is safe but that she is now in danger; as
before he advises complete frankness between husband and wife,
but now it is Lady Chiltern who dares not comply. Sir Robert
enters with the letter and the suspense is ended, for he does not
realise it was not intended for him. He reluctantly suggests he
retire from public life, and Lady Chiltern eagerly agrees; although
Lord Caversham arrives to offer him a seat in the Cabinet, her mind
is made up. But Lord Goring shows her that she will ruin Robert's
life and kill his love if she smothers his ambition; she relents,
and Sir Robert accepts the post. All seems now set fair, but when
Lord Goring announces his intention of marrying Mabel Sir Robert
refuses his consent because of Mrs. Cheveley's presence in his
rooms the night before. So in the end, as Sir Robert had to be
found out, Lady Chiltern has to confess to clear Lord Goring.
All is forgiven and forgotten, and Mabel announces she doesn't want
Lord Goring to be an Ideal Husband, she wants to be a real wife to
him. This is a gentle underlining of the 'message' of the play.
All these plays are to some extent brilliant failures. They
fail most obviously because of Wilde's inability to master the
language of passion. They succeed in making searching critical
comments on morality. They fail, regarded as attempts to show
the dandy in the world; faced with passion, with evil, or any
serious moral problem the dandy either cannot cope, or ceases for
the moment to be a dandy. It is only when Wilde attempts less
that he achieves real success in quite a different play, The Importance
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of Being Earnest. In Earnest he ceases to try to reconcile the
dandy with the modern world, the moral world, and creates a magic
world of inconsequence and trivia where the dandy reigns supreme,
and almost all the characters share his language and his attitudes.
Thus, in fact, the dandy ceases to exist, for we have seen that
his strength comes from the contrast between his values and attitudes
and those of a 'non-dandy' world of which he is a member. In
Earnest there are no true dandies: instead there is a 'dandy'
world, and certainly many remarks typical of dandies in earlier
plays. If we feel that there is social criticism in Earnest, it
resides in certain isolated remarks, but the play achieves
perfection of form because Wilde has ceased to try to picture the
'real' world.
'There are two ways of disliking my plays. One way is to
dislike them, the other is to prefer Earnest.Although Wilde
was very pleased with the comedy of Earnest, there are indications
in his letters that he felt that Earnest was a lesser form of art
than the other plays, though incomparably more perfect on its own
terms. He wrote disparagingly of this play as one which 'is quite
nonsensical and has no serious interest*,^93 and xm-pi±e<x that it
might at least make money. To George Alexander he wrote: 'My
play, though the dialogue is 3heer comedy, and the best I have eyer




of a repertoire of serious or classical pieces',and there is
an undertone of regret in the knowledge that 'sheer comedy' was
what he was best at. He never quite lost this attitude; in 1899
he referred to Earnest as 'so trivial, so irresponsible a comedy*•
If further evidence is required, we need only remember the scenario
of Mr. and Mrs. Daventry. submitted to George Alexander while he
was writing Earnest - Wilde sees it as 'extremely strong': 'I want
the sheer passion oi' love to dominate everything. *^9
None of this is to disparage Earnest: I say it to reinforce
my contention that the melodramatic plots of the other comedies
had in fact a serious moral intention, and that in those plays there
is not so much an opposition of dialogue and plot as of prigs and
dandies in the characterisation. These difficulties fall away with
Earnest - it is the epitome of'harmony; dandy speaks to dandy,
lover to lover, ingenue to ingenue. And Wilde began frankly to
enjoy "Earnest for its own sake: he said it was 'written by a
butterfly for butterflies',^97 and certainly he enjoyed writing it,
and mocking in the process his ovm more serious and less successful
works. As he said in an Interview with Robert Ross, the philosophy
of the play is 'That we should treat all the trivial things of life
seriously, and all the serious things of life with sincere and
studied triviality. ',^8 the philosophy of the dandy. But when the
^^Letters. p. 369: cf. also p. 359.
695Ibid. p. 780.




dandy is so completely in his own world and has no dull and serious
people to show up, it is the world rather than the dandy that
captures the attention. And although Algernon often makes dandyish
remarks, the characters on the whole are not dandies; they are
simply brilliantly inconsequential, bent on taking serious things
lightly, and trivial things seriouslyj that is their world.
Earnest is a joke whieh Wilde enjoyed as much as his audience,
and often it is a joke against himself. All the serious 'problems'
of the other plays recur, only to be laqghod Off the stagej many
character types similarly recur with a basic difference that shatters
the image. Lady Bracknell is a development and a parody of the
other dowagers; her sentiments are often rather too flippant and
self-conscious, but the character is sustained by a brilliant use
of circumlocutionj her injunction to Jack, 'Rise, sir, from this
semi-recumbent posture. It is most indecorous' is justly
famous. In like terms she relates a painful story and makes a
serious charge later in the play;
Gome here, Prism J Where is that baby? Twenty-
eight years ago, Prism, you left Lord Bracknell's
house, Number 10i+ Upper Grosvenor Street, in charge
of a perambulator that contained a baby of the male
sex. You never returned. A few weeks later,
through the elaborate investigations of the
Metropolitan police, the perambulator was discovered
at midnight standing by itself in a remote corner
of Bayswater. It contained the manuscript of a
three-volume novel of more than usually revolting
sentimentality. But the baby was not there.
Prism'. Where is that baby?7o0
6"i,B.E. « p. 38.
700Ibid. p. 175.
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The comic effect her© rises from the longwinded manner end pedantic
terminology as well as from the ludicrous tale, from her care for
detail about the address and her criticism of the novel at such
a time*
Gwendolen is a magnificent caricature of the ' goa&__woman'•
She utters the same kind of principles, with a difference.
Sometimes they are of an utterly trivial nature:
We live, as I hope you know, Mr, Worthing,
in an age of ideals. The fact is constantly
mentioned In the more expensive monthly
magazines, and has reached the provincial
pulpits, I am told; and my ideal has always
been to love some on© of the name of Ernest,701
This ideal is hardly less rational than the wilder flights of Lady
Windermere or Lady Chi Item, but in ceasing to point a definite
critical reaction to them, Wild© has succeeded in showing their
ridiculous nature, Elsewhere, Gwendolen's high Ideals are subjected
j to Wilde's favourite device, the omission of the expected phrase:
Ernest, we may never be married. Prom the
expression on mama's face I fear we never shall.
Few parents nowadays pay any regard to what their
children say to them • • • But although she may
prevent ua from becoming man and wife, and I may
marry some one else, and marry often, nothing
that she can possibly do can alter my eternal
devotion to you,702
Gwendolen is perfectly balanced by Cecily: both young .girls, they
are shown as differing in character, in part, perhaps because of




ultimately we work backwards and decide that the difference is
because Gwendolen is to marry the more serious Jack, and Cecily
the irresponsible Algy.
Hone of the characters, not even Algernon, can rightly be
called a dandy - they are special creatures of a special world.
The harmony of this world is often expressed in balance: two men
who are and are not called Ernest, two girls to love them, two
threatened broken engagements; the romances run parallel throughout,
and each enriches the comedy of the other. When both girls find
they have been deceived about the true names of their loved ones,
the dialogue runs as follows:












Mr. Worthing, I have something very particular
to ask you. Much depends on your reply.
Gwendolen, your common sense is invaluable.
Mr. Moncrieff, kindly answer me the
following question. Why did you pretend
to be my guardian*s brother?
In order that I might have an opportunity
of meeting you,
(to Gwendolen): That certainly seems a
satisfactory explanation, does it not?
Yes, dear, if you can believe him.
I don't. But that does not affect the
wonderful beauty of his answer.
True. In matters of grave importance, style,
rxot sincerity is the vital thing, Mr.
Worthing, what explanation can you offer to
me for pretending to have a brother? Was
it in order that you might have an opportunity
of coming up to town to see me as often as
possible?
Can you doubt it, Miss Fairfax?
I have the gravest doubts upon the subject.
But I intend to crush them, Thiols notthe moment for German scepticism.
7°3I.5«5.. pp. 1U9 - 150.
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Apart from the identical nature of the love affairs at this point,
the comedy arises from the contrast between the convictions the
girls voice and their sentiments shown in their actions. They
will not speak - and they immediately do: they have "been cruelly
betrayed - they disbelieve the excuses, but quash their disbelief
by an effort of will.
The same quality of contrast is present in the earlier disagree¬
ment between Gwendolen and Cecily, when they find out they are both






If the poor fellow has been entrapped
into any foolish promise I shall consider
it my duty to rescue him at once, and
with a firm hand.
Whatever unfortunate entanglement my dear
boy may have got into, I will never reproach
him with it after we are married.
Do you allude to me, Miss Cardew, as an
entanglement? You are presumptuous.
On an occasion of this kind it becomes
more than a moral duty to speak one's mind.
It becomes a pleasure.
Do you suggest, Miss Fairfax, that I entrapped
Ernest into an engagement? How dare you?
This is no time for wearing the shallow mask
of manners. When I see a spade I call it
a spade.
I am glad to say that I have never seen a
spade. It is obvious that our social
spheres have been widely different,'0**
Here the balance in the dialogue is enriched by the contrast of the
supposedly naive simplicity of Cecily, and the town sophistication
of Gwendolen, who sounds at moments alarmingly like her mother.
7Q**I.B.E. . pp. 123 - 12U.
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Again, in the strife between Gwendolen and Cecily we find a triumph
of dramatic preparation: inAct I when Jack and Algernon discuss the
future relations of Gwendolen and Cecily, we find:
Jack: Cecily and Gwendolen are perfectly certain
to he extremely great friends. I'll bet
you anything you like that half an hour
after they have met, they will be calling
each other sister.
Algernon: Women only do that when they have called
each other a lot of things first.7^5
But the whole play is a triumph of dramatic preparation: the
seeds of every development are so\m in Act I. In particular we
are prepared for Merriman*s entrance in Act II:- 'Mr. Ernest
Worthing has just driven over from the station. He has brought
his luggage with him',70^ a line which on the opening night was
received with gales of laughter that stopped the play for some
minutes. The audience anticipates the new development; they
feel that it can't really happen, but at the same time know with
delighted certainty that it is going to. This feeling of fore¬
knowledge is a particularly skilful way of ensuring that the
audience identifies itself with the gently mad world of the play.
Algernon's entry as Ernest again builds up the preparation for the
famous appearance of Jack a few minutes later, in deepest mourning
for his dead, imaginary brother, being impersonated at that moment




Characteristic situations of the 'problem-1 plays arise in this
new atmosphere, miraculously transformed. There is the question
of Jack's cigarette case in Act I, reminiscent of the incriminating-
fan left in Lord Darlington's rooms, and the stolen diamond brooch
with which Lord Goring saves Sir Robert Chiltern. Jack's character
and duplicity are unmasked as a result, as Sir Robert's was in An
Ideal Husband. Miss Prism's guilty past rises up to confront her,
and lie re Wilde really revenges himself for his own ineptitude at
writing scenes of high passion. We recall the embarassing scene
in A Woman of Ho Importance where Gerald urges hi3 mother to marry
Lord Illingworth, with all its stilted, lifeless languages
You are my mother and my father all in one.
I need no second parent. It was for you I
spoke, for you alone. Oh, say something, mother.
Have I but found one love to lose another?
Don't tell me that. 0 mother, you are cruel. '
Wilde has his revenge for all the lines he could not write in Jack's
reaction to Lady Bracknell's revelation about Miss Prism:
Unmarried] I do not deny that is a serious
blow. But after all,who has the right to cast
a stone against one who has suffered? Cannot
repentance wipe out an act of folly? Why
should there be one 3aw for men. and another for
women? Mother, I forgive you.
The success of Earnest is unchallenged: it is the creation of
an artificial .world. Compared with the first three comedies, it
abdicate8 social aims and concentrates on stylistic perfection.
Earnest is the counterpart of Salome in a very different mariners
its success depends on sustaining the mood, and the play is a chef
d'oeuvre of style.




A Conclusion: Two Poems
&
There is a natural temptation to end a survey of Wilde's work
with some general conclusions, a restatement and re-emphasis of the
traits most remarked in his work. But in Wilde's case to summarise
is almost certainly to over-simplify and to falsify, because of the
breadth and diversity of his mind and his artistic productions. We
have noticed in many places a pre-occupation with form, an extreme
individualism and a delight in a kind of art which is as far removed
as possible from realism, and is unconcerned with life. We have
also found a tendency to examine the relations of art and life, and
a constant hint of uneasiness about the consequences of his own
attitude to art, and in particular a nagging consciousness that
complete absorption in art excludes that concern for one's fellow
men which is necessary to the maturity of any sensitive man, especially
to the artist. In order not to over-emphasise one side of this
duality at the expense of the other, I wish to end this survey of
Wilde's work with an examination of two poems which by themselves
can be taken to represent the opposite poles of his thought. It
would be misleading to close an account of Wilde's creative wox'lc
without noticing his achievements in poetry* The early poems,
although often attractive, are slight and derivative, but there are
two later works, each of which he composed with great care, and each
of which has outlived the ephemeral reputation of the early poems.
The Sphinx and The Ballad of Reading Gaol are the works on which
Wilde's poetic reputation must depend.
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The Sphinx Is the quintessence of art for art's sake: it shows
an all-consuming love of beauty, with a craving, typical of many
French poets, for the new and the strange, and the complete
subordination of life to art. The poem is typified by the strange
monster which is its subject; a statue, not a living thing, an
artificial creation, half woman, half animal, a thing of mystery,
a subject for reverie. In sharp contrast is The Ballad of heading
Gaol, where the object of attention is the condemned man, a living
creature, the first of Wilde's characters taken directly from life,
a man involved in a human tragedy which actually occurred, and the
poem is thus, of all Wilde's works, the nearest to life. It shows
a consciousness of sorrow, suffering; and sin, a recognition of the
collective responsibility of Man for the misery of men, a repetition
of the declaration of De Profundis: 'Whatever happens to another
happens to oneself.1 To avoid overstatement it therefore seems
wisest to conclude with a study of these two poems, so that we
realise once again the diversity of Wilde's mind.
The Sphinx, with Salome the most complete and perfect work of
Wilde's aestheticism - one might say of his decadence, is an attempt
to parallel or surpass in English the French writers of the decadence.
Gautier, Baudelaire, Flaubert and Iluysmans all share characteristics
found in the poem, particularly the sensuous enjoyment of words and
the creative and suggestive manner^of using them. Wilde might be
called, as Gautier was, 'the Sultan of the epithet'.
Certainly the inspiration of the manner of the poem is French:
there is nothing like it in English. Although some critics have
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suggested the Influence of Poe's The Haven, the technique of The
Sphinx is more subtle, and the subject more sensuous - the mood
is that of the decadence: 'The aira of art is simply to create a
mood'.7^ In The Sphinx Wilde seeks to realise the ideal of
literature that he describes in The Critic as Artist:
Words have not merely music as sweet as that
of viol and lute, colour as rich and vivid as
any that make3 lovely for us the canvas of the
Venetian or the Spaniard, and plastic form no
less sure and certain than that which reveals
itself in marble or in bronae, but thought and
passion and spirituality are theirs also, are
theirs indeed alone.710
In his critical work, Wilde's ideals of art are often, overtly or
by implication, descriptions of French masterpieces: this is part
only of his reverent account of Baudelaire's Les Pleura du Mai:
Read the whole book, suffer it to tell even one
of its secrets to your woul, and your soul will
grow eager to know more, and will feed upon
poisonous honey, and seek to repent of strange
crimes of which it is guiltless, and to make
atonement for terrible pleasures that it has
never known.711
The inspiration, then, is French, and the choice of subject
is masterly: although Flaubert in La Tentation de Saint Antoine
and Baudelaire in Les Fleurs du Mai had expressed some of the
fascination of the Sphinx, it was left for Wilde, as Professor
Kermode points out, to make the Sphinx an important 'romantic image'.





the unknown; its age, its strange beauty and its secrecy combine
to make it the great enigma, the symbol of the unknown. So it
appears briefly in ha Tentation. the subject of fascination for
the subtle, darting Chimera, representing the quicksilver quality,
the movement of man's soul. The same type of fascination with the
unknowable is evident in Baudelaire's obsession with cats:
Quand mes yeux, vers ce chat que j'aisne,
Tir^s comme par un aimant,
Se retournent docilement
Et que je regarde en moi-mbme,
Je vois avec ^tonnement
he feu de ses pruneiles pdles,
Clairs fanaux, vivantes op&les.
Qui me contemplent fixement.
For the writer who wishes to explore the secret places of the soul,
no symbol has greater suggestiveness. Wilde's doctrine of the
supremacy of art is expressed in such a way as to make this art's
greatest virtue:
There is no passion that we cannot feel,
no pleasure that we may not gratify, and
we can choose the time of our initiation and
the time of our freedom also. Life'. Life'.
Don't let us go to life for our fulfilment ex*
our experience. It is a thing narrowed by
circumstances, incoherent in its utterance,
and without that fine correspondence of form
and spirit which is the only thing that carx 71-,
satisfy the artistic and critical temperament. ^
His fundamental desire artistically was to creat works such as he
describes. It is this achievement that made Baudelaire for Wilde
one of the greatest of all poets: 'There must be no mood with which
712Les ffleurs du Mai. LI. 'Le Chat*.
7^Intentions« p. 173.
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one cannot sympathise, no dead mode of life that one cannot make
alive.The passage in Les Pleura du Mai which most nearly-
approximated both in style and subject to Wilde's poem is another
of Baudelaire's 'cat' poems:
lis prennent en songeant les nobles attitudes
Des grands sphinx allonges au fond des solitudes,
Qui semblent s'endormir dans un r§ve sans finj
Leurs reins feconds sont pleins d'etincelles nagiques,
Et des parceiles d'or, ainsi qu'un sable fin, ^ rI^toilent vagueinent leurs prunelles mystiques, 72-5
Wilde's description of the young dandy Wainwright brings in an
interesting reference connecting the subject, the kind of art, and
the French influences:
Like Baudelaire he was extremely fond of cats, and
with Gautier, he was fascinated by that 'sweet marble
monster' of both sexps that we can still see at Florence
and in the Louvre, 71°
The poem is the supreme example of Wilde's love of words, and
the inspiration he draws from thenj it is a v/eird fantasy, whose
atmosphere is created partly by the skilful use of fairly common
words, which we shall consider in a moment, and partly by the
introduction of mysterious, exotic, unknown words and proper names
rooted in unknown antiquity. Thus we have in the rhyme words alone
such combinations as 'Labyrinth-plinth', 'eorridors-Maridragores*,
'skiffs-glyphs', 'bar-lupanar', 'car-nenuphar', 'corybants-elephants',
'steatite-chrysolite*, 'with-inonollth*, 'burnous-thews' and *porphyry~
thee'. The use of strange proper names is even more striking:
'Hieroglyphs-IIippogriffs', ' catafalque-Amenalk', * sareophagus-
Tragelaphos', 'splashed-Pasht*, *talc-Oreichalch'. In fact this use
of outlandish words by itself might seem enough to condemn the poem
714Intentions, pp. 17b - 179.
715Les Fleurs du Mai. LXVI, 'Les Chats'. Cf. Hartley, p. 64.
71'bintentioRS, p. 60.
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as ridiculous, "but the technique by which Wilde manages to 'get away
with' such words, indeed to use them to advantage, is masterly.
The poem is composed in thirteen sections or verse paragraphs
of varying length, in a two line stanza form with interior rhyme.
Its theme concerns the strange erotic dreams aroused in a young
student by the Sphinx, perhaps a statuette, in his room. She
fascinates him by her immobility, the suggestion that his fancy builds
round her. He dreams of the events she may have seen, the strange
lovers she lias had. He decides that the great Egyptian god Ammon
was her lover, and bids her find his dead remains and resurrect them
with love. He wishes her to go in any case - perhaps to find new
loves with wild beasts; he becomes more and more insistent, for she
wakes in him 'each bestial sense* and makes him 'what I would not be'.717
He turns to his crucifix with dull despair.
The success of the poem is wholly dependent on its technique,
which never falters; it is the most subtly wrought work Wilde ever
created. One basic technique is that of contrasts there is contrast
everywhere. The first description emphasises the contrast of the
motionless Sphinx with the dizzily moving worlds
Inviolate and immobile she does not rise she does not stir
For silver moons are naught to her and naught to her the
suns that reel.
Red follows grey across the air, the waves of moonlight
ebb and flow
But with the dawn she does not go ana in the night-time
she is there.
She represents something unchanging and unchangeable, in comparison





Dawn follows Dawn and nights grow old and all the while
this curious cat
Lies couching on the Chinese mat with eyes of satin
rimmed with gold.
Her age and the poet's youth are vividly contrasted:
A thousand weary centuries are thine while I have hardly seen
Some twenty summers cast their green for Autumn's gaudy
liveries.
The most striking use of contrast is in textures; we have already
seen that the Sphinx has 'eyes of satin rimmed with gold'. But we
can never finally decide on the appearance of the Sphinx; at first
she has 'soft and silky fur5, 'claws of yellow ivory' and 'heavy
velvet paws', hut later she is told to find a lion for her paramour:
Couch hy his side upon the grass and set your white teeth
in his throat
And when you hear his dying note lash your long flanks of
polished "brass
Likewise with the tiger:
And toy with him in amorous jests, and when he turns,
and snarls, and gnaws,
0 smite him with your jasper claws', and bruise him with
your agate breasts.'?2u
The contrast of textures is a constant feature of the poem, and there
is particular concentration on metals and precious stones: 'Did gilt-
scaled dragons writhe and twist with passion as you passed them, by?5
The Sphinx meets a 'swarthy Ethiop whose body was of polished jet'.
Another possible lover is 'Some Nereid coiled in amber form with
curious rock crystal breasts'. The god Amnion has 'marble limbs', but:
His thick soft throat was white as milk and threaded with
thin veins of blue:






The final contrast is the student's revulsion from the Sphinx,
and his return to his crucifix* This rather reluctant return from
dream to reality is symbolic of much of Wilde's art: he finds
bizarre beauty in his guest of the Sphinx, but begins to feel
repulsion: there is a conflicting inclination. Even in repulsion
he feels the strange beauty of the Sphinx:
Your eyes are like fantastic moons that shiver in some
stagnant lake,
Your tongue is like a scarlet snake that dances, to
fantastic tunes,'22
but there is corruption in absorption in the beauty: 'You wake in me
each bestial sense, you make me what I would not be'. This is the
characteristic withdrawal, in a way similar to the themes of the
Tales, where love of beauty is found to corrupt, but here it seems
far more formal. The demand for contrast occasions the return to
the crucifix,
Whose pallid burden, sick with pain, watches the world
with wearied eyes,
And weeps for every soul that dies, and weeps for every
soul in vain. '2->
It is a formal pattern, rather than a deep conviction.
Perhaps because of its exotic terminology, there is very little
striking imagery in the poem, but one image in particular, near the
beginning, is superb. It may have been suggested by an image in yet
another of Baudelaire's 'cat' poems:
Et laisse-moi plonger dans tes beaux yeux,
Mfeles de metal et d'agate.72*4-
But Baudelaire's image is pale compared with Wilde's. In his invo¬
cation to the Sphinx the poet cries:
Lift up your large black satin eyes which are like
cushions where one 3 inks '.725
2
The swooning character of the poet s abandonment to his fancy is
722Poems, p. 307.
42?Ibid. p. 310.72dLes Fleurs du Mai. XXXIV, 'Le Chat'.
725poem3. p. 293.
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perfectly conveyed in this metaphor where he seems to penetrate
sensuously right inside the "beast.
The technique of the poem reveals more and more complex crafts¬
manship the more closely it is studied. In the first five verse
paragri^hs there is a particularly striking use of verbs and parti¬
ciples: they convey movement and vividly suggest the monstrous
character of the actions: the suns 'reel*? the Asp 'coils*; the
Sphinx is 'crouching'; we see the 'screaming scarlet Ibis'; a
horrid dew 'dripped' from the 'moaning* Mandragores; the Sphinx
'crept' to the 'shuddering' palms; hippopotami came 'sidling*;
dragons 'writhe* and 'twist'. In the next section the verbs are
static, the description is conveyed in other words, and the verb 'to
be' is constantly used. This change reflects and to some extent
causes a change in the tempo: from frenzy andgcoping lust we come
to a movement of the poem which is very still; the description of
Ammon has a static quality, and energetic movement recurs at the end.
We see that the first part of the poem is basically concerned
with demanding knowledge from the Sphinx, and the characteristic
syntax is in the form of questions:
Who were your lovers? who were they who wrestled for
you in the dust?
Which was the vessel of your lust? What Leman had
you, every day?726
Then the poet decides that Ammon was the paramour and he is described
factually:
On pearl and porphyry pedestalled he was too bright
to look upon:
For on his ivory breast there shone the wondrous
ocean-emerald.72?





the reaction against the vision begins, the poet employs the imperative,
more and more urgentlyI
Get hence, you loathsome mystery*. Hideous animal,
get hence'.» 2°
The movement is a progression through question to affirmation and
hence to imperatives. 'Movement*, in fact, is a particularly true
description: in mary ways the poem is composed like a piece of music,
and Wilde described music as very similar in its effect:
Music always seems to me to produce that effect.
It creates for one/past of which one has been
ignorant,and fills one with a sense of sorrows
that have been hidden fiom one's tears.729
Wilde praised Greek literature for its appeal to the ear, 'which is
really the sense which, from the standpoint of pure art, it should
seek to please.'^0 He succeeded in this poem, in spite of the
bizarre nature of its subject, in finding 'the true rhythmical life
of words and the fine freedom and richness of effect that such
rhythmical life produces.'^1
The Sphinx is Wilde's fullest expression of his most extreme
idolisation of art over life: The Ballad of Reading Gaol of all his
works most strongly brings life into art, and indeed, in this poem he
permitted life to spoil art, in his opinion, by an excess of propaganda.
In every way it is at an opposite pole from The Sphinx: its language
is almost forcedly simple, its subject taken directly from life.
The Sphinx is not so much French-inspired as in a French tradition,
but the Ballad has been most usefully compared with The Ancient Mariner.






illustrate an astonishing versatility in Wilde's work.
The Ballad of Heading Gaol is the first of Wilde's major works
where the question of literary or artistic influences is so small
as to "be almost negligible, and the reason for this is of course that
it is the first of his major works whose inspiration is taken directly
from life. Por the first time he does not "begin with a form but
with an experience that demands expression - even with a message.
He was very conscious of this and thought it a defect in the poem.
7X2 J
The few artistic influences are unimpressive: he admits ^ that the
phrase 'The man in red who reads one's doom' is reminiscent of Hugo
in Marion Delorme: 'Voild l'homme rouge qui passe'. His stanza
form is that of Hood's Eugene Aram, to which the Ballad with very
little Justification has been corapa red. Other comparisons have
been made with The Shropshire had, and Henley's In Hospital, but apart
from a certain realism of portrayal, they are not very valuable. The
most striking similarity is Si own in a comparison with The Ancient
Mariner, but it is a similarity of non-realism, the incident of the
danse macabre of the spirits. This section of Wilde's poem has
another possible echo of Coleridge in the reference to the fatal
game of dice:
'OhoI' they cried, 'the world is wide,
But fettered limbs go lame1.
And once, or twice, to throw the dice
Is a gentlemanly game,
But he does not win #10 plays with Sin
In the secret House of Shame.'733
But it was less easy for Wilde to throw off his own accustomed




this shows that his style had become more important than literary
influences, which he had been able to select at will, as he did for
The Sphinx, Any major criticism of the Ballad must surely rest on
this point, of which Wilde was so conscious. Although he wrote in
August 1897: 'It i3 a new style for me, full of actuality and life
in its directness of message and meaning',73ii" he was by no means
entirely happy about it:
The poem suffers under the difficulty of a divided
aim in style. Some is realistic, some is romantics
some poetry, some propaganda. I feel it keenly, but
as a whole I think the production interesting: that
it is interesting from more points of view than one
is artistically to be regretted.735
One reason for this was the way in which he composed the poem. We
can follow his method of composition for once very closely, for as
he was far away from literary friends he could not, as was his custom,
compose and criticise himself in conversation, but had to write and
seek advice, especially from Ross and Smithers. Much of the more
specif icalls'- * romantic' writing was added to his earlier vera. on. He
began the poem in May, 1897, and in October he added this stanza for
example:
It is sv/eet to dance to violins
When Life and Love are fair:
To dance to flutes, to dance to lutes,
Is delicate and rare:
But it is not sweet with nimble feet
To dance upon the air.738
He may -well have gone on adding stanzas in this vein precisely because





subject was 'all wrong', and the treatment 'too personal'.737
he recognised, this inspiration from life and i>ersonal experience,
particularly of painful experience, went against his earlier dogmas
on the subject:
I, of course, feel that the poem is too autobiographical
and that real experiences are alien things that should
never influence one, but it was wrung out of me, a cry
of pain, the cry of Marsyaa, not the song of Apollo.73"
Certainly, within the limits of this poem there are very different
styles from direct, simple narration, to deeply felt philosophic
inquiry, from the romantic danse macabre of the spirits to a direct
cry of anger at Man's treatment of his fellow man. But the saving
circumstance is in the ballad form, which by tradition can contain
many strands, and the metre is one unifying principle, while the
repetitions, often slightly different, echoing as refrains, again
help to bind the poem together.
The poem is written with just as much skill as The Sphinx, with
all its stylistic techniques similarly directed to produce an overall
effect. The basic difference is that The Sphinx is by intention a
poem of the decadence, an attempt to create a mood of unrest, an
impression of excessive civilisation. The Ballad is a very
specifically Christian poem. This is no claim as regards WiMe's
own spiritual state at the time of writing, it is a description of
the style, which is profoundly informed with Christian references
and ideals. Early on, when he contemplated having; the Ballad
illustrated, Wilde wrote:
I want something curious - a design of Death and Sin





In its simplicity and starkness, and its constant simple appeal to
God the spirit of the poeia is in many ways medieval.
SiThe Sphinx, the use of proper names was one very obvious means
of conveying an exotic, mysterious background: in the Ballad they
are more carefully and subtly used to previde a Christian, often a
medieval background. The most common names are in fact personifi¬
cations, simple allegorical figures such as Sin, Death, Lust, Gold,
Hope, Fear, Terror, Love, Life and the Lord of Death, These figures
are not intended to be powerful images: they convey universal
realities in the poem and help to give it universal meaning. Their
use is a development of the device Wilde used in the Tales, with
personifications of Death and Avarice, for example, in The Young King:
a device he used when investigating the secrets of the soul as opposed
to the social life of man. He uses it now to give an air of universal
truth to particular experience:
Each narrow cell in which we dwell
Is a foul and dark latrine,
And the fetid breath of living Death
Chokes up each grated screen,
And all, but Lust, is turned to dust
In Humanity's machine.7d0
Although at the end of The Sphinx the poet returns to his crucifix,
it seems to be a purely formal ending. In this poem, the proper names
by far the most frequent are those of God and Christ. God is named
five times, and Christ, together with phrases such as Son of God,
thirteen times in all. Even more telling are the other proper names,
every one of them Biblical. The condemned man feels 'upon his





By 'Caiaphas' I do not mean the present Chaplain of
Reading: he is a good-natured fool, one of the
silliest of Cod's silly sheep: a typical clergyman
in fact, I mean any priest of God who assists at
the unjust and cruel punishments of man#742
The other references are all to those universally recognised as
great sinners, usually sinners who have repented their sins:
And he of the swollen purple throat,
And the stark and staring eyes,
Waits for the holy hands that took
The Thief to Paradise;
And a broken and a contrite heart
The Lord will not despise.743
The penitent thief is a typical and ubiquely suitable comparison.
The expiation of the murderer's sin is described in these terms:
And with tears of blood he cleansed the hand,
The hand that held the steel:
For only blood can wipe out blood,
And only tears can heal:
And the crimson stain that was of Cain
Became Christ's snow-white seal,744
Cain, the first murderer, is again an ideal symbol, Wilde also
employs an indirect method to refer to Christ and to sinners, and
his treatment of them, Wilde's declaration of universal guilt,
'Yet each man kills the thing he loves', includes an indirect
reference to the betrayal of Christ by Judas: 'The coward does
it with a kiss*. There are references to Christ's Passion: in
the verse 'The grey cock crew, the red cock crew' is a reminder of
Peter's denial of Jesusj and the prisoners claim a symbol of the






And bitter wine upon a sponge
Was the savour of Remorse.745
The penitence of Mary Magdalen is the image of the heart broken
by suffering:
And every human heart that breaks,
In prison-cell or yard,
Is as that broken box that gave
Its treasure to the Lord,
And filled the unclean leper's house
With the scent of costliest nard.746
Finally, Wilde's favourite theme of the repentance of Tannhftuser
is found here too:
For who can say by what strange way,
Christ brings His will to light,
Since the barren staff the pilgrim bore
Bloomed in the great Pope's sight?747
Throughout the poem Christian terms are used and Christian
beliefs assumed. A constant theme is prayer, with forgiveness
and redemption, and the sharp reminder that Christ came to call
not the just but sinners to repentance. There is a painful repeated
irony in the contrast between 'Christian' man and the message of Christ:
The Chaplain would not kneel to pray
By his dishonoured grave:
Nor mark it with that blessed Cross
That Christ for sinners gave,
Because the man was one of those
Whom Christ came down to save.7^
The warders must not speak to the condemned man: 'What word of grace
in such a place / Could help a brother's soul?'7^ The Catholic
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They hanged him as a beast is hanged:
They did not even toll
A requiem that might have brought
Rest to his startled soul.750
The doctrine of the Last Judgement i3 also casually accepted, 'And
751
there, till Christ call forth the dead, / In silence let him lie'.'^
but in Wilde's references to Hell he clearly means the Hell on earth
of prison life: twice the prisoners are referred to, 'each in his
separate Hell', and he describes prisons thus:
With bars they blur the gracious moon,
And blind the goodly sun:
And they do well to hide their Hell,
For in it things are done
That Son of God nor son of Man
Ever should look upon.! 752
The 'philosophy' of the poem, in the lines beginning 'Yet each
man kills the thing he loves', has always caused controversy as
regards its interpretation. When we have established securely the
Christian and even Catholic context of the poem, it is possible to
interpret them at least to include the Roman Catholic doctrine of
Grace, and Mortal Sin. The first statement of the 'philosophy'
is difficult to paraphrase:
Yet each man kills the thing he loves,
By each let this be heard,
Some do it with a bitter look,
Some with a flattering word.
The coward does it with a kiss,





Some kill their love when they are young,
And some when they are old;
Some strangle with the hands of Lust,
Some with the hands of Gold:
The kindest use a knife, because
The dead so soon grow cold.
Some love too little, some too long,
Some sell, and others buy;
Some do the deed with many tears,
And some without a sigh;
For each man kills the thing he loves,
Yet each man does not die.753
Certainly the lines are a declaration of universal guilt which makes
more shocking the punishment by society of the individual murderer.
The development of the thought later gives added complexity;
But there were those amongst us all
Who walked with downcast head,
And knew that, had each got his due,
They should have died instead;
He had but killed a thing that lived,
Whilst they had killed the dead.
For he who sins a second time
Wakes a dead soul to pain,
And draws it from its spotted shroud,
And makes it bleed again,
And makes it bleed great gouts of blood,
And makes it bleed in vaini 75U
These are the lines which most strongly suggest the doctrine of
Mortal Sin, the sin that is so great an offence to God and Man that
it kills the life of grace in the soul received at Baptism. The
lines 'For he who sins a second time / Wakes a dead soul to pain',
indicate that it is the sinner's own soul that is dead. In this
light we could reinterpret the earlier lines, perhaps, not with this
as the sole explanation, but reinforcing their complex meaning; each
753Poams. pp. 316 - 317
75UIbid. p. 335.
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man destroys his own soul through greed or lust or materialism.
Another occurrence of the same theme is more personal:
And all the woe that moved him so
That he gave that bitter cry,
And the wild regrets, and the bloody sweats,
None knew so well as I:
For he who lives more lives than one
More deaths than one must die.755
This is the cry of the poet, of the man of imagination, but now it
occurs for the first time in Wilde's work: for the first time as
a poet he is writing not merely of himself and his fancies but as
one sharing in the universal human predicament, and suffering far
more than most because of his greater gift of imagination.
As I have said, this poem is Wilde's first with a 'message':
he has to express a cry of anguish at the death of the condemned
man, at the horror of capital punishment, and at the 'Hell' of
prison life, and his recognition of universal guilt. Everything
else is subordinate to this end. There is far more use of figurative
language in this poem than in The Sphinx, but the metaphors and
similes are carefully controlled to increase the horror of the things
he isdescribing, not to divert the attention from them. There is
an accumulation of 'small' metaphors, adding inexorably to the final
pictures
The very mud cried out for blood
To the thirsty asphalte ring;756
So still it lay that every day
Crawled like a weed-clogged wave:757
And from all the gaol rose up a wail
Of impotent despair,
Like the sound that frightened marshes hear
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As in The Sphinx. Wilde makes strong use of simple verbal Images:
With open mouth he drank the sun
As though it had been wine I 759
The brackish water that we drink
Creeps with a loathsome sline;760
Wilde's use of colour is simple and effective: on the whole
the prison world is drab and purposely colourless, and the colours
that are mentioned are therefore especially vivid, for instance at
the beginning of the poem:
He did not wear his scarlet coat,
For blood and wine are red,
And blood and wine were on his hands
When they found him with the dead,
The poor dead woman whom he loved,
And murdered in her bed.
He walked amongst the Trial Men
In a suit of shabby grey;761
G-rey is a typical prison colour, and the condemned man looks wistfully
at the blue sky and silver clouds, A similar vivid and largely
colourless effect is achieved here:
He does not wake at dawn to see
Dread figures throng his room,
The shivering Chaplain robed in white
The Sheriff stern with gloom,
And the Governor all in shiny black,
With the yellow face of Doom.762
On the whole, the horror is not conveyed by comparisons with
objects or states from the world outside the poem. Another means







The difficulty is that the objects in prison have
no shape or form. To take an example: the shed
in which people are hanged is a little shed with
a glass roof, like a photographers studio on the
sands at Margate. For eighteen months I thought
it was the studio for photographing prisoners.
There is no adjective to describe it. I call it
'hideous* because it became so to me after I knew
its use. In itself it is a wooden, oblong, narrow
shed with a glass roof.7&3
We find the key to Wilde's solution in another remark: 'The horror
of prison-life is the contrast between the grotesqueness of one's
aspect, and the tragedy in one's soul* ,7^4' The prisoners are
described as the 'Fool's Parade', and their grotesque appearance
does indeed intensify the sense of tragedy. The simplicity of the
description is deliberate, and more effective than any other style
would be: Wilde emphasises the commonplace article and fills it
with horror because of the use to which it is put. The emotional
significance of the descriptive detail is established in this way,
so that the most ordinary object is repulsive: Wilde makes the
reader share his wonder at the condemned man's composure:
And twice a day he smoked his pipe,
And drank his quart of beer:
His soul was resolute, and held
Bo hiding-place for fear;7o5
Everyday detail in the next example carries the double significance
of the awful monotony of prison life and the terrible significance
of this particular dawn:




At last I saw the shadowed "bars,
Like a lattice wrought in lead,
Move right across the white-washed wall
That faced ray three-plonk bed.
Arid I knew that somewhere in the world
Clod's dreadful dawn was red.766
The warders in their Sunday suits become figures of horror when the
prisoners see 'quicklime on their boots'. The supreme example of
this technique is the line, 'The hangman with his gardener's gloves'.
The last stylistic device we shall notice is contrast, another
one he used also in The Sphinx. Here is nature contrasted with
the grim uses to which man puts it:
For oak and elm have pleasant leaves
That in the spring-time shoot:
But grim to see is the gallows-tree,
With its adder-bitten root,
And, green or dry, a man must dig
Before it bears its fruit'. 768
The next verse compares the upward striving of the materialist with
the eminence of the murderer's death:
The loftiest place is that seat of grace
For which all worldlings try:
But who would stand in hempen band
Upon a scaffold high,
And through a murderer's collar take
His last look at the sky?
Although X have frequently contrasted the Ballad with The Sphinx
in fact it stands in sharp contrast to all Wilde's other artistic
works in its inspiration. It cannot, like Dorian Gray or the Tales.
be described in terms of Wilde's critical theory: it disobeys his





the effect of his prison experience, but the explanation has to be
looked for in the quality of unease we have found throughout, in
his exposition of artistic ideas in his works. In Dorian Gray and
tiie Tales on a spiritual level, in Dorian Ira.y and the comedies on
a social level, he attempted to justify his theories, of art and "life
and in ©11 we have found an undercurrent of profound unease. His
prison experience provided a climax for his unease, and produced
© new philosophy: 'vdiatever happens to another happens to oneself'.
The Individualism of De Frofundis is a very watered-down affair
compared with the Individualism of Intentions: Wilde's experience
of suffering widened it until it was merely verbal. Individualism
as described in Intentions and demonstrated in the works tends
basically towards selfishness or egotism: the Individualism of
De Profundis and the Ballad becomes profoundly altruistic.
The new altruism is illustrated in Wilde's attitude to prison
reform, in his letters to the Daily Chronicle.^70 in his pity for
771
imprisoned children and his efforts on their behalf,'1 in his gifts
772
of money to fellow prisoners as they were discharged.'' The more
personal aspect of the change is a clear sight of the bad things
in his former way of life, and a recognition of the importance of
suffering and the invalidity of a philosophy that studiedly avoids
the very idea:
My desire to live is as intense as ever, and
though ray heart is broken, hearts are made to
7 betters, p. ^77.
77 P"ibid. pp. 568 - 576, 722 - 726.
^Ibid. p. 55U.
yyo • d. p *='7 <i.
3X1.
be broken: that is why God sends sorrow into
the world,773
His declarations are often extravagant, and seem too extreme a
reformation for him to live up to - and of course it is well known
that he did not do so:
I am thoroughly ashamed of having led a life
unworthy of an artist, and a great one, X do
not interest myself in that British view of
morals that sets Messalina above Sporus: both
pleasures are matters of temperament, and like
all sensual pleasures lack nobility and slay the
souls but my reckless pursuit of mundane pleasure,
my extravagance, my senseless ease, ray love of
fashion, my whole attitude towards life, all these
things were wrong for an artist,774
This sentiment is certainly an explicit statement of much that I
have found implicit in the Tales in particular. Yet again he
recognises the extremes of his former attitudes, which led, as we
have already stated, both in life and in art, not to self-realisation
but to self-indulgence:
I know simply that a life of definite and studied
materialism, and a philosophy of appetite and
cynicism, and a cult of sensual and senseless ease,
are bad things for an artist: they narrow the
imagination, and dull the moredelicate sensibilities,7/5
It is not these sentiments, openly and dramatically expressed
when his creative work was over, that give Wilde's work a basic
strength: by themselves they would be a sad admission of the inadequacy
of the beliefs and standards on which he had built his life and art.
The strength comes from a mind that was fearless in defying convention
whether right or wrong, and in accepting only ideas that he could
personally test and approve. Even more, his strength comes from
"^Letters, p, 621,
772+Ibid.pp. 59h - 595.
775Ibid. pp. 6Oh - 605.
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the fact that he never ceased self-examination and self-criticism
in these ideas, refused to accept uncritically even his own conclusions,
and uncovered their deficiencies as surely and courageously as he




(Unless otherwise stated, the place of publication of all books
mentioned below is London.)
Works by Oscar Wilde
As my main reference I have used the following edition of Oscar
Wilde's collected works:
Works. edited by Robert Ross, 14 vols, 1908.
As this edition contains the abridged version of De Profundis,
this work is referred to in its most recent and complete version,
along with all references to Wilde's correspondence, in:
• The Letters of Oscar Wilde, edited by Rupert Hart-Davis, 1962.
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